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**SOLD OUT**

5749115 BEAUTIFUL PAPER CUTTING: 30 Creative Projects for Cards, Gifts, Decor, and Jewelry. By Lark Crafts. This fun craft is easy to learn and requires only a few supplies. Here, a group of creative paper designers shows you how to make a mix of appealing projects for celebrations, gift giving, home decoration, and jewelry. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

$3.95

5895359 THE QUILTER’S PALETTE: A Workbook of Color & Pattern Ideas & Effects. By Katy Denny. Beginning with the essentials of color, pattern, and texture, this fantastic resource brings over 150 fabrics together in 52 different palettes and shows you how to achieve attractive, well-balanced patchwork creations. Includes eight full quilt designs, as well as 50 illustrated block patterns. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

$3.95

186690 ALTERATIONS & REPAIRS: 200 Q&A. By Nan Ides. Got an alterations problem you can’t solve? Curious to know more about a specific technique? Want to know how to repair both by hand and using a sewing machine? This guide will come to your rescue, answering 200 questions on a vast range of alteration topics. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$3.95

5842259 WILDERNESS: Make It by Hand. Paperpunct. By Sarah Dennis. Includes step-by-step instructions for each project including a butterfly card, leather mobile, woven grasses wreath and more. Cut directly into the templates provided or transfer them to your choice of paper. Fully illus. in color, 96 pages. Atria. 9¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$4.95

**SOLD OUT**

6942776 TURNING HOLLOW FORMS: Techniques and Projects. By Mark Sanger. Vases and other hollow forms are functional objects that can also be beautiful in their own right. This comprehensive guide offers you all you need to know to get started with this satisfying technique, from getting started to tackling seven step by step projects. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Ba rron’s. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

$3.95


$4.95

683261X KIM SCAEFER’S SKINNY QUILTS: 15 Bed Runners, Table Toppers & Wallhangings. Ed. by Lynn Koolish. These quick projects are a great way to bring your scrap stash to life and accent a tabletop or decorate a narrow wall with pizzazz. Using both applique and piecing techniques in a variety of color palettes and styles, these projects are easy to do and perfect for last minute gifts and decor.

Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$3.95

6880199 THE SECRETS OF FASHION DRAWING. By N. Chapman & J. Cheek. Starting with a look at materials, equipment, and different ways of working, this guide addresses the language of fashion, its origins and uses. It also includes a fun trip through the world of color, examining its importance and significance in fashion, and explores drawing styles and presentation methods.

Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Arc turus. 8¼x11½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

$4.95

**OUR GUARANTEE**

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
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Current titles are marked with a ★
**Quilting**

6656110 **TWICE AS NICE: Quilts with Scrap-Saving Bonus Projects.** By Kari M. Carr. Now you can put every scrap to use (even those discarded corner pieces) with this assortment of eye-catching projects. Choose from six fun quilt patterns, each with a bonus project, such as a wall hanging, pillow cushion, or table topper, for a total of 12 unique designs. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¼. **Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99.**

5687240 **FROM THE BEDROOM TO THE BARNYARD: A Nine-Block Sampler Honoring Barn Quilts.** By Kansas City Star. Quilts. Corn and Beans, "Hoevingen Rails," "Rainbow Crossing" and "Variable Star," are just a few of the patterns included, with easy-to-follow instructions to create these fun projects. Also featured is a history of America’s barn-quilt art and barn-quilt trails that span across America’s beautiful countryside. Well illus. in color. 48 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¼. **Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.** 

6595420 **UNDER THE STARS.** By Cherie Raison. Reach for the stars! These warm and comfy star quilts are sure to bring smiles of nature and easy to make. Brings you seven heavenly quilts for every season and mood. Appliqued borders of leaves and berries soften the edges of the pieced stars. Includes templates for quilts and these heavenly embellishments. Color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¼. **Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.**

5934445 **THE LINCOLN MUSEUM QUILT: A Reproduction for Abe’s Frontier Family.** By Barbara Blank and D. Robert Brackman. Make your own Lincoln quilt with this informative guide. This quilt was created especially for the cabin exhibit at the Abraham Lincoln Museum in Springfield, Illinois. Includes complete instructions along with a little history about quilts on the frontier. Fully illus. in color. 16 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. **Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.**

6734820 **AMISH QUILTS: 30 Traditional Patterns and More Than 200 Inspiring Photographs of Amish Quilts.** By Rachel & Kenneth Pellman. Amish Quilt Patterns and companion book The World of Amish Quilts are combined into one lavishly illustrated volume. Offers over 30 full-size patterns, step by step instructions, and color suggestions to recreate the quilts on the Amish manor. Also includes detailed drawings, diagrams, and templates. 253 pages. Good Books. 8½x11. **Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.**

9395874 **A TREASURY OF Mennonite QUILTS.** By Rachel & Kenneth Pellman. Displays an extraordinary collection of 149 dazzling quilts from Mennonite communities across North America. These quilts are monuments of beauty and include many stories and old photos of the owners or makers. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Good Books. 8½x10¼. **Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.**

6832512 **GET YOUR STITCH ON ROUTE 66: Quilts from the Mother Road.** By Christina DeArmond et al. Choose from 21 embroidery patterns that are icons of the famous highway, and several settings to make a personal Route 66 quilt. Alternate the blocks with pieced blocks, or divide them with sashing made of amusing "Burma Shave" signs as in Reading then Portland. 114 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x11. **Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95.**

6554844 **EMBROIDERED QUILTS: From Hands and Hearts.** By Christina DeArmond et al. Inspired by antique redwork, the authors have created seven lovely new quilts and three fun projects showcasing embroidery. Features designs for floral motifs, months of the year, butterflies, vintage daisies and even proverb. Includes step-by-step embroidery instructions and history of embroidery, and instructions for completing the quilts. Fully illus. in color. 124 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. **Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95.**

5683365 **CAROL DOAK’S SIMPLY SENSATIONAL 9-PATCH STARS: Mix & Match Units to Patch a Star Quilt.** By Carol Doak. Eds. By Liz Aneloski. Features instructions to create fifty 9-Patch Stars, one for every state, along with quilt projects on which to use them. Includes a CD-ROM with printable patterns. Well illus. in color. 104 pages. C&T. 8½x11. **Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95.**

6901529 **COMFORT AND DEVOTION: A Quiltting Tribute to Nurses of the Civil War.** By S. Maxwell & D. Smith. Inspired by the courageous and dedicated stories of Clara Barton and eight other Civil War nurses, quilt designers Sarah Maxwell and Delores Smith of Homestead Hearth have created a classic collection of eight quilts and one patriotic pillow that celebrates the legacy of those extraordinary women. In color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¼. **Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95.**

5781523 **AMAZINGLY SIMPLE TRIANGLE STARS.** By Barbara H. Cline. Create nine dynamic quilts from one easy to sew block. Includes complete basic instructions and step by step directions for each of the colorful quilt projects. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. **C&T. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.**

5788966 **FABRIC SILHOUETTES: Quilted Treasures from the Family Album.** By Louise Handley. Start with an ordinary snapshot, enlarge and transfer key figures to fabric, and stitch to a special fabric background. Offers tips on choosing fabric, selecting the photo, and includes ten projects to follow step by step, or design your own. Illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11. **Paperbound. Pub. at $20.95.**

3679632 **QUILT BLOCKS ACROSS AMERICA.** By Debra Gabel. With these applique patterns for 50 states and Washington, DC, you can make a fun souvenir block for your home state, plus every state you’ve visited. The six-inch blocks can be enlarged to any size via the included CD-ROM. Includes a gallery of quilts and other articles to spark your inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. C&T. **Paperback. Pub. at $21.95.**

5788781 **ADVENTURES IN DESIGN: The Ultimate Visual Guide.** By Joen Wolfrom. An internationally renowned quilting expert presents a deep dive into foundational skills and balanced art quilt design, showcasing a stunning array of breath-taking and realistic examples along the way. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. C&T. **8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.**

6607829 **EVERY LAST PIECE: 12 Beautiful Design Inspirations Using Scraps, Strings and Applique.** By Lynn Harris. Demonstrates numerous ways to maximize how you use fabric in quilts, including string-pieced blocks, more settings, sawtooth borders, and more. Harris rejuvenates traditional designs by giving them a scrappy look, while other quilters offer minimalist charm with small scraps on broad backgrounds. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Fons & Porter. **C&T. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.**

**Note:** Prices displayed may not reflect current stock availability or pricing. For the most up-to-date information, please visit [erhbc.com/646](http://erhbc.com/646).
**Q U I L T I N G**


**6833586 OXYMORONS: Absurdly Logical Quilts** Ed. by Dianne S. Hare. As fabric interpretations of oxymorons, the 40 quilts in this traveling exhibit are also contradictions in title, technique, focus, and design. Meet the designers, see their sketches, and learn the unique thought processes, approaches, and techniques used to create each quilt. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. American Quilter’s Soc. 11½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $9.95

**5771412 EMPORIA ROSE APPLIQUE OFTEN NEW PROJECTS, Historical Varieties, Classic Designs** By B. Brackman & K. Menauagh. Make stunning quilts inspired by classic mid-century Kansas applique. Featuring timeless designs that work with any applique technique, these seven projects include a nine-needle applique sampler featuring flowers, swags, and festoons. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95. $3.95

**3679381 I N  L O V E  W I T H  S Q U A R E S &  R E C T A N G L E S: 10 Q u i l t J o i n t s** By A. Wash & J. Burke. Enjoy stress-free piecing and easy construction with squares, rectangles, and strips. Projects include Berry Patch, Sky Blue, Around Town and more. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. $4.95

**6833721 S K I P  T H E  B O R D E R S: Easy Patterns for Modern Quilts** By Julie Herman. This innovation inspires you to create stunning quilts without borders. Choose from 15 easy quilt patterns where design is the star and fabric the supporting actor. Learn the structure of a borderless quilt and see what can be done without the cold wall. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $8.95

**6905161 COTTAGE CHARM: Cozy Quilts and Cross Stitch Projects** By Dawn Heese. Assembles six garden-fresh projects that are sure to charm your heart. Features step by step instructions for three cottage-style quilts and three charming cross stitch projects. Heese also includes handy tips for needle-turn applique, mitered borders, and scalloped binding. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Kansas. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. $5.95

**6862977 INSPIRATIONAL APPLIQUE: Reflections of Faith, Hope, and Love** By Cheryl Almgren Taylor. Offers gorgeous applique designs inspired by well-known Bible passages. Titled with verses from favorite, familiar and fine, these 11 eye-catching designs include wall hangings, table runners, a table topper, and a pillow. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

**6671160 A MERRY CHRISTMAS WITH KIM SCHAEFER.** Offers 27 quick-sew quilts and small projects to fill your holiday season with whimsy and joy. Perfect for decorating your home or giving as gifts, these projects include banners, wreaths, gift tags, pillows, runners, wall quilts, tree skirts and more. With full-size fold-out patterns. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11/¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $6.95

**6862934 HEXAGONS, DIAMONDS, TRIANGLES, AND MORE: Skill-Building Techniques for 60-Degree Patchwork** By Susan Goldman Rubin. In the age of improvisational, often asymmetrical quilts, whose makers experimented boldly with design, color, and techniques, the English paper piecing quilts of the American, and modern art quilts. Fully illus., in most color. 162 pages. LWAB. 8½x11/¼. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00. $7.95

**6863624 Q U I L T M A K I N G  E S S E N T I A L S 2: Settings and Borders, Backing and Bindings** By Donna Lynn Thomas. Take your piecing skills to a new level. Covers the basics of settings, sashing, borders, backings, and binding. Easy to access tips and techniques for achieving accurately pieced quilts. Customize your quilts easily by adding simple six step point settings and learn how to combine blocks of different color. Fully illus. in color. 647 pages. Martingale. 8½x11/¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $9.95

**6862728 SLASH YOUR STASH: Showoff Quilts from Your Walking Foot** By Jacquie Gering. It’s time to get that walking foot out of the ditch, take it off the edge and see what that baby can really do! Gering will be your guide as you work your way through 60dpi of fun walking foot techniques. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x11/¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**6649124 W I L D  B Y  D E S I G N: Two Hundred Years of Innovation and Artistry in American Quilts** Ed. by Janet Catherine Beito & Mary Gering. This comprehensive guide offers progressive skill-building instruction for piecing 12 shapes, plus problem-solving tips for common pitfalls. Move from confident beginner to the next level—and create the blocks you want. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $4.95

**5851130 W A L K: Master Machine Quilting with Your Walking Foot** By Jacque Gering. It’s time to get that walking foot off the edge and see what that baby can really do! Gering will be your guide as you work your way from walking foot basics to intricate marked designs as you master machine quilting with your walking foot! Covers over 60 walking foot designs. Fully illus., in color. 162 pages. LWAB. 8½x11/¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.50. $7.95

**6864836 Q U I L T E S S E N T I A L S – J A P A N E S E S T Y L E.** By Susan Briscoe. Create stunning Japanese style quilts and projects with easy to follow patterns and instructions. Teaching traditional quilting techniques such as sashiko, it offers both full-sized quilts and smaller projects like bags and coasters. Illus. in color. 32 pages. David & Charles. 8½x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/646 - 5 -

655598 ROADS AND CURVES AHEAD: A Trip Through Time with Classic Kansas City Star Quilt Blocks. By Edie McGinnis. Presents twenty-four classic Kansas City Star patterns that will have you eager to start your next quilt project. Along with detailed instructions for each block, the author shares some of her most intimate and often hilarious vacation and travel photos. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fons & Porter. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

683240 CONFEDERATES IN THE CORNFIELD: Civil War Quilts from Davis County, Iowa. By Edie McGinnis. During the Civil War, Lt. Jim Jackson and his band of bushwhackers made a foray into Iowa and wreaked havoc on Davis County. Added to the great story of the raid is the pattern for the Bird in a Cherry Tree quilt. Included are historical anecdotes of the significance of quilt design, and others during the Civil War. Well illus., most in color. 48 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

656150 A BAG OF SCRAPS: Quilts and the Garment District. By Edie McGinnis. Explores the origins of those delightful scraps, taking quilters on a charming journey through the nation’s many Garment Districts. After enjoying the story of the garment district’s heyday, you’ll find easy to follow directions for making eight spectacular scrap quilts. Well illus., some color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $3.95

665629 CLASSIC MODERN QUILTS. By Lisa Calle et al. Ten beautiful quilt projects, the result of a challenge to ten top quilt designers to use the Kansas City Star in a modern design. Each project is presented here with complete instructions. The projects range from easy to intermediate, and each is accompanied by the designers’ thoughts on what modern quilting is all about. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 9¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

666176 VINTAGE VIEBE: Traditional Quilts, Fresh Fabrics. By Amber Johnson. A colorful, sunny assortment of quilts for confident beginners and beyond. Choose from 14 bold patterns, learn valuable tips, try a variety ofqs, finish your quilt, and make your own Quilt Block. In a range of sizes. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95

660812 QUILT LOVELY. By Jen Kingwell. Designer Jen Kingwell brings you ten of her favorite quilts and more than 80 projects that use a variety of techniques, and six fun pillow projects. Also included are full-size paper patterns and an easy-to-navigate reference section. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fons & Porter. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

667024 QUILT ESSENTIALS–BETTER QUILTS WITH SWEET APPEAL. By BJ Zimmerman. Wrap your bundle of joy in any one of these five keepsake quilts, suitable for both boys and girls. Cute and simple, and featuring clear diagrams and detailed instructions, these projects are perfect for beginning quilters. Illus. in color. 32 pages. Krause. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

594355 FRESH FROM THE CLOTHESLINE: Quilts and Small Projects with Vintage Appeal. By Darlene Zimmerman. Inside you’ll find dozens of pieced quilt projects including small and large quilt designs as well as smaller items, like place mats and tree skirts—all featuring beautiful 1930s reproduction fabrics. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Krause. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

665617 THE WILD GOOSE CHASE BLOCK, BOOK 5: A Classic for Today’s Quilts. By Sue Harvey. Take a fresh look at this classic block pattern with detailed block assembly directions; complete instructions for three exclusive quilts; helpful piecing tricks; step by step finishing basics; and more. Well illus. in color. 30 pages. All American Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

665561 THE DUTCHMAN’S PUZZLE BLOCK, BOOK 1: A Classic for Today’s Quilts. Ed. by Sue Harvey. Whether you’re mastering your first or your hundredth quilt block, this will be an invaluable addition to your library. Includes complete instructions for three exclusive quilts using the featured block with variations in size, color, and style. Well illus. in color. 32 pages. All American Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

6656005 THE SAWTOOTH STAR BLOCK, BOOK 8: A Classic for Today’s Quilts. Ed. by Sue Harvey. Take a fresh look at a block pattern that has stood the test of time. Offers detailed block assembly directions; complete instructions for three exclusive quilts, step by step finishing basics; a Build It Your Way cart with multiple block sizes; and more. Illus. in color. 30 pages. All American Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

666229 BEYOND NEUTRAL: Quilts Inspired by Nature’s Elements. By John Q. Adams. Diving inspiration from nature’s-weather patterns, earth, leaf, sky, grass, lava, coral, and stone—Adams has designed striking graphic quilts for you to make. He includes 16 fabulous projects suitable for all skill levels, with clear illustrations and photographs. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95


547853 QUILTMAKER’S 1,000 BLOCKS: A Collection of Quilt Blocks from Today’s Top Designers. Ed. by Carolyn Beam et al. Quiltmaker magazine is your top resource for blocks from today’s best designers, from innovative to traditional, whimsical to sophisticated, classic to unique. Now, those blocks are collected into one comprehensive guide, featuring settings and border ideas to transform your blocks into beautiful CD-ROM of PDF templates. Well illus. in color. 528 pages. Fons & Porter. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95


594101 JELLY ROLL BARGENCY QUILTS. By Karin Hellaby. Fascinating Bargello quilts consist entirely of straight seams and rectangular pieces. Yet the mesmerizing optical effects of graceful movement, waves, and curves. Complete with clear how-to instructions and a friendly beginner easy to learn technique. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Landauer Publishing. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95
Landauer Publishing. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**96903231 THE HANDMADE QUILT: A Complete Skill-Building Sampler**. By Carolyn Forster. Get lost in your thoughts and let go of situations you built a variety of skills while learning to hand stitch. Features a 21 block sampler that starts with the easiest techniques and progresses to more challenging skills, with no need to baste or sew machine. Includes lessons for every design. Fully illus. in color, 144 pages. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**66645986 ONE-PATCH QUILTS: Twenty to Stitch**. By Carolyn Forster. Each of these twenty pretty quilts is built on one repeated patch shape, hexagon, triangle, clam shells, diamonds, apple cores and more. Includes step by step instructions and a full size template for each shape. Fully illus. in color, 48 pages. Search. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $9.95

**5961181 THE VERSATILE NINE PATCH: 18 Fresh Designs for a Favorite Quilt Block**. By Joan Ford. A collection of 18 fabulous designs will entice you to bust out your scrap bins and quilt your way through all the original scrappy patterns. Includes easy, bold blocks full of scrappy color and character, or more challenging patterns to use up smaller pieces. Detailed instructions, unique quilt assembly techniques, and hundreds of piecing diagrams clear the way for smooth and successful sewing. Illus. in color. 220 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**6665623 KAFFE FASSETT’S QUILTS IN IRELAND: 20 Designs for Patchwork and Quilting**. Inspired by western Ireland--the rich greens of the rural landscape and the stunning colors of individually painted cottages--Fassett’s eye-patching quilts are showcased against the backdrop of rustic Irish settings. Includes information and templates so you can make each design yourself. Fully illus. in color, 160 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

**66552455 SOUTHERN QUILTS: Celebrating Traditions, History, and Designs**. By Mary W. Kerr. Celebrate and explore the South’s quilting Traditions, History, and Designs. Kerr, known for her southwest style, presents 18 imaginative quilts for the Southern quilter. Includes step by step instructions and detailed written instructions, and colored piecing diagrams, and a tips and techniques section. Fully illus. in color, 144 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $24.95

**6774335 MAKE YOUR OWN MEDALLION: Mix + Match Blocks and Borders to Build Your Own Quilt from Center Out**. By E. B. Harris. The essential workbook for quilters who love the timeless look of medallion quilqs. Includes cutting charts for 30 blocks in up to six sizes; twelve beautiful centers; and six sophisticated quilt patterns for a wide variety of sizes, ready to mix and match blocks. All you have to do is grab your favorite fabrics and get started. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Lucky Spool Media. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95

**6591717 PLAY-OF-COLOR QUILTING: 24 Designs to Inspire Freehand Color Play**. By Bernadette Mayr. The energy, bold accents, and contrasts speak for themselves in these 24 play with color projects. These new designs offer you very colorful, geometric quilts to make, or to make your own by experimenting with color. The author also offers 14 lessons on the important basic quilting skills needed to complete the projects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6730493 FABULOUS MINI QUILTS: Threads Selects.** Edited by Jayne Davis. Features six projects for instant gratification–mini quilts to top your table, make a pillow, or hang on the wall! Includes step by step instructions and a tips and techniques section. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**6676487 LISTEN TO YOUR QUILT: Select the Perfect Quilting Every Time–4 Simple Steps.** By Barbara Persing. Master your quilt designs, select the perfect quilting, and contrast your free-motion quilting with continuous-line ideas. Try these basic all-over patterns or create a custom heirloom style of your own–no marking required! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. Pub. at $17.95

**6679501 ELEGANT QUILTS, COUNTRY CHARM: Applique Designs in Cotton and Wool.** By L. Bateman & D. Bond-Abel. Experience the joys of using wool applique to add depth and texture to your quilts and other projects. There are no edges to turn under, and wool doesn’t fray. Choose from 11 traditional projects including all the basic techniques. Fully illus. in color, 96 pages. Martingale. Pub. at $26.99

**6704360 MY ENCHANTED GARDEN: Applique Quilts in Cotton and Wool.** By Gretchen Gibbons. Stitch the breathtaking main quilt plus eight stand alone projects, several of which can be added to create a whole quilt or a wallhanging. The designs are distinctive yet easy to make. Includes directions and guidelines for projects. Fully illus. in color, 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

**6597087 FOUR CENTURIES OF QUILTS: The Colonial Williamsburg Collection.** By L. Baumgartner & K. S. Ivey. Fascinating essays by two noted scholars along with over three hundred superb color images detail the evolution of quilts, from the earliest made in India and the Mediterranean for export to the West and dating to the late sixteenth-century, to twentieth century America, many made by Amish and African American quilters. A superb reference for anyone interested in quilts and quilting. 355 pages. Yale. 9x10¼. Pub. at $75.00

**5684025 KAFFE FASSETT’S QUILTS IN IRELAND: Quilters of all skill levels can find something to inspire them in this collection of 20 original quilt designs by Fassett. These striking designs were inspired by Portugal’s beautiful landscape and culture. Each quilt is accompanied by a flat shot, detailed written instruction, and clear piecing diagrams, and a tips and techniques section. Fully illus. in color, 144 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $24.95

**6700560 STRING QUILTS, SECOND EDITION: 350+ Projects.** By L. Kerr. Explores the classic patterns of Crown of Thorns, Thistles, Diamonds, Apple Cores and more. Explore the classic patterns of Crown of Thorns, Thistles, Diamonds, Apple Cores and more. Explore the classic patterns of Crown of Thorns, Thistles, Diamonds, Apple Cores and more. Kerr’s quilts are showcased against the backdrop of rustic Irish settings. Includes information and templates so you can make each design yourself. Fully illus. in color, 160 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

**5807794 KAFFE FASSETT’S BOLD BLOOMS: Quilts and Other Works Celebrating Flowers.** With Liza Prior Lucy. Fassett shares a behind-the-scenes look at his fascinating creative process, shedding light on how he creates the vibrant colors,quilts, color wheels, floral displays, and paintings for which he is celebrated. Includes eighteen projects for quilts, and seven needlepoint projects, all designed for beginners to advanced stitchers. Fully illus. in color, 224 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $35.00

**6684017 KAFFE FASSETT’S QUILTS IN SWEDEN.** These exciting new quilts, 20 in all, display the gregarious and dynamic colorways, keen fabric choices, and brilliant designs that Fassett is known for. Each quilt is accompanied by a full reference shot with detailed color, color wheel, and techniques section, covering all the piecing methods used. Fully illus. in color, 144 pages.

**6689866 STRING QUILTS, SECOND EDITION: 11 Fun Patterns for Innovating and Renovating.** By Elsie M. Campbell. One part innovator, one part thrill, and a whole lot of fun. The eleven string quilts, perfect for any skill level, are presented in brilliant full color photography with easy to follow instructions, patterns, and diagrams, 96 pages. Good Books. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**6704360 MY ENCHANTED GARDEN: Applique Quilts in Cotton and Wool.** By Gretchen Gibbons. Stitch the breathtaking main quilt plus eight stand alone projects, several of which can be added to create a whole quilt or a wallhanging. The designs are distinctive yet easy to make. Includes directions and guidelines for projects. Fully illus. in color, 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

**5807794 KAFFE FASSETT’S BOLD BLOOMS: Quilts and Other Works Celebrating Flowers.** With Liza Prior Lucy. Fassett shares a behind-the-scenes look at his fascinating creative process, shedding light on how he creates the vibrant colors,quilts, color wheels, floral displays, and paintings for which he is celebrated. Includes eighteen projects for quilts, and seven needlepoint projects, all designed for beginners to advanced stitchers. Fully illus. in color, 224 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $35.00
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**6878512 JAPANESE KNITTING STITCH BIBLE.** By Hitomi Shida. In this comprehensive reference which includes 260 charted knitting designs—strikingly original stitches and variations on every classic stitch imaginable—patterns that form the basis of stylish new knitted garments. Includes detailed diagrams that show you how to execute all the basic stitches. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Tuttle. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6655785 INSPIRED FAIR ISLE KNITS: 20 Creative Designs Inspired by the Elements.** By Fiona Ellis. Presents 20 beautiful patterns inspired by natural elements with a contemporary twist. The author provides clear instructions, charts, and inspiring stories and legends to keep you and your knitting inspired. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8¼x11. Pub. at $35.00 $4.95

**691568X BIG KNITS, BIG NEEDLES: 20+ Stylish Patterns on Giant Needles for Super-Fast Results.** By Helgud van Impelen. Start giant knitting with your own giant needles to make a mohair scarf, an Afghan throw, and a sweater with bulky yarns. The book provides clear instructions, charts, and diagrams of instructions and legends that you need to know and your knitting inspired. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**6844952 GEOMETRIC KNITTING PATTERNS: A Sourcebook of Classic to Contemporary Designs.** By Tina Barrett. A complete resource for abstract geometric patterns and decorative stitches to any knitting project. It includes over 750 charts, nine step-by-step projects, and an illustrated section providing guidance on all techniques required. The perfect companion for novice and experienced knitters alike. 256 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $6.95

**6931030 CUTE KNIT HATS FOR KIDS: 36 Projects.** By Jenny Ockleshall. Thirty-six colorful, whimsical beanies, berets, and caps for boys and girls. Ranging in difficulty from easy to experience, these knitted hats go way beyond bobbles and ruffles, incorporating knitted roses, leaves, animals, and other adornments. These designs are sure to delight all children and the knitters in their lives. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**5938295 30 MIN-KNITS: What Can You Knit in Half an Hour or Less? By Carol Meldrum. Think you’re too busy to knit anything? Think again! You only need 30 minutes to make a scarf, a kerchief, or a hat. The book includes 60 knitting projects that you can easily fit into your spare time. Includes a full techniques guide, plus bite-sized projects like a cowl, a scarf, or a beret. These techniques are sure to delight both children and adults alike. 112 pages. Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $5.00

**4584813 LACE YARN STUDIO: Garments, Hats, and Fresh Ideas for Lace Yarn.** By Carol J. Sulcoski. Presents 26 fresh, non-traditional projects that use the many uses of lace weight yarn. Projects include a beaded skirt, cowls, a cardigan, a pullover, an evening bag, and even a pillow cover, and range from easy to advanced difficulty levels. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Creative Publishing Int'l. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

**6709265 NICKY EPSTEIN’S KNITTED FLOWERS.** Photos by Jennifer Levy. Features ten charted lace and knitting patterns to create a range of knitted flowers, as well as fun ideas on using those flowers to decorate clothes and accessories. Well illus. in color. 134 pages. Sixth&Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

**5491062 KNIT WEAR LOVE.** By Amy Herzog. Learn how to choose patterns that suit your shape and style and then customize them so the results are exactly what you want. Includes six-quadrant chart patterns in 2, 3, and 4 gauges—forget one size fits all—the guide is made easy. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

**7585047 MONSTER KNITS–LITTLE MONSTERS.** By Lynda Khegay. Offers 20 super-cute animal themed hat, mittens, and boutique sets to suit all knitting levels, from beginner to advanced, and in a range of sizes from six months to three years. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $2.95

**6841430 LOOM KNITTING PRIMER: No-Needle Knits.** By Isela Phelps. If you have struggled to learn to knit, felting, loom knitting and an easy craft to master—children and adults alike can learn in a few hours. Contains the basic instructions you need, and more than 30 patterns to get you started. Fully illus. in color. 134 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**6548652 LOOM KNITTING PRIMER, SECOND EDITION REVISED: No-Needle Knits.** By Isela Phelps. This updated, extended edition has been fully revised to include modern looms and boards. Also includes five new projects and ten additional stitch patterns with dual instructions for working in the round and flat panels. An essential reference that provides loom knitting techniques and includes patterns for garments and accessories. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. St. Martin’s Griffin. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**673068X KNITTED PRAYER SHAWLS: Threads Selects.** By J.S. Bristow & V.A. Cole-Galo. Patterns include the Friendship Patchwork Shawl, Nursing Shawl and Thefted Blessing Shawl. Easy to follow instructions and color photos. 31 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**5736617 ARM & FINGER KNITTING: 35 No-Needle Knits for the Home and to Wear.** By Laura Strutt. Learn to make quick, no-needle knits using just your arms and fingers. Strutt demonstrates the techniques with step-by-step photographs and instructions for everything from plain garter stitch to seed (mos) stitch, increasing and decreasing, and knitting and knitting with several strands of yarn at a time. Thirty-five projects include scarves, throws, and a shawl. 112 pages. Books. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**58222X TWIGG STITCH.** By Vicki Twigg. Create completely reversible knits and discover a new type of color knitting with this guide. Worked by knitting two yarns at the same time. Stitch knitting can be learned by anyone with basic knitting skills. Projects include scarves, hats, and bowls. Complete instructions are included. Includes 36 projects and directions for basic Twigg knitting round out the volume. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Interweave. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $8.95

**6620337 SCARVES AND SHAWLS FOR YARN LOVERS.** By Carri Hamlett. Explore knitted stitch patterns for yarns such as the chunky, super bulky, multi-fiber, and smooth. Learn to use simple stitch patterns that show each yarn at its best, and how to change yarns and use the same pattern to create a dramatically different scarf. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Creative Publishing Int'l. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

**6844111 ONE + ONE: Wraps, Cowls & Capeslets.** By Iris Schreier. The author joins 15 selected designers to showcase a range of yarns and techniques in sumptuous beautiful garments such as a Star Stitch Shoulder Wrap, a soft and luscious Thick and Thin Wrap, a reversible Double Eyelet Lace Cowl, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95
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6912710 GEO KNITS: 10 Lessons and Projects for Knitting Stripes, Chevrons, Triangles, Folk Dots, and More. By Mary Jane Mucklestone. Learn how to incorporate bold geometric shapes into beautiful knitted projects with this guide. By following its ten simple lessons, you'll learn how to knit garter stitch stripes, diagonal colorwork stripes, stranded colorwork triangles, mitered squares, and more. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

6890132 KNITTED ANIMAL COZIES. By Fiona Goble. Whatever kind of animal you like best, you’ll find something appeasing to knit in this collection of cozies. Includes 35 cute and easy patterns and designs for animal-themed cozies for all kinds of objects in your home. Also gives basic knitting techniques. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

6921965 KNIT YOUR OWN DOLLS: Over 35 Patterns for Dolls & Their Outfits, Accessories, & Pets. By Fiona Goble. Features 25 doll designs, each doll acquiring its own character by mixing and matching clothes, hair, and accessories. Everything from pet cats and dogs to a sunbonnet and a feebly bear add personality to your doll. Includes a comprehensive techniques section. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Haylard Peters & Small. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

675080X KNITTED ANIMAL SCARVES, MITTS, AND SOCKS. By Fiona Goble. Presents 35 wide and woolly patterns for kids and the young at heart. Imbue scarfs, socks, mittens and more with the adorable character of animals like bears, penguins, kittens, frogs, and elephants. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

6878679 KNIT LIKE A LATVIAN: 50 Knitting Patterns for a Fresh Take on Traditional Latvian Mittens. By Ieva Ozolina. Offers 50 designs based on traditional Latvian patterns for projects that include wrist warmers, fingerless gloves, and mittens. Learn the stranded color work technique and the basic mitten pattern needed to knit like a Latvian with the step by step instructions and basic knitting techniques included. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. SewandSo. 8½x10¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $22.99

6664008 CABLES, DIAMONDS, HEARTS, & HERRINGBONE: Setts of Traditional Fisherman’s Sweaters. By Sabine Dominick. Features traditional Guernsey and Jersey patterns from the British Isles. The sweaters are worked in the round with knitted-in sleeves and require no seaming. All instructions are clearly illustrated in color. 96 pages. Down East. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

6841398 CREATURE COMFORTS: Cozy Knits for Wee Ones. By Amy Bahrt. Delightful collection offers fashion and nursery accents for babies and tots. Stitch up any one of the 65 styles featured here or create your own by selecting one of the basic stitch patterns offered. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Seventh&Spring. 11¼x8¾. Pub. at $29.95

6900031 TOE-UP 2 AT-A-TIME SOCKS. By Melissa Morgan-Oakes. Grab a single circular needle, begin knitting at the toes, and work your way up to a cozy pair of socks. Includes 15 fabulous designs using the unique “two at a time” method. Fully illus. in color. Toery. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.95

699416 6000+ PULLOVER POSSIBILITIES: Interchangeable Options for Custom Sweaters. By Melissa Leipman. The ultimate resource for turning your dream pullppers into reality. Combine Leipman’s mix-and-match body shapes, sleeves, and necklines into thousands of personalized patterns. Step-by-step instructions, helpful photographs, finishing tips, and a helpful spiralbound design make this volume a must for any knitter or designer. 264 pages. Sixth&Spring 10¼x10½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.95

6770027 SAFFRA POLS’S KNITTED TOYS: Animals, Dolls and Teddies for All Ages. Collects 20 knitting patterns for toys of all shapes and sizes. Easy-to-follow instructions make it a snap to create huggable animals, dolls, and teddies, each of which can be created from oddments of double knitting and four-ply yarn. 96 pages. Pavilion. 8½x8¾.

6856390 ANIMAL HATS & KNIT 11 Wild Projects to Work your way up to a cozy pair of socks. Includes 15 fabulous designs

6881414 KNITTING OVER THE EDGE: Unique Ribs, Cords, Appliques, Colors, Nouveau. By Nicky Epstein. From the author of Knitting on the Edge comes a new collection of over 350 decorative borders and edgings for every knitter’s library. Provides detailed, step by step instructions for all the edgings. Great for knitters of all levels. Well illus. in color. 191 pages. Sixth&Spring. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $29.95

6863980 KNITTED HATS ON TOP OF THE WORLD: The Global Guide to Traditions, Techniques, and Design. By Nicky Epstein. Take a world tour of knitting traditions and techniques with more than 50 fabulous new designs. Details the origin and use of classic techniques in folk-knitting traditions from around the globe, then reinvents and recombines them to create all-new, innovative designs and traditions. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Sixth&Spring. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $19.95

6856926 KNITTED REIMAGINED. By Nicky Epstein. With each show-stopping garment, Epstein will open your eyes to an astonishing world of creativity using unusual shaping and upending heritage stitch patterns. Inside you’ll find projects for sweaters, vests, dresses and shawls that will inspire your knitting. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $29.95

666767X THE ART OF LITHUANIAN KNITTING. By D. Druchunas & J.L. Hall. Knitting in Lithuania, past, present and future. Join knitting experts Druchunas and Hall in their journey through fascinating and beautiful country, and discover Lithuania’s rich textile history for yourself. Explore the stories behind 25 designs for traditional and modern socks, gloves, mittens, and wrist warmers. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Tratālagis. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

6720076 KNIT MITTSY! Your Hand-y Guide to Knitting Mittens & Gloves. By Kate Atherley. With this guide, you’ll have the comprehensive information you need to create 10 pair of knitted mittens and gloves—gloves—right in the palm of your hand. Includes solutions to problem areas: stretchy cast-ons for cuffs; fixes for thumb gaps, and more. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99
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6009052 JAPANESE STITCHES UNRAVELED: 160+ Stitch Patterns to Knit
Top Down, Bottom Up, Back and Forth, and in the Round. By Wendy Bernard. The author has collected and translated more than 160 pattern designs in this volume, making them accessible to knitters everywhere. Fully translated charts and directionally researched techniques help knitters. With family members and instructors, each stitch receives Bernard’s unique four direction make-over. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Abrams. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

5904335 THE KNITTING ALL AROUND STITCH DICTIONARY. By Wendy Bernard. Offers more than 150 stitch patterns ready to work top down, bottom up, back and forth, and in the round. Put your favorite stitches to work with six bonus patterns for garments to knit. Try designing from scratch with Bernard’s six no-fail recipes for making socks, caps, and shawls quickly, easily, and without a pattern. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Abrams. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.99 $12.95

6702767 KNITTED CATS & DOGS. By Sue Stratford. Knit your own best friend, full of character and canine charm; or choose a cute cat bursting with purr-sanity. There’s even a family of mice for your cats and kittens to play with! With general notes on basic techniques, materials and abbreviations, even those new to knitting will find an adorable pet to knit and love. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6775845 MERRY CHRISTMAS SWEATERS TO KNIT. By Sue Stratford. The Christmas sweater is as much a part of the festive season as turkey, Christmas trees and even Santa himself. Now, with the help of this fabulous guide, you can knit your own! Just check your size, choose a motif and get knitting. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

8686239 KNITTED MEERKATS. By Sue Stratford. Meerkats are appealing little creatures and their growing popularity has elevated them to something approaching cult status! Now they’ve been immortalized in yarn and transformed into 20 fun characters for you to knit. With easy to follow patterns, they’re fun gifts for your family and friends. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

6702791 MORE TRADITIONAL DUTCH GANSEYS: 65 Classic Sweaters to Knit from 55 Fishing Villages. By Stella Ruhe. Each sweater design is accompanied by knitting diagrams, skemaet signs, photographs, and concise advice on sizing. With a wealth of fascinating background information and dozens of historical photos of the original designs, this is an inspiring volume for knitters, and a brilliant read for anyone interested in the nautical craft and culture of the Netherlands. 176 pages, 8x11¼. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

680831X ALICE STARMORE’S GLAMOURIE. Photos by Jade Starmore. Three years in the making, this combination of photography and fable, of highly conceptual design and practical knitting instruction, will enchant not only knitters but also those in the fashion and costume world, and readers fascinated by Scottish and Gaelic legends. Includes intricate knitted animal patterns. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $14.95

5696703 NEW VINTAGE LACE: Knits Inspired by the Past. By Andrea Jangrau. Offers a collection of 18 charted projects that Jangrau has altered and adapted into wearable accessories suited to more modern styles and tastes. She shows you many of lace knitting–explaining special stitches, how to read both charts and your own knitted work in different ways of adding beads, and more. Fully illus., most in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

6832858 NEW HEIGHTS IN LACE KNITTING. By Andrea Jangrau. Create a beautiful collection of lace sweaters and accessories and gain confidence in creating standout knitted lace. Knitters are guided through choosing the right yarns for lace, basic lace techniques, and a comprehensive how-to for choosing beads to lace projects. Includes 17 patterns that will knit your love. Fully illus., most in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6730361 DOG COATS & COLLARS: Threads Selects. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. Features complete instructions for four fabulous dog coats and five fantastic dog collars to knit for your favorite pooch. For all skill level knitters. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

6774948 PET PROJECTS: The Animal Knits Bible. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. Create fabulous knitt project for your poohooos, kittens, and more from the Puppy Puppets, Anti-fly Horse Hat, the projects here are as practical as they are quirky. Using wool and coton as well as recycled materials, such as plastic bags and old kniehes, they are both invidious and resourcefully. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $19.95

5948134 KNIT YOUR OWN PET. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. Designed for knitters of all levels, this collection includes instructions for beginners or for knitters who would like a refresher course. Along with knitting patterns, the authors offer tips and advice on sewing up the animals. Try making a hamster, a rabbit or a canary! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

6836704 KNIT YOUR OWN CAT: Easy-to-Follow Patterns for 16 Frisky Felines. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. Full of simple patterns to create your very own knitted cat, whether it’s a cuddly Kitten, an exlct Bengal, or a stealth Black Cat. Includes expert tips on picking the perfect yarns, stuffing, adding personality to your kitty. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

6774857 BIG KNITS HOLLYWOOD STYLE: Fantasy-Inspired Chunky Knits. By Linda Zemba Burhance. Features nine projects using chunky yarns and basic knitting techniques to get the look, feel, and warmth of the Big Screen. Complete instructions for a Sky Blue Shrug, a Ginger Tartan Tied Wrap, a Scottish Peat Poncho and more! Includes 16 charts. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


6585281 NEW DIRECTIONS IN SOCK KNITTING. By Ann Budd. Go beyond top-down or toe-up construction with these unique sock patterns curated by a knitting superstar. Using a variety of techniques, they will have you casting on and knitting your socks from unexpected parts: the heel, the sole, or even side to side. Well illus. in color. 168 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

4.95

144 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
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*59776X CRAFT TREE EASY CROCHETED SWEATERS.* Compiled by Amy Palmer. Use simple stitches and classic shaping to create beautiful sweaters and cardigans. Projects include a Wrinkle Vest, a Russel Sweater, a Trellis Pullover, a ZZ Topper, an Arboretum Cardigan, a Marilyn Twin Set, and more. Color. 8 x 11. 40 pages. Dover. 7/11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

*6931022 CROCHET WRAPS EVERY WHICH WAY: 18 Original Patterns in 6 Techniques.* By Tammy Hildebrand. Make 18 wraps, ponchos, shawls, and stoles using traditional crochet, modern broomstick lace, heirloom lace, celtic knot, christian crochet, and double-ended crochet. Includes an easy, intermediate, and experienced project for each technique, plus a how-to section with step by step instructions and photos. 104 pages. Stackpole. 8x10. Paperback. $19.95

*6883865 35 CROCHETED BAGS.* By Emma Friedlander-Collins. Using the latest colors and techniques, Emma brings you a fun and functional collection of bags to crochet. With a techniques section covering all the basic stitches as well as tapestry crochet, plus instructions on lining your bag, you can make a bag that is both beautiful and useful! Fully ill. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

*6884338 EDWARD’S MENAGERIE DOGS: 50 Canine Crochet Patterns.* By Kerry Lord. Crochet your own amigurumi dogs to crochet for yourself or for gifts. From Pugs to Border Collies, and Corgi to Golden Retrievers, you’ll find complete instructions and patterns for each character, including a technical advice on how to crochet. Fully ill. in color. 144 pages. Lark. 8x11. Paperback. At $19.95 $14.95

*6881571 CROCHET TAXIDERMY: 30 Quirky Animal Projects, from Mouse to Moose.* By Taylor Hart. Spruce up your walls with a herd of humorous home decor, such as whales, sea and safari. Includes detailed directions and step by step photos to help you to create deer, foxes, bears, owls, cows, pigs, sheep, flamingos and more. Well ill. in color. 208 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

*7277862 CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS TO CROCHET.* By Barbara Christopher. Create snowflakes, wreaths, stars, and other charming Christmas ornaments with this excellent guide. Easy to follow instructions explain how to make over 50 attractive decorations that can be worked up quickly. Includes a range of ornaments suitable for both beginner, intermediate and advanced crocheters. Fully ill. in color. 60 pages. Dover. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

*6855105 COMPLETE CROCHET COURSE: The Ultimate Reference Guide.* By Shannon & Jason Mulfett-Bowrisw. Whether you’re a beginner or an experienced stitcher looking to advance to the next level, this comprehensive guide will become your ultimate reference for crochet. Filled with step-by-step photography throughout for an easy to follow and fully visual experience, it is everything you need to know to create something beautiful. Well ill. in color. Quadrille. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

*6781934 FUN FEET: 30 Super-Cute Booties to Crochet for Babies and Toddlers.* Ed. by P Davis & K Simpson. Take your baby booties to the next level with this fun and funky designs, plus a guide to learning crochet. Charm friends and family with bunny bee slippers and starfish sandals; journey out of this world in cheeky monster booties; walk on the wild side with lions and more. Well ill. in color. 144 pages. Stackpole. Paperback $5.95

*6689337 100 LACE FLOWERS TO CROCHET.* By Caitlin Sainio. Re-create the beauty of a summer garden with this gorgeous selection of flowers, leaves and plants to crochet. With clear instructions, detailed stitch diagrams, and gorgeous photography, this volume makes it easy and fun to create exquisite crochet fashions. Ill. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

*5752515 100 SNOWFLAKES TO CROCHET.* By Caitlin Sainio. Bring the magic of fresh snowfall into your home with this gorgeous collection of crocheted snowflakes. With clear instructions for a wide range of designs, from simple and easy to large and intricate, this book gives you all the techniques you need. Fully ill. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $4.95

*6855059 GRANNY SQUARES WEEKEND: 20 Quick and Easy Crochet Projects.* By Emma Varnam. Granny squares are a simple and fun way to get creative when time is short, while offering a fashionable way to expand your stash. From easy up your own star toas. From simple to exciting, this book gives you all the techniques you need. Fully ill. in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

*5930170 SPARKLING CROCHET: Make Christmas Animals with Farm That Glitter.* By Mitsuki Hoshi. This is the ultimate guide to creating your very own super-cute amigurumi characters. Crafters of all levels will learn to make dogs, birds, bugs, bears, and more. Created with bright, glittery threads, these loveable animals can be brought to life in a whole new way! Well ill. in color. 72 pages. HarperDesign. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


*6749720 CONTINUOUS CROCHET: Create Seamless Sweaters, Shrugs, Shawls, and More with Minimal Finishing!* By Kristen Davis. Combining basic crochet stitches and repeat motifs, join as you go techniques, these elegant, seamless garments and accessories are both eye-catching and easy to make. With Kristin’s guidance, you’ll learn to manipulate crocheted yarns into garments that are as style-conscious as they are figure-flattering. Well ill. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

*6750249 VINTAGE MODERN CROCHET.* By Robyn Chachula. Take part in one of the hottest trends in crochet with this elegant collection. Each chapter features an introduction to one of five classic crochet lace techniques, reinvented in beautiful and compelling ways, then applied to projects like shawls, pullovers, cowls, and even a crochet dress. Fully ill. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

*6502207 HAPPY-URUMI.* By Vanessa Chan. Treat yourself to a collection of fun to stitch softies with personality to spare. Crochet everything from a friendly dog and funny frog to a hot air balloon. Features twenty patterns with step by step instructions, and a section with the basics of crochet. Fully ill. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95


*5963435 COLORFUL CROCHET LACE.* By Mary Jane Hall. Presents a stunning collection of 22 chic and wearable lace garments and accessories. Clear instructions, detailed stitch diagrams, and gorgeous photography, this volume makes it easy and fun to create exquisite crochet fashions. Ill. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95
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**273374 STITCH STYLE BAGS: 20 Fashion Knit and Crochet Patterns.** Whether you’re heading to a fabulous party, a relaxing day at the beach, or a lunch with the girls, the bag you want and need is right here in this collection of gorgeous and stylish designs. Beautiful photography and easy instructions accompany knitted and crochet patterns for bags in color. 96 color, 32 pages. Creative Publishing International. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**7644590 VOGUE KNITTING CROCHETED BABY BLANKETS: On the Go!** Ed. by Kristina Sigler. Crocheting a baby blanket is a wonderful, personal way to commemorate a birth. This book features a guide to crocheting basics, then detailed instructions on two dozen cuddly blankets. Illus. in color. 101 pages. Sixth & Spring. 5¼x7. Pub. at $12.95

**4526842 FLOWERS OF THE MONTH GRANNY SQUARES.** The vibrancy of spring flowers come together with the elegance of crochet to create these 12 granny square designs—many of which feature dazzling 3D elements—each inspired by a flower of the month. Bring them all together into one gorgeous blanket using this book as your guide. Well illus. in color. 32 pages. Creative Publishing International. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**4576519 BASKETS FOR ALL.** Whether you’re looking for a traditional or contemporary look, this collection of baskets to crochet will give you multiple options for storage and display, as well as the perfect gift. Step by step instructions for each basket and a stitch guide are included. Well illus. in color. 36 pages. Annie’s. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6934471 CROCHET AMIGURUMI DOLLS.** By Maria Alejandra Montero. If you love crochet and dolls, this collection of 15 projects is for you! Made with the Japanese technique of amigurumi, along with basic instructions included, you’ll be making your own dolls in no time. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Tuva. Paperback Import. Pub. at $21.95

**6934443 CROCHET AMIGURUMI: 16 Different Amigurumi Projects to Crochet.** By Maria Alejandra Montero. The Japanese art of crocheting small stuffed animals and dolls is an enjoyable and fun activity and this collection of projects will help you create a variety of little friends. The projects range in skill level and include basic instructions. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Tuva. Paperback Import. Pub. at $21.95

**5833361 CROCHETED SCOODIES: 20 Gorgeous Scarves and Cowls.** By Michelle Delprat et al. Crochet cute, modern motifs with this eclectic collection of designs for funky, fruity, adorable animals, super-sweet hearts and fabulous flowers! The easy-to-follow crochet patterns also include designs for crocheted skulls, lightning bolts and hedgehogs, as well as seasonal themed motifs. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**201858 VODDIO MAGGIE’S ADORABLE AMIGURUMI: Cute and Quirky Crocheted Critters.** By Erin Clark. Presents patterns and instructions for 18 creatures that Voodoo Maggie is willing to spill her secrets for; some are seriously cute. All the crochet instructions are provided so you can coax this marvelous menagerie into cuddly reality. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuttle. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6683358 HOOKED! 40 Whimsical Crochet Motifs from Weird to Wonderful.** By Michelle Delprat et al. Crochet cute, modern motifs with this eclectic collection of designs for funky, fruity, adorable animals, super-sweet hearts and fabulous flowers! The easy-to-follow crochet patterns also include designs for crocheted skulls, lightning bolts and hedgehogs, as well as seasonal themed motifs. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**201858 VODDIO MAGGIE’S ADORABLE AMIGURUMI: Cute and Quirky Crocheted Critters.** By Erin Clark. Presents patterns and instructions for 18 creatures that Voodoo Maggie is willing to spill her secrets for; some are seriously cute. All the crochet instructions are provided so you can coax this marvelous menagerie into cuddly reality. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuttle. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6856403 NATURAL CROCHET FOR BABIES & TODDLERS: 12 Luxury Yarn Projects to Crochet.** By May Corfield. Using organic and eco-friendly materials, make these gorgeous crochet projects for babies and toddlers, including handy accessories. All techniques are fully explained with easy to follow illustrations and photographs. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

**6681199 MINI CROCHET CREATURES: 30 Amigurumi Animals to Make.** By Lauren Bergstrom. The 30 fun animals featured are divided into five categories: farm, woodland, sea and zoo, so there is something for everyone. All the basic crochet techniques you’ll need are clearly explained alongside step-by-step instructions for each animal. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6707010 LEARN TO CROCHET: Threads Selects.** By Aya Ibarou. Includes everything you need to know from how to hold the hook to forming basic stitches. Patterns include Chica Wrap, Step Out Belt, Shoulder Lean Top, Stacked Bangles and a U Tube Top. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95
**CROCHET TOPS: Threads Selects.** By Alya Ibbot. Stitch up six stylish tops with these easy to follow instructions. They include That Girl Long Sweater, Shoulder Lean Top, T U tuba Halter Top, U T tuba Halter Top, Shrug, Illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $1.95

**6935265 GET YOUR CROCHET ON! Hip Hats & Cool Caps.** By Alya Ibbot. Offers a funny collection of over 20 hats that can be easily made. From ponytail wraps to visored caps, step by step directions take you through the entire process. Fully illus. in color. 122 pages. Taunton. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**3666565 BIG HOOK RAG CROCHET: 25 Quick-Stitch Designs to Make Using Leftover Fabric.** By Dedri Y. Y. Learn to crochet with strips of fabric made from your unwanted garments or leftover stash and transform them into stylish accessories for you and your home. These crafty creations are durable and practical too—with full instructions included on creating your own fabric “yarn.” Illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

**484591X MORE CROCHETED PRAYER SHAWLS: 10 Patterns to Make and Share.** By J. S. Bristow & V. A. Cole-Galo. Embrace, inspire, and celebrate life with these uplifting prayer shawl creations. The beautiful projects include: Three Granny Square Shawl; Gossamer Blossoms Shawl; Tranquil Diamonds Shawl; Lattice Lacy Shawl; Trinity Baptism Shawl; One Step at a Time Shawl; Royal Leaf Shawl; and more. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. Spring House. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**5890561 EVERY WHICH WAY CROCHET BORDERS: 139 Patterns for Customized Edgings.** By Edie Eckman. These 139 inventive crochet borders offer the perfect finishing touch for all your crafting projects. Written directions, diagrams, and a photo of each completed border ensure that you’ll have everything you need to succeed. With your stitch marker included tips on choosing appropriate yarns plus instructions on how to attach these borders to crocheted, knit, or woven pieces. 218 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $22.95 $18.95

**6617298 CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS TO CROCHET.** By Megan Kreiner. From luscious holiday sets and adorable ornaments for your tree and beyond to a complete nativity set, with the 31 projects included, you will find the perfect ornament for your own tree or the perfect gift that will be cherished for many Christmases. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Spring House. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**5990561 CREATURES: A Collection of Marine Mates to Make.** By Vanessa Mooncie. Presents an amazing collection of wild animals that will spread smiles and draw cheers. Mooncie offers 15 crochet patterns that bring herds of wild animals right to your doorstep. Follow the easy crochet instructions to create animals such as a frog, fox, giraffe, camel, and others. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Taunton. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**6352632 CROCHETED WILD ANIMALS: A Collection of Woolly Friends to Make from Scratch.** By Vanessa Mooncie. Offers a fun collection of over 20 animal hats including a graceful giraffe, a fabulous frog, super sheep, and a terrific tiger. Includes easy to follow crochet patterns and illustrated techniques that explain the whole thing you need to know. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Taunton. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**666633X SUPER SCARY HALLOWEEN CROCHET: 35 Guisome Patterns to Sink Your Hook Into.** By Nicki Trench. Make a mummy, werewolf, three-head dog, and many more creepy characters with the step by step instructions included in this guide. Offers a comprehensive techniques section that covers all the stitches required. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**5989973 CROCHETED ANIMAL HATS: 35 Super Simple Hats to Make for Babies, Kids, and the Young at Heart.** By Nicki Trench. With essential yarn information as well as a helpful techniques section, you’ll be ready to start crocheting fun animal hats in no time. A wide variety of popular characters as well as everyday items like a panda, a labrador retriever, a koala, an owl, and much more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**690484X CUTE CROCHET.** By Nicki Trench. Assembles over 35 charming characters to create in crochet. The perfect gift for family and friends, or simply build your own collection of crocheted toys. Make a rabbit, bear, chick, bee, elephant and many more. Includes step by step instructions of all the basic stitches you need to complete the projects. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


**4548533 ANIMAL HEADS: Trophy Heads to Crochet.** By Vanessa Mooncie. With this amazing collection of trophy animal head patterns to crochet, you can add whimsy to any room in your house. Inside you’ll find 10 fabulous taxidermy projects to choose from, including a magnificent animal stag. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**6856357 CROCHETED ACCESSORIES: 11 Exquisite Accessories to Crochet.** By Vanessa Mooncie. Accessories include a fantastic dove, a bumblebee, a wild strawberry, a daffodil, chrysanthemum, and many more. Includes a selection of techniques, equipment and materials. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

**6930841 CROCHET HOME & TREE.** By Edie Eckman. Discover the fun of crocheting with strips of fabric made from your unwanted garments or leftover stash and transforming them into stylish accessories for your home and other seasonal decorations for the home, including a unique advent calendar and a garland. Includes technique, tutorial and pattern charts. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**6628283 CHRISTMAS CROCHET FOR HEARTH, HOME & TREE.** By Edie Eckman. Discover the fun of crochet with these 16 projects for contemporary stockings, adorable ornaments for tree or tabletop, and other seasonal decorations for the home, including a unique advent calendar and a garland. Includes technique, tutorial and pattern charts. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. SowandSo. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**685639X MINI AMIGURUMI: 12 Miniature Items to Crochet.** By Sara Scales. Twelve adorable miniatures including a Little Bird, a Dried Tulip, a Fairy Houses toadstool, Kikishi Doll, Panda-Monium, and much more are easy to make with the step by step instructions featured. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

**6856349 CROCHET: 13 Funky Projects to Create.** By C. Culley & A. Phips. Fun projects include a neon tablet case, shell-trim placemats, a tea cozy, wrist warmers, a flower garland and more. Include a how-to section. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95
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**4545125 CONTEMPORARY CELTIC CROCHET:** 24 Cabled Designs for Sweaters, Scarves, Hats, and More. By Bonnie Barier. Have you ever wished to learn to create a sweater that suits your beautiful cables, but you didn’t know how to knit? This guide will teach you how to use basic crochet stitches to create the same stunning effect on sweaters, scarves, hats, scarves, and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Craft. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

**5895387 RUNWAY CROCHET: High-Style Patterns from Top Designers to Hook Your Own!** By Margarete H. Klöpfer. Liven up your crochet with trendy look and touchable textures of crochet, the world’s top fashion designers scatter crochet items throughout their collection. Now you can create that chic, upscale look for yourself with 21 stitch patterns for jackets, tops, dresses, and accessories. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**3667332 CROCHET SO LOVELY: 21 Carefree Lace Designs.** By Kristin Omdahl. Offers a selection of crochet lace patterns for specific themes—creating interest lace by playing with gauge; creating allover lace, keeping lace as the focal point; and working with motifs—all the technique of broomstick lace, Tunisian crochet, and Bruges lace. Fully illus. in color. 135 pages. Interweave. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99


**5761766 BROOMSTICK LACE CROCHET: A New Look at a Vintage Stitch with 20 Stylish Designs.** By Donna Wolfe. The lovely distinctive clusters of broomstick lace are made using a super-huge needle and a crochet hook, which means project work up fast—you can finish a scarf in just a few hours. Wolfe takes you step by step through the stitch, from the very basics to how to increase and decrease. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**5652862 SIMPLE CHIC CROCHET: 35 Stylish Patterns to Crochet in No Time.** By S. Ritchie & K. Miller. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**6642555 PRETTY LITTLE POTHOLDERS.** By Van arcade Shrade. You won’t want to hide these adorable pot holders in your kitchen drawer. With 32 projects, you’ll be able to make hot pads, oven mitts, trivets, and handles covers that are both beautiful and practical. Complete with step by step instructions and templates. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**6683183 VINTAGE-STYLE GIFTS FOR THE HOME.** By Christa Roll. Features twenty-six charming, vintage style designs to make for the kitchen, bedroom and living room. Easy to follow, step by step projects include pillows, quilts, mug rugs, and more. Includes full-size templates. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Search. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95

**7608632 RIP IT! How to Deconstruct and Reconstruct the Clothes of Your Dreams.** By Elissa Meynich. Cool, crafty, and full of creative ideas, this book can transform a tired wardrobe into hip, new looks without spending a dime. Illustrated layouts, drawings, and instructions reveal how to jazz up an old wardrobe with your own style. Illus. 192 pages. S&S. Paperback Pub. at $15.00

**594244X FLIP DOLLS & OTHER TOYS THAT ZIP, STACK, HIDE, GRAB & GO.** By Laura Wilson. Travel through chapter after chapter of sewn toys that all have fun features. With easy to follow instructions and illustrated step-by-step patterns, transform a simple unzipped zipper mouth into a delightful creature. 14 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $2.95

**3664390 THE ZAPP METHOD OF COUTURE SEWING.** By Anna Zapp. Pants, jackets, vests, or shirts—no matter what garment you want to sew, Anna Zapp will show you how to get a perfect fit. Learn fitting and sewing tricks that will save time and effort and rival the most expensive couture lines. Well illus. in color. 126 pages. S&S. Krause. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**6840078 STEAMPUNK YOUR WARDROBE: Easy Projects to Add Victorian Flair to Everyday Fashions.** By Calista Taylor. Here is your step by step guide to capturing the steampunk aesthetic in your apparel. It begins with the easy projects such as embellishing garments you may already have, and progresses to more complicated alterations. Projects are also included for making steampunk jewelry and accessories. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


**5895387 RUNWAY CROCHET: High-Style Patterns from Top Designers to Hook Your Own!** By Margarete H. Klöpfer. Liven up your crochet with trendy look and touchable textures of crochet, the world’s top fashion designers scatter crochet items throughout their collection. Now you can create that chic, upscale look for yourself with 21 stitch patterns for jackets, tops, dresses, and accessories. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**5895387 RUNWAY CROCHET: High-Style Patterns from Top Designers to Hook Your Own!** By Margarete H. Klöpfer. Liven up your crochet with trendy look and touchable textures of crochet, the world’s top fashion designers scatter crochet items throughout their collection. Now you can create that chic, upscale look for yourself with 21 stitch patterns for jackets, tops, dresses, and accessories. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**5895387 RUNWAY CROCHET: High-Style Patterns from Top Designers to Hook Your Own!** By Margarete H. Klöpfer. Liven up your crochet with trendy look and touchable textures of crochet, the world’s top fashion designers scatter crochet items throughout their collection. Now you can create that chic, upscale look for yourself with 21 stitch patterns for jackets, tops, dresses, and accessories. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**5895387 RUNWAY CROCHET: High-Style Patterns from Top Designers to Hook Your Own!** By Margarete H. Klöpfer. Liven up your crochet with trendy look and touchable textures of crochet, the world’s top fashion designers scatter crochet items throughout their collection. Now you can create that chic, upscale look for yourself with 21 stitch patterns for jackets, tops, dresses, and accessories. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99
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6601995 CROCHET A FARM. By Megan Krueger. Learn to use colorful customizing details to crochet horses, cows, chickens, pigs, and other animal friends for children of all ages. Includes complete instructions for 13 animals and one project for harvest from the farm. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99
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6838904 SEW DOLLED UP: Make Dolls and Their Fun, Fashionable Wardrobes with Fabric Scraps and Easy Hand Sewing. By Bountiful Stitches. Shows you how quick and easy it can be to make adorable small dolls, and all the outfits and accessories that go along with them. Just combine easy to find materials and tools, simple to follow project templates, and basic sewing techniques. More than 75 projects, with step-by-step instructions. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Creative Publishing Int'l. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95

6557998 HAT SHOP: 25 Projects to Sew, from Practical to Fascinating. Compiled by Susanne Woods. Features over two dozen hats by contemporary designers from all over the world, each hand-selected for their freshly-sewn flair and skilled millinery work. There are hats for men and women, and for kids and adults, plus free patterns for a hat tree so you can display your new hat collection! Includes all the patterns and instructions you’ll need. Color photos. 128 pages. Stash. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $3.95

6825109 DIY T-SHIRT CRAFTS. By Adrienne Suan. From an Easy Twisted Headband to Round Loungewear Pillows, this guide teaches you how to repurpose old T-shirts into 50 beautiful step by step projects worthy of showing off—and each can be finished in just 60 minutes or less! Well illus. in color. 175 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $5.95

6869637 NO PATTERNS NEEDED: DIY Couture from Simple Shapes. By Rosie Martin. Using this innovative method you can create your own clothes beginning with nothing but a rectangle, circle, or triangle of fabric and some basic body measurement. Martin offers detailed step by step photographs and illustrations to guide you through every stage of the making process. 208 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Stock, Published. $24.99

SOLD OUT

5750776 50 FATQUARTER MAKES. Ed. by Amie Verso. Tuck into this feast of sewing projects all made from fat quarters. Eleven designers serve up sewing treats from cases to bags and baskets, pillows and playmats to quilts and clothes. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. David & Charles. 8½x11. Paperbound. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

SOLD OUT

6800823 RECYCLED CHIC: 30 Simple Ways to Recycle, Renew, and Reinvent Your Pre-Loved Fashions. By Amanda McKitrick. Features 30 simple and accessible projects for even novice sewers to create your own clothes—beginning with nothing but a rectangle, circle, or triangle of fabric and some basic body measurement. McKitrick demonstrates all the techniques you need for basic sewing and how to make simple changes to fit your own body. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

SOLD OUT

3683737 CREATIVE SERGING: Innovative Applications to Get the Most from Your Serger. By N. Bednar & A. van der Kluy. A sermon is a type of an占地ssion that is designed for overlocking, to finish edges and seams. But today’s models can expertly perform many more functions quickly and easily, as demonstrated here. Includes a variety of techniques and projects to inspire you. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Sterling. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $3.95

5877414 SOCKS APPEAL: 16 Fun & Funky Friends Sewn from Yarn. By Brena Maloney. Turn your favorite socks into adorable bunnies, kittens, hamsters, turtles, penguins and more with these 16 sweet and silly sock critter projects. With these simple instructions, singes become the perfect gift in just an hour! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Stash. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $5.95

6904440 MERCHANT & MILL WOOD BOOK. By Carolyn N.K. Denham. With these fifteen functional projects, you will master hand and machine sewing techniques, learn about fundamental notions, and expand your tailoring skills before crafting timeless projects such as a maker’s apron, flight bag, or a classic shirt. Includes patterns for the Tailored Shawl & the Fisherman’s Top. Well illus. in color. 164 pages. Sterling. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $11.95

6730809 POWER SEWING STEP-BY-STEP. By Sandra Betzina. Demonstrates how to build a wardrobe, how to make flattering fashion choices, and hundreds of great sewing techniques that will have you sewing like a pro in no time. The accessible format and comprehensive instructions make this a must-have book that will take you beyond the basic level. Fully illus. in color. 231 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95

6567711 THE REFASHION HANDBOOK. By Beth Huntington. Nineteen stylish projects show you how to transform secondhand items into useful fashion. Learn the basic techniques, then apply your new-found skills to create garments that fit and flatter a wide variety of body types. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Stash. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95

6913158 SEW SWEET CREATURES: Make Adorable Plush Animals and Their Accessories. Illus. by Orrin Lundgren. Create 16 “sew sweet” creatures to make and love. Designed by a group of talented contributors, these whimsical plush animal projects include adorable accessories that add to the fun. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95


6782019 MILLINERY: Studio Secrets. By E. Ramousse & F. Gambrelle. Enter the world of the expert milliner and create stylish caps, berets, and wide-brimmed hats for all types of occasions, or update those that you already wear. Follow the step by step instructions to gain expert劝ive on the milliner’s tools, equipment, and basic techniques. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95

DVO 6774865 COOL WOOL WRAPS TO SELL AND LOVE. By Susan Beal. Presents all the information you need to make three irresistible projects, a quick-sew shawl, a tailored scarf, and a classic cape inspired by 1950s vintage Pendleton designs. Beal demonstrates all the techniques you need for cutting, pressing, stitching and binding, 43 minutes. Taunton. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

* 6955371 SMART FITTING SOLUTIONS: Foolproof Techniques to Fit Any Figure. By Kenneth D. King. Fit any figure and solve any fitting challenge with the help of the popular instructor as he teaches you how to sew clothes that fit you perfectly. Demonstrates all the techniques you need for cutting, pressing, stitching and binding, 325 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $14.95. $24.95

6554741 HOW TO SPEAK FRENCH SEWING. The Indispensable Illustrated Guide to Sewing and Fabric Terminology. By Christine Haynes. Illustrating and explaining over 300 sewing terms this indispensable guide is your translator to the world of sewing. It offers a comprehensive directory of sewing tools, terms, and techniques, organized in a reader-friendly manner that answers not only the “what” but the “why.” 192 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $6.95

684281X 30 MINUTE SEWING. By Heather M. Love. A collection of more than 60 projects which include an apron, a halter top, a lunch sack, a decorative tile carrier, toys and more. Features clear, concise diagrams with easy, step by step instructions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

* 6737125 SEWING MACHINE MAGIC: Make the Most of Your Machine. By Stefanni Lincicum. A sewing expert shares more than thirty years of experience on how to handle a sewing machine with greater ease and confidence, and explains in detail how to use the right presser feet and other accessories for your machine. Includes ten simple fashion and home decor projects. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95
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**6869270 LEATHER BAGS: 14 Stylish Designs to Sew for Any Occasion.** By Kasia Ehhardt. Make stylish and functional leather bags with this comprehensive how-to guide. Learn the basics of working with different types of leather, techniques for sewing zippers, straps and more, and advice for customizing your bags. Includes fourteen fashion forward projects. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $17.95

**6861180 HOME SEW NELLY: 12 Gorgeous Projects to Sew for the Home.** By Sally Walton. Features twelve gorgeous projects to sew for the home including a laundry bag, padded hanger, apron, shower curtain and much more. Step by step projects, basic techniques explaining all the hand and machine sewing know how you need; and advice and guidance on embellishments and fastenings are also included. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**7778266 SEW MANY DRESSES, SEW LITTLE TIME: The Ultimate Dressmaking Guide.** By Tanya Whelan. If you love to wear fitted dresses, you’ll never need another sewing pattern again. Whelan’s simple interchangeable templates will empower you to mix and match your tops and skirts, and to alter them with sleeves and necklines for over 200 unique possibilities. Includes full-size pattern pages. Clarkson Potter. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**6846746 THE PURSE CLASP BOOK: Sew 14 Adorable Coin Purses and Bags with Metal Frames.** Ed. by Lindsay Fair. Offering a color step-by-step photo guide, you’ll learn how easy it is to install a metal purse frame and create a beautiful, professional-looking bag. Comes with two high-quality metal clasps and includes 14 unique designs. 55 pages. Zakka Workshop. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**5775833 COUTURE SEWING—MAKING DESIGNER TRIMS.** Sewing Secrets from a Couture Team. By Jeanne Shaeffer. Presents sewing methods Shaeffer has developed based on her knowledge of haute couture construction and meticulous research studying original couture garments in museums across the world. Includes step-by-step instructions on tailoring, topstitching to piping to applied bands and more, she will reveal the secrets of the masters. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**6905110 CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS WITH THAT PATCHWORK PLACE.** Ed. by Mary V. Green. An incredible collection that features inspiring Christmas and winter-themed projects. Includes a quilted table runner for Hanukkah. The twenty-two fabulous projects, including a list of materials and equipment, a guide to transferring patterns; step by step instructions for the sewist and projects; and how to construct the patterns for them. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Crowood. 8½x11¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $49.95

**6927947 SEWING LAMPSHADES: How to Create Your Own.** By Joanna Heptinstall. Features eleven detailed projects, including a fully illustrated step-by-step guide to constructing a superpowered party, and instructions on how to make your very own superheros! Includes step by step instructions for the seven main techniques for lampshades, a two-part walking dress, a day dress, an evening gown and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 8½x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $49.95

**5927942 THE CLOTHESLINE PATTERN CUTTING TECHNIQUES FOR LADIES’ JACKETS.** By L. Minter & T. Williams. Features 15 easy-to-follow projects for ladies’ jackets. Includes techniques for creating, shaping, cutting and sewing the patterns; and instructions on how to make your very own supersonic car. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**6874024 SEW YOUR OWN ACTIVEWEAR.** By Melissa Fehr. Create your own active wear wardrobe with this collection of 13 sportswear styles made by using just four basic pattern blocks. Shows how to create your very own made to measure sportswear by adapting standard patterns to suit your style. Includes full size, graded, cut out pattern pieces for the basic blocks. Well illus., many in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6817750 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO DYEING & SEWING.** By Clementine Lubin. Learn to create different effects from tie-dyeing and dip-dyeing to creating linear patterns, bubbles and geometric checks with this guide. Includes twenty-one gorgeous, colorful projects to try out your new skills, from半岛drop to clothing accessories. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6814581 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO OVERLOCKERS, SERGERS & COVERLOCKERS: 50 Lessons & 15 Projects to Get You Started.** By Clementine Lubin. Features 50 lessons with clear step by step photographs, and fifteen projects to make to put your newly acquired knowledge into practice. Projects include a make-up bag; headbands; a raglan t-shirt; a dress with a waistband; a jacket with hood; and more. Includes pull-out patterns. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**5791618 MAKING VICTORIAN COSTUMES FOR WOMEN.** By Heather Audin. A practical guide to creating authentic looking Victorian styles for women. Includes general advice on recreating historic dress; information on tools and equipment, a guide to transferring patterns; step by step instructions for the seven main techniques for creating, shaping, cutting and sewing the patterns; and instructions on how to make your very own superheros! Includes step by step instructions for the seven main techniques for lampshades, a two-part walking dress, a day dress, an evening gown and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Crowood. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**6927947 SEWING LAMPSHADES: How to Create Your Own.** By Joanna Heptinstall. Features eleven detailed projects, including a fully illustrated step-by-step guide to constructing a superpowered party, and instructions on how to make your very own superheros! Includes step by step instructions for the seven main techniques for lampshades, a two-part walking dress, a day dress, an evening gown and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 8½x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $49.95

**687965X THE SUPERHERO CRAFT BOOK.** By L. Minter & T. Williams. Features 15 easy to make projects for budding superheroes! Includes a fully illustrated step-by-step guide to constructing a superpowered party, and instructions on how to make your very own supersonic car. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**6696710 REMAKE IT: Clothes.** By Henrietta Thompson. Step by step instructions for smart design changes, swimsuits and ideas—along with tips and tricks—are the center of this comprehensive guide to remaking, recycling, and refreshing your clothing. Fully illus., some in color. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95

**6730434 EASY-TO-SEW KITCHEN: Threads Select.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Pretty up your kitchen by adding a Tea Cozy, Table Runner or Reversible Chair Covers. Each project features clear step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**579160X MAKING GEORGIAN & REGENCY COSTUMES FOR WOMEN.** By Linda Holmes. A practical guide to creating authentic-looking Georgian and Regency styles for women. Filled with practical projects ranging from grand gowns to day dresses and petticoats. Includes ten detailed patterns dating from 1710 to 1820; eight patterns for contemporary undergarments; and seven patterns for accessories, all scaled down for tracing. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Crowood. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $49.95

**6878024 SEW YOUR OWN ACTIVEWEAR.** By Melissa Fehr. Create your own active wear wardrobe with this collection of 13 sportswear styles made by using just four basic pattern blocks. Shows how to create your very own made to measure sportswear by adapting standard patterns to suit your style. Includes full size, graded, cut out pattern pieces for the basic blocks. Well illus., many in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6878024 SEW YOUR OWN ACTIVEWEAR.** By Melissa Fehr. Create your own active wear wardrobe with this collection of 13 sportswear styles made by using just four basic pattern blocks. Shows how to create your very own made to measure sportswear by adapting standard patterns to suit your style. Includes full size, graded, cut out pattern pieces for the basic blocks. Well illus., many in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6878024 SEW YOUR OWN ACTIVEWEAR.** By Melissa Fehr. Create your own active wear wardrobe with this collection of 13 sportswear styles made by using just four basic pattern blocks. Shows how to create your very own made to measure sportswear by adapting standard patterns to suit your style. Includes full size, graded, cut out pattern pieces for the basic blocks. Well illus., many in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95
6730405 EASY-TO-SEW SKIRTS: Threads Selects. Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Discover the fun of sewing simple skirts with modern styles. These quick to make patterns take just a few easy stitches to create. Includes a Vintage-Glam Skirt, Peasant Skirt and a Sheer Over Short Skirt. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

6730442 EASY-TO-SEW LACE: Threads Selects. Ed. by Deana Tierney May. These eight easy patterns will have you stitching up lacy luxuries in no time. Choose from a pretty Lace Ebrace Skirt, a Lace Clutch, a Midnight Lace Top, and more. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95


6730449 EASY-TO-SEW PET PROJECTS: Threads Selects. Ed. by Deana Tierney May. From canine coats to cat pillows this guide includes six quick and easy projects for your pets, with step by step instructions for each. Fully illustrated. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

680263X PATTERN CUTTING FOR KIDS’ CLOTHING. By Carla Hegeman Crim. A handy and accessible workshop companion, this guide leads you through many considerations of making patterns for children’s clothing, from durability to ease of care to allowing room for growth, as well as techniques for adding child-friendly elements like easy fasteners, pockets and patches. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

*6731678 DRESSMAKING: The Indispensable Guide. By Jules Fallon. Provides a detailed how-to guide for dressmakers new to this absorbing craft, as well as for those looking to take their skills further. Includes scores of heavily illustrated step-by-step sequences showing every kind of technique, from using and adapting paper patterns to custom-created sewing techniques. 256 pages. Fully illustrated. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $33.00 $19.95

*6723802 MAKING VINTAGE 1940S CLOTHES FOR WOMEN. By Sarah Magill. Using period techniques, Magill shows you how to sew a range of outfits inspired by those vintage years. Through step-by-step instructions and over 300 photographs, she captures the style of the time and explains the impact of wartime austerity on the cut and construction of women’s dresses. 125 pages. Fully illustrated. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $45.00 $35.95

6759749 THREADS SEWING MADE SIMPLE: The Essential Guide to Teaching Yourself to Sew. Ed. by S.R. Gorman & K.J. Neiger. An essential guide to teaching yourself how to sew, includes detailed instructions explaining everything from how to sew a button to working with patterns; fun, easy projects to help perfect sewing skills; and sew like the pro tips from the editors and contributors. Fully illus. in color. 170 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $4.95

1874071 EASY EMBELLISHMENTS FOR CREATIVE SEWING. Ed. by Barbara Weiland. Jazz up your sewing with decorative details. Create wonderful embellishments with over two dozen projects to choose from. Techniques include applique, beading, embroidering, felting, painting, patchwork, piping, stenciling, and more. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. House of White Birch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $2.95

*6817866 SEWING CLOTHES FOR BARBIE. By Annabel Benilan. Features detailed explanations and diagrams along with full-size patterns. Each project can be adapted for petite, curvy, Olivia or original Barbie. Create outfits for special occasions, a picnic in the country, for skiing, for the beach or even costumes for dress-up. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

5781698 CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS: Love to Sew. By Rachael Rowe. Features eighteen gorgeous Christmas stockings that bring a fresh, modern twist to a much loved tradition. Using patchwork, appliqué, beading, embroidery and more; these projects include easy to follow step by step instructions. All patterns provided. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

673071X LITTLE GREEN DRESSES: 50 Original Patterns for Repurposed Dresses, Tops, Skirts, and More. By Tina Sparklkes. Here are 50 sweet and chic patterns—plus a new way to make dresses, tops, skirts, and more—all utilizing an enlightened, earth-friendly approach to sewing. Follow basic cutting and sewing instructions and learn how to get the most from your old clothes and thrift shop finds. Well illus. in color. 250 pages. Taunton. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $35.95 $12.95

6750222 SUNDRESSING: Sew Easy, Breezy Dresses for Women and Girls. By Melissa Mora. Capture the essence of summer with these lovely, airy designs—10 women’s dresses and 11 dresses for girls! Each project starts with instructions for a bodice and a skirt, but from there, it’s up to you, with sizes ranging from toddler to plus-size. Includes full-size pull-out patterns. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

6730667 EASY-TO-SEW SCARVES & BELTS: Threads Selects. Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Choose from nine clever patterns that you can stitch up in an afternoon or less. Includes instructions for a Pleated and Beaded Scarf, a Belt, His and Her Scarves and others. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $1.95

6730639 HAND-STITCHED HOME: Projects to Sew with Pendleton & Other Wools. By Susan B. Anderson. Offers timeless and lovingly handcrafted projects that you will treasure. Each is easy to make, beautiful designed, and stitched in wool to last for generations. Enjoy creating hand-stitched projects such as a Fitted Scarf, an Obi Belt, a Modern Plant Hanger, Plaid Pillows and a Serape Shoulder Bag. Well illus. in color. 155 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $2.95

6849768 SEW SENSATIONAL PILLOWS. By Linda Lee. With more than forty projects, this reference refines the art of decorative details for enhancing the home by teaching the reader how to make and add incredible touches to pillows of all shapes and sizes. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95
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BOS 5984289 COMPLETE DRESSMAKING SKILLS. By Lorna Knight. Features a range of techniques for dressmakers of all levels with practical advice on tools and equipment. Includes troubleshooting help and ideas for customizing pieces with decorative stitching, embellishments, and little known couture techniques. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95


SOLD OUT 6683278 COUTURE SEWING TECHNIQUES, REVISED. By Claire B. Shaeffer. Employs a gentle introduction to the secrets, and insider tips from an international expert on couture. Sew. in color. 250 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6684601 THE LITTLE BLACK DRESS: How to Make the Perfect One for You. By Simon Henry. The little black dress is a chic, timeless fashion staple, one that no woman should be without. But where do you find one that complements your body shape and fits you perfectly? The answer is to make if yourself. Even if you’ve never sewn a stitch before, an expert dressmaker will guide you through it. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

6649473 THE PARTY DRESS: How to Make the Perfect One for You. By Simon Henry. How do you make a party dress that fits perfectly, complements your body shape and fits you perfectly? The answer is to make if yourself. Even if you’ve never sewn a stitch before, an expert dressmaker will guide you through it. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

SOLD OUT 6716261 CRAFTY LITTLE THINGS TO SEW: 20 Clever Sewing Projects Using Scraps & Fat Quarters. By Caroline Fairbairns-Chichfeld. Each of the house:hold, travel, and children’s projects are organized by motif and a CD-ROM containing individual PDFs of all the projects. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

SOLD OUT 677943X CUTTING AND DRAPING PARTY AND EVENINGWEAR: Pattern Cutting for Special Occasion Clothes. By Dawn Coloke. Offers a complete guide to inspire your own design from everyday objects such as birdbages and backpacks to puddles and mermaids. Includes a CD-ROM containing individual PDFs of all the projects. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95


SOLD OUT 368380X FABULOUS FASHIONS. By Martha Pullen. Well illus. 111 pages. Martha Pullen, 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

6754449 PRETTY LITTLE COZIES. Ed. by Valerie Van Andrade Shranker. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95


6587046 BECAUSE I LOVE YOU SEW. By Trish Preston. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Slash. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95


5878152 ME & MY SEWING ADVENTURE. By Kate Haxell. Well illus. in color. 126 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $22.95 $4.95


SOLD OUT 6716768 HALF YARD VINTAGE. By Debbie Shore. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95


SOLD OUT 6840846 EMBROIDERED WOODLAND CREATURES: 50+ Iron-On Transfers Inspired by Nature. By Aimee Ray. Filled with more than 50 tear-out pages of patterns adapted from Ray’s charming artwork of animals like foxes, bears, owls, and hedgehogs, along with beautiful mandalas. Includes an introduction to the necessary supplies you’ll need: directorate for transferring patterns; and a fully illustrated stitch library. Lark. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6090415 STITCHED GIFTS. By Jessica Marquez. Featuring detailed instructions for different pattern transfer methods, an illustrated stitch dictionary, plus a section on creative finishing techniques, this guide has something for embroiderers of all skill levels. Also included are perforated template sheets and traceable alphabets. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

SOLD OUT 3679756 STITCHY KITTY FUFFY PUPPY: 60 Motif Stitch Everything. By Ayako Osaka. Teaches you step by step how to stitch miniature portraits of the family dog, capture your kitty’s cutest moments on a throw pillow, embroider a tote bag with the likeness of your furry friend, create a shopping bag with the silhouette of a wagging tail, and much more. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

6852874 PEN TO THREAD. By Sarah Watson. Offers over 750 hand-drawn embroidered designs to inspire your own designs from everyday objects such as birdbages and backpacks to puddles and mermaids. Includes a CD-ROM containing individual PDFs of all motifs and alphabets for easy resizing. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

668473X CHINESE EMBROIDERY: An Illustrated Stitch Guide. By Shao Xiaocheng. Gives a brief history of Chinese embroidery, the different schools in different ages, their styles and the collection and preservation of embroidered articles. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Better Link. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

8937831 ORGANIC EMBROIDERY. By Meredith Woolnough. Offers crafters and fiber artists a lesson in how to use the "organic embroidery" technique. Look behind the artist's process, from the initial fieldwork sketching and research that inspires her designs, to the production of her sculptures. Woolnough guides you through 12 activities to help you begin your own mastery of this method. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $21.95

+688364 PEACE, LOVE & EMBROIDERY. By Pocorute Pochiccuro. A collection of whimsical embroidery motifs that are perfect for stitching trendy retro-style projects including embellishing clothes, backpacks, and more. Two hundred and fifty motifs feature everything from French bulldogs and hedgehogs to tasty tacos and cupcakes. Includes a stitch chart. Fully illus., most in color. 88 pages. Zakka Workshop. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95


*6939562 BOHO EMBROIDERY: The Pattern Collection. By Nichole Vogelsinger. Draw inspiration from art, nature, peoples architecture to create collaged embroidered hoop art using new stitches, saturated thread colors and shimmery beads and sequins with the groundbreaking method introduced in this volume. Includes over forty needle sewing and embroidery techniques in 30 easy to follow patterns. Fully illus. in color. $11.95


+540721X ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CLASSIC & VINTAGE STITCHES. By Karen Hemmeng. Includes 245 embroidery stitches accompanied by stitch by stitch instructions and metrical charts and diagrams. Practice on 24 projects that demonstrate the kind of embroidery from cross-stitch to crewel to bargello and more. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. ICM Lifestyle Books. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

+6801734 CREWEL CREATURES: Fresh Ideas for Jacobean Embroidery. By Hazel Bloemamp. Animals and birds are popular subjects in crewel embroidery, and here the author introduces needle workers to the beautiful, exotic creatures found in the African wild. Six projects, step by step instructions and clear diagrams are included along with a template of the designs. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

672020X NEEDLE TECHNIQUES FOR HAND EMBROIDERY. By Hazel Bloemamp. Includes over forty needle lace weaving techniques and patterns. All patterns are explained in detail with helpful steps and accompanied by clear stitch diagrams and photographs of beautiful woven pieces. 112 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

672021X NEEDLE WEAVING TECHNIQUES FOR HAND EMBROIDERY. By Hazel Bloemamp. Includes over forty needle weaving techniques and patterns. All patterns are explained in detail with helpful steps and accompanied by clear stitch diagrams and photographs of beautiful woven pieces. 112 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

+5847591 ZAKKA EMBROIDERY. By Yumiko Higuchi. Shows a "natural" blend of Japanese and Scandinavian style. The motifs and patterns are spare and graphic, yet softened with the varied and unusual techniques and tools that hand-embroiderers used in the period 1900-1939, before the outbreak of World War II. She profiles influential figures in embroidery including Ann Macbeth, Margaret Swanson, Louisa Pelce, Grace Christie. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11. Import. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

*6683754 19TH CENTURY EMBROIDERY TECHNIQUES. By Gal Marsh. Marsh explores the shift from embroidery as a professional occupation in the 18th century to its adoption as a hobby for the leisured class in the 19th. Each chapter is packed with a close look at the techniques used, with detailed illustrations and photographs of original 19th-century embroidered pieces. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11. Import. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

*6748783 EMBROIDERY: 20 Projects for Friends to Make. By C. Culley & A. Phips. Featuring 20 quirky projects and all the technical know-how you need to get started, this guide will have you stitching away and filling your world with color and fun. Includes projects for the Lazy crafter; the Weekend winners; the Perpetual creative, and the Committed crafter. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11. Import. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


+5928077 DAINTY DAZE: Cross-Stitch with Attitude. Orin Zebeth. Features simple techniques and easy to use large format charts. Topics include flowers, little people, adorable animals, tea time treats, soap, snowmen, Christmas, weddings, birthdays, holidays and much more. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Search. 8½x11∕11. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5587283 I GOT 99 PROBLEMS BUT A STITCH AIN'T ONE: Cross-Stitch with Attitude. By Genevieve Brading. Sassy attitude meets classic craft–what's not to love? With this collection of easy cross-stitch projects, you can put your own spin on this stylish craft that's taking the world by storm, and decorate your walls at the same time. Includes all you need to know to get started, plus 20 simple projects. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Mitchell Beazley. Import. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

125 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

Cross Stitch

+681770X 1000 MINI CROSS STITCH MOTIFS. By Sharon Welch. Features simple techniques and easy to use large format charts. Topics include flowers, little people, adorable animals, tea time treats, soap, snowmen, Christmas, weddings, birthdays, holidays and much more. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Search. 8½x11∕11. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

125 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

STITCH A IN'T ONE: Cross-Stitch with Attitude. By Genevieve Brading. Sassy attitude meets classic craft–what's not to love? With this collection of easy cross-stitch projects, you can put your own spin on this stylish craft that's taking the world by storm, and decorate your walls at the same time. Includes all you need to know to get started, plus 20 simple projects. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Mitchell Beazley. Import. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95.
6391516 DONNA KOOLER’S CROSS-STITCH FLOWERS. Here are the floral designs that cross stitchers have been waiting for. From magnificent roses and lilies to colorful mixed bouquets, flowers dazzle on these stunning projects, all with complete instructions and patterns. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8 1/4x11. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

452776 STITCH ALPHABETS & NUMBERS: 120 Contemporary Designs for Cross Stitch and Needlepoint. By Felicity Hall. Stitch personalized gifts for friends and family with this collection of over 100 letter and number charts. The charts work for both cross stitch and needlepoint and can be made with embroidery thread or yarn for very different results. Well illus. in color. Charles. 8 1/4x10 1/2. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $12.50 & SOLD OUT

5949475 MEGA MINI CROSS STITCH: 900 Super Awesome Cross Stitch Motifs. By Makoto Ozu. The Japanese cross stitch sensation presents hundreds of motifs that can be stitched onto anything from badges and hankies to T-shirts and bags. Arranged by themes—like fashion, pet shop, leisure activities and more, each of these cross stitch creations includes tips and step-by-step instructions. 96 pages. Pavilion. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 & SOLD OUT

6808484 RETRO CROSS STITCH: 500 Patterns. By Veronique Engricer. Re-create designs from the 1800s and 1900s homes and milliners’ catalogs with these 500 cross stitch patterns. Many of the designs include multiple elements, offering you hundreds of components to use in a myriad of ways. Includes project inspirations. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9 1/4x11 1/4. $25.95

6932479 THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF NEEDLEWORK BOOK OF EMBROIDERY. By Helen McCook et al. This volume is a rich source of embroidery techniques, stitches and projects, covering eight key subjects in detail: crewelwork, bead embroidery, stump work, canvas work, gold work, whitework, blackwork and crewelwork, bead embroidery, stumpwork, golden work, white work, blackwork. Includes project inspirations. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Interweave. 8 1/2x11. Pub. at $35.00 & SOLD OUT

6193075 PUSH STITCHERY: 30 Artists Explore the Boundaries of Stitched Art. Ed. by Amanda Caresto. Inspiration meets innovation when 30 contemporary artists push the limits of fiber art. Blackwork embroidered cities, cross-stitched cars, stitched stone sculptures, and more are included in this unique collection curated by Jamie Chalmers. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Lark. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

6518619 YARN, YARN, YARN: 50 Fun Crochet and Knitting Projects to Color Your World. By S. Hedengren & S. Zacke. With this fun and inspirational guide you’ll learn how to crochet an ornate cord; protect your laptop with a crochet cover; make a shawl for a friend out of colorful granary squares; and create teddy bears and stuffed pets. Includes step by step instructions for all 50 projects. Fully illus. in color. 93 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6861016 PATCHWORK STYLE: 35 Simple Projects for a Cozy & Colorful Life. By Suzuko Koseki. Explore the techniques of patchwork sewing, appliqué, and embroidery, and link up these simple and stunning projects, from pouches and handbags to quilts and pillowcases, each with step by step instructions and diagrams. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Shambhala. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

6550089 STARS ALL AROUND US: Quilts and Projects Inspired by a Beloved Symbol. Cheri Amoroso. Features precise instructions to make seven quilts that include pieced and appliqued designs; and fourteen projects that include hooked and penny rugs, punch-needle embroidery, appliqued and cross-stitched book covers and a pillow box. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

6852572 THE ART OF WHIMSICAL STITCHING. By Joanne Sharpe. Easy step by step instructions demonstrate a dozen techniques, including collage, stumpwork, free-motion stitching, fused applique lettering, needlefelting, doodle machine and hand embroidery, and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. 8x10. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95


5831253 THE LADIES’ HAND BOOK OF FANCY AND ORNAMENTAL WORK: Directions and Patterns from the Civil War Era. By Florence Hartley. Originally published in 1862 this guide to antique needlework and handcrafts offers instructions for making a tremendous array of the highly decorated items prized by Victorian homemakers: quilts, dolls, costumes, and embellishments for collars, purses, and more. Techniques such as applique, beadwork, embroidery, and needlepoint are covered in detail. Includes project inspirations. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6861962 HANDMADE GLAMPLING: Add a Touch of Glamour to Your Camping Trip with These 35 Gorgeous Craft Projects. By C. Liddle & L. Hopping. Decorate your tent, RV, caravan, or camper with any of these 35 stunning projects. Each project includes step by step instructions and a comprehensive techniques section in back helps you brush up on your crafting skills. Window shades, table mats, tea cozies, lined picnic baskets, and so much more await your crafting prowess. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. DEC/O. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

5950098 ALL NEW FABRIC SAVVY: How to Choose & Use Fabrics. By Sandra Betzina. Take the guesswork out of choosing the best fabric for any sewing project with this must-have book that features sewing reference. For each of the 107 fabrics, it offers detailed information on laying out, marking and cutting; choosing the best needle, thread, stitch length, and presser foot; pressing; finishing; and more. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Weigl. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $15.95


6610508 KNITLESS: 50 No-Knit, Stash-Busting Yarn Projects. By Laura Mcd-Fadden. Cleverly gives yarn lovers 50 fun ways to use their stashes without taking out their knitting needles. These projects are easy and simple and include: a Pom-Pom Chair; Picture Perfect Earring Frame; String Art Lampshade; Totally Tubular; Zig-zaggy-Zaggly Key Lea Fob; On the Wire Greeting Cards and more. Illus. 154 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 & ★★


Activities for Kids

560821X DINOSAURS: Sticker Encyclopedia. By Dougall Dougall. This spectacular, super-sized sticker encyclopedia is packed with fascinating facts about the dinosaurs. Choose from hundreds of stickers that fit in the spaces to complete your own encyclopedia of dinosaurs! Contains more than 600 full color, easy to peel, reusable stickers. 64 pages, pub. at $6.95 KIDS/1. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95
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3601110 1000 CHRISTMAS STICKERS. Little ones can make the holiday season last with a fun-filled collection of sticker, drawing, and coloring activities. Includes over 1,000 stickers! Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Madeleine. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95. [SOLD OUT]

3565985 DOLLS HOUSE STICKER BOOK: Decorate Your Very Own Victorian Home! Open the doors to a charming Victorian doll’s house, then use more than 150 reusable stickers to decorate it just the way you want it. Help the family furnish their rooms with fabulous tea sets, dresses, jewelry, a birdcage, a rocking horse, and more! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Carlton. 8¼x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95. $6.95

2756818 THE CUTEST ANIMALS STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK. Cuddle over baby pandas, and splash with harbor seals with this awesome sticker and activity book, with 1,000 stickers of cute animals; fun skills-building puzzles like mazes and matching; tons of amazing animal facts; and more. Gradeschoolers. Full illus. in color. 40 pages. National Geographic. 7¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95

273687X MY LITTLE BOX OF GARDENING: Startup Kit for Kids with Greenwich Thims. By Louise Rooney. This fun-filled box is bursting with everything all little gardeners need: two books, a pair of gardening gloves, a plant grafting trowel; plant pots; plant labels; a pencil; stickers; and a packet of “magic” beans (word beans). CHEKCING HAZARD - SMALL PARTS. NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Barron’s. SOLD OUT

6655709 THE JOKESTI JOKING JOKE BOOK EVER WRITTEN...NO JOKES! By Kathi Wagner. You can answer now in silence with 2,001 of the most hysterical modern jokes for endless fun and nonstop laughter! Be ready for anything with jokes, puns, and riddles from a range of categories: celebrities, gadgets, videogames, the workplace, and much more. Gradeschoolers. Illus. 357 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95

6908141 THE LEGO BUILD-IT BOOK, VOL. 1: Amazing Vehicles. By K. Kuipers & M. Zaremba. Build cool remote controls! With just one collection of LEGO bricks, you can build 10 models, from the simple Go Kart to the intricate Rescue Truck. Handy tips and advanced building techniques will inspire you to create your own fun on the move! Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 134 pages. No Starch. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $7.95

6902251 DISNEY PRINCESS DRESS UP: A Forever Sticker Storybook. The lives of Cinderella and Belle are full of parties, balls, and more! Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Studio Fun. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95. $3.95

584830X FANTASTIC PRESS-OUT FLYING BIRDS. By Richard Merrill. These realistic, full-color paper birds model couldn’t be easier to make–and they really fly! Just press along the perforations, fold according to the instructions, add a penny or a dime for weight, then send them skyward in long, straight glides or looping swoops. Agoes 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

6602878 DISNEY PRINCESS 1000 STICKERS. Includes 1,000 beautiful stickers and over 60 puzzles and activities to complete using those stickers. Join all your favorite princess friends for some fun and adventure! Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Pages are perforated. Parragon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

6921981 MARY ENGELBREIT’S PAPER DOLLS: Fun with Ann Estelle & Mikayla. Have hours of very Mary paper doll fun with the artist’s most beloved character, Ann Estelle and her best friend Mikayla. By Mary Engelbreit, and a special contribution from Scott McCallum. Includes 100 stickers! WARNING: CHEKCING HAZARD–NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Bloomsbury. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $4.99. $3.95


5091206 BELLY LAUGH KNOCK-KNOCK JOKES FOR KIDS. By Ashley Albert. Packed with both classic and original knock-knock jokes to make readers keel over with laughter. Over 350 jokes in all, accompanied by witty drawings by illustrator Bethany Straker, and a button that makes the book laugh with you! Ages 5 & up. 138 pages. Sky Pony. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95

6708293 THE AMAZING 50 STATES MAZE BOOK. By Scott Sullivan. Contains clever, one-of-a-kind mazes depicting all 50 states, to allow you to take a road trip through America. Gradeschoolers to teen. Price Stern Sloan. Paperback Pub. at $5.99. $3.95

5738712 EYELIKE BABY ANIMALS: 400 Reusable Stickers. A great collection of stickers for windows, notebooks, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, featuring horses, sheep, ducks, and more! Create your own work of art! anywhere, anytime. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Workman. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. $5.95

6930913 2000 STICKERS ADVENTURE: 36 Exciting and Extreme Activities! By Ben Hubbard. Go wild with amazing races, scary monsters, and fearless stunts! Includes more than 2,000 stickers to complete each page! Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Parragon. 8¼x10¾. Paperback Import. Pub. at $6.99. $4.95

6815617 SUPER COLORING & ACTIVITY BOOK. By Lisa Frank. Have fun with this collection of pictures to color, and games and puzzles to solve. Grab your crayons and go! Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. Modern. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95. [SOLD OUT]

6748404 LEARN TO DRAW ANIMALS: EYELIKE ON THE FARM: 400 Reusable Stickers. A great collection of stickers for windows, notebooks, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, featuring horses, sheep, ducks, and more! Create your own work of art! anywhere, anytime. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Workman. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. $5.95

6821183 THE FUNNIEST JOKES BOOK EVER! Over 500 Jokes to Crack Up Your Friends! Knock-knock jokes, riddles, and one-liners abound in this collection of all-time kid favorites. Yuck your way through these chapters of those special favorites--space jokes, pirate jokes, food jokes, and elephant jokes. Kids will find giggles, grins, and belly laughs packed on every page! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. 128 pages. Portable Press. Paperback. Pub. at $4.99. [SOLD OUT]
Activities for Kids

6838836 UNCLE JOHN’S SCRAMBLED BRAINS: 36 Tear-Off Placemats. Wailing for dinner has never been so much fun! Tear off one of the 36 fun-filled sheets in this placemat pad and feast on brain-feeding activities such as puzzles, mazes, jokes, riddles, activities, brain teasers, experiments, and noodle-and-doodle drawing fun. Ages 6 to 10. Well illus. Portable Press. 12½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95 $3.95

5981751 THE BIG FUN KINDERGARTEN ACTIVITY BOOK. Ed. by Christine French Cully. Help your child prepare for success in school with this collection of puzzles designed to help children grow into confident learners. Games include alphabetizing, matching, sorting, and more, all delivered through the fun of Highlights puzzles that help build concentration, attention to detail, and critical thinking. Ages 4-6, 256 pages. Highlights for Children. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

6600999 WHERE DID THEY G0? A Spotting Book. By Emily Bornf. Hiding among the most beautiful patterns of this picture book are some of the world’s most hard to find animals. Where did they go? Can you find them? Ages 5-10. Big Picture. 9.25x11. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

690615X THE LEGO NEIGHBORHOOD BOOK. Build Your Own Town! By Brian & Jason. You’ll create buildings with real world details like cornices and facades, and try your hand at interior design by filling your buildings with furniture and decorations. By following step-by-step instructions, you can snap together a few houses, shops, and apartment buildings to create your own neighborhood. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

6672943 DANCES AND DREAMS: Disney Puzzle Coloring Crayons. Join Ariel, Cinderella, Belle, Rapunzel and beautiful Disney princesses on all their royal adventures! Using the four crayons included, combine Cinderella’s wedding dress, count Ariel’s mermaid sisters, and lots more. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. Parragon. Paperback. Pub. at $4.99 $3.95

6924379 THE EVERYTHING KIDS’ DUMP TRUCKS & BULLDOZERS PUZZLE AND ACTIVITY BOOK. By B.L. Blair & J.A. Ericsson. You can build Dump Trucks and Bulldozers with your own hands! Get ready to rip open your letters into a crisscross, mix up some words in a scramble, or load the correct answer in a math puzzle. There are codes to crack, dots to connect and words to find. Solutions included. Ages 9-12. Fully illus. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

6910254 MATH LAB FOR KIDS. By R. Rapport & J.A. Yoder. Get ready for a new way to learn and enjoy math! Shares more than 50 hands on activities that make learning about math fun by drawing and building shapes, counting, puzzles, and playing games. Everything you need to complete the activities can be found in this guide or around your house. Hints and solutions included. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. Quarry. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

6906168 THE LEGO TECHNIC IDEA BOOK: Simple Machines. By Yoshitoho Isogawa. A collection of hundreds of working examples of simple yet fascinating technical models that you can build based on pictures alone. Colors distinguish each part, showing you how the models are assembled. Each photo illustrates a different principle, concept, or mechanism that an engineer may use in his work. Ages 8 & up. 157 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95


5910019 DISNEY FAIRIES WINTER WONDERLAND REUSABLE STICKER BOOK. By Celeste Miller. Journey to the Winter World with your favorite fairies in this fun and frosty sticker activity book. Help the fairies stay warm by dressing them up in their winter outfits, including their cozy hats and mittens, play tic-tac-toe, and more. Ages 3 & 4 Fully illus. in color. Little, Brown. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95


5813560 BELLY LAUGH JOKES FOR KIDS. By Kyle Brien. Filled to the brim with both classic and original jokes to make readers keel over with laughter. That’s 350 jokes in all, accompanied by side-splitting illustrations by Lisa Sattel. Each joke is accompanied by the book laugh with you! Ages 5 & up. 138 pages. Sky Pony. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

5815544 EYELIKE DINOSAURS: 400 Reusable Stickers. Whether on windows, notebooks, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, these peel and place dinosaur stickers are perfect for creating your own work of art. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Workman. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

5811911 THE FUNNIEST KNOCK-KNOCK JOKES EVER! Contains hundreds of the funniest knock-knock jokes around. Old favorites and soon to be new favorites are all guaranteed to make your friends laugh out loud. Ages 6 & up. 128 pages. Portable Press. Pub. at $4.99 $3.95

5739010 YOU CAN DRAW ANIMALS. By James Mavek. Drawing is easy once you know the secrets! Who would have guessed learning to draw could be so easy? Super simple step by step instructions show you how to transform shapes and lines into all different kinds of animals. It’s easier than ever to put pencil to paper and create a masterpiece. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Ft. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95


5736358 THE DRAGON TATTOO BOOK. By Paul Virr. Packed with terrific temporary tattoos of monstrous dragons, each of the 24 tattoos is complemented with interesting illustrated features so you can discover their secrets and travel into the hidden realms of the dragons. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. 32 pages. Barron’s. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95

68698X4 101 THINGS FOR KIDS TO DO OUTSIDE. By Dawn Isaac. From party games and treasure hunts to easy gardening projects, each of the 24 pages is simple, fun, and includes diagrams and color photos—no you can’t go wrong! Get the most out of being outdoors with your kids. Ages 5 & up. 24 pages. Franklin Watts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
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5612261 PAPERMADE PAPER PUPS: 20 Easy-to-Make Puppies. By Daniel Stark. Create your own collection of 20 colorful, cartoonish, and undeniably cute canine friends with this unique activity book. Each pup design is pre-cut and scored so you can simply punch them out and fold them up with easy-to-follow instructions. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 9½x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


★ 667627 PET PUZZLES: Hidden Pictures. Nothing says Highlights like Hidden Pictures! In these pages are more than 50 puzzles, packed with over 500 hidden objects. Can your friends find the candy cane at the dog park, the silences on the frog race, or the mitten at the magic show? Includes over 280 stickers. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Highlights for Children. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95


4696499 THE BIG BOOK OF BOY STUFF. By Bart King. Within these pages, boys can find a wealth of things to do, things to laugh at, and things they didn’t know. In this updated and redesigned tenth anniversary edition, hijinks and hilarity are still front and center. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 304 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $16.99


★ 6676829 KNOCK KNOCK! WHO’S THERE? Over 650 Hilarious Jokes. By Lisa Regan. If knock knock jokes make you laugh and chuckle then you’ll love this collection. There’s lots of great gags inside, and every single one is guaranteed to be silly. Great fun to share with friends and family. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. 256 pages. Highlights for Children. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6676510 JUST KIDDING: More Than 1,000 Hilarious Jokes for Kids. Do you have a fan of side splitting jokes and rib-tickling puns? Then you’ve come to the right place. Whether you’re looking for classic jokes or brand new laughs there’s a whole bucket of wisecracks to keep you laughing for days. Includes over 100 puzzles, games, and activities. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. 256 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 691182X PAINT BY STICKER KIDS: Create 10 Pictures One Sticker at a Time! Includes everything you need to make ten stickers. You hold your very own card stock. Each page is perforated to make it easy to tear out and frame your masterpiece. Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


6869769 THIS IS LEONARDO DA VINCI. By Joost Keizer. Throughout his career from his beginnings in the creative maestros of fifteen century Florence to his role as genius in residence at the court of the king of France, Leonardo created a kind of private universe for himself and his work is revealed in this concise biography. Grades 7-10. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Laurence King. Import. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

9510264 PETER RABBIT HOP TO IT! STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK. Celebrate Easter with your favorite bunnies. Peter, Benjamin, and Lily are coloring Easter eggs, having a picnic, making a yummy bird’s nest recipe, and much more. Ages 3-7 fully illus. in color. Frederick Warne. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

5763040 EYE-POPPING 3-D PETS. By Barry & Betsy Rothstein. Pop on the included 3-D glasses and see 27 amazing phantom pets, everything from dogs to lizards to a potbellied pig! You’ll also discover that you can just reach out and touch them! Ages 6-13. Fully illus. in color. 61 pages. Chronicle. 10¼x13¼. Pub. at $11.99 $7.95

671031X GOSSIE AND FRIENDS STICKER FUN. By Olivier Dunrea. Gossie, Gertie, Peedle, BooBoo, Gideon, and Ollie are always having new adventures on the farm. Join in the fun with the creative and entertaining matching, counting, coloring, and drawing activities–and stickers, too. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.99 $3.95


6733034 AWESOME ANIMALS: Ultimate Sticker Activity Collection. Ed. by Margaret Parish. Packed with loads of activities, fascinating facts, and more than 1,000 reusable stickers, this wondrous tour of the animal kingdom contains hours of sticker fun for every animal lover! Gradeschoolers. 56 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95
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**655746** MY FIRST MAZE BOOK. By Susanah Barry, illus. by K. Dudzak. Keep your little puzzle fan entertained for hours on end with this colorful maze section. Guide the pirate to buried treasure, show the knight the path to the castle, swing the monkey through the jungle, and much more! Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 5x7¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6931103** FUZZY CHRISTMAS. Fuzzy learning fun for little ones! Complete fuzzy Christmas scenes by matching the play pieces to the simple story. Includes 20 felt play pieces and five play scenes. Ages 3-6. Top That. Import. Pub. at $12.99 $11.95

**6902103** MASON JAR SCIENCE. By Jonathan Adolph. Small in scale but big on fun, these 40 hands-on experiments can be conducted in a glass canning jar. Each project offers small-scale ways to illustrate the big-picture principles of chemistry, botany, biology, physics, and more. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Storey. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**6873936** STUMP THE GROWN-UP. Put your favorite grown-up to the test with over 1,200 brain-teasers including six true or false lightning rounds. Covers everything from Charlotte’s Web to the Cretaceous period, triangles to energy, and Saturn to Superman. Ages 8 & up. 240 pages. Applesauce. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

**6869750** THIS IS GOYA. By Wendy Bird. The first to create worlds of art for their own sake, he lived in a time of incredible cultural and social dynamism when the old concepts of social hierarchy were being shaken by the new concept of equality for all. This concise volume looks at the life of this independent artist. Grades 7-10. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Laurence King. Import. Pub. at $15.95

**5767032** LEGO STAR WARS BUILD YOUR OWN ADVENTURE. By Daniel Lipkowitz. Discover a thrilling adventure from a galaxy far, far away with this kit. It includes a guide with more than 50 building ideas; a Rebel Pilot minifigure; and instructions and 73 pieces for making your own Y-Wing Starfighter. CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


**6899809** LEGO ANIMAL ATLAS. By Ron Sams. Travel every continent and find out about our planet’s amazing animals and where they live. Get inspired by more than 100 LEGO model ideas, from tigers to tortoises, and follow the simple building tips to build your own LEGO creature. Includes four LEGO model ideas, from tigers to tortoises, with easy-to-follow instructions to build your own LEGO creature. UNDER 3 YEARS. Ages 3-8. The Five Mile Press. 6x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6874037** THE WHEELS ON THE BUS. By Paul O. Zelinsky. Enjoy the song The Wheels on the Bus go round and round with your little one, and the push and pull colorful pictures that go along with it. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER THREE. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 77 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


**6941540** MAKE YOUR OWN PRESS-OUT CAROUSEL. By David Hawcock. Discover the dragons of ancient myth! Learn and play with these press-out cardboard shapes to form ferocious dragons. Captions tell of their legends and lore. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 77 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**6865275** AMAZING BRICK MOSAICS: Fantastic Projects to Build with LEGO Blocks. By Patricia Geis. Transform your piles of leftover LEGO bricks into a masterpiece! Choose from 15 incredible projects and use the easy-to-follow instructions to build your very own mosaics. From soaring hot air balloons and a roaring rocket to a fierce tiger and tasty pizza, LEGO Bricks are perfect for all ages. Grades 7-10. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Castle. 5x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $14.95


**6862856** EYELIKE LIGHTS: 500 Realistic Stickers. Whether on windows, notebooks, lunch boxes, or something else, these baby puppy peel and place stickers are perfect for creating your own work of art. Ages 6-12. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Castle. 9x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**697811X** BIGFOOT GOES ON VACATION: A Spectacular Seek and Find Challenge for All Ages! By D.L. Miller. Join Bigfoot as he travels all over the globe with this spectacular seek-and-find collection! Look through each page to find Bigfoot and learn about his legendary footprint, and lots of other details, all while learning fun and fascinating facts about each location. From the carnival to the farm to the beach. Ages 3-12. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Happy Fox. 10x10¼. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6941538** MAKE YOUR OWN PRESS-OUT CAROUSEL. By David Hawcock. Discover the dragons of ancient myth! Learn and play with these press-out cardboard shapes to form ferocious dragons. Captions tell of their legends and lore. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 77 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**6868932** BEAUTIFUL BUGS: Paint by Sticker Kids. By Sticker Kids. Includes everything you need to create beautiful bugs on sturdy card stock. Each page is perforated for easy removal to frame and share your art. Ages 8 & up. Workman. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**686691** DINOVAUS DOT-TO-DOTS. By Jo Moon. Full of interesting facts and fun and exciting scenes to complete. Connect the dots to bring the most amazing dinosaurs to life! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 9x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**686891** Dinosaur Dot-to-Dots. By Jo Moon. Full of interesting facts and fun and exciting scenes to complete. Connect the dots to bring the most amazing dinosaurs to life! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 9x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6868912** Dinosaur Dot-to-Dots. By Jo Moon. Full of interesting facts and fun and exciting scenes to complete. Connect the dots to bring the most amazing dinosaurs to life! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 9x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**5996082** J.K. ROWLING’S WIZARDING WORLD: Creatures. Discover Dobby the house-elf, Buckbeak the Hippogriff, and other fascinating creatures from the wizarding world of Harry Potter in this unique and fun volume. In a dark room, shine a light through the window on each page to project incredible scenes on the wall or ceiling of your room. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Castle. 9x9. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


**6781328** BIGFOOT VISITS THE BIG CITIES OF THE WORLD: A Spectacular Seek and Find Challenge for All Ages! By D.L. Miller. Join Bigfoot as he travels all over the globe with this spectacular seek-and-find collection! Look through each page to find Bigfoot and learn about his legendary footprint, and lots of other details, all while learning fun and fascinating facts about each location. From the carnival to the farm to the beach. Ages 3-12. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Happy Fox. 10x10¼. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6902103** MASON JAR SCIENCE. By Jonathan Adolph. Small in scale but big on fun, these 40 hands-on experiments can be conducted in a glass canning jar. Each project offers small-scale ways to illustrate the big-picture principles of chemistry, botany, biology, physics, and more. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Storey. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**6941540** MAKE YOUR OWN PRESS-OUT CAROUSEL. By David Hawcock. Discover the dragons of ancient myth! Learn and play with these press-out cardboard shapes to form ferocious dragons. Captions tell of their legends and lore. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 77 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

**6866891** Dinosaur Dot-to-Dots. By Jo Moon. Full of interesting facts and fun and exciting scenes to complete. Connect the dots to bring the most amazing dinosaurs to life! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 9x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
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**691119** TURN THIS BOOK INTO A BEEHIVE! And 19 Other Experiments and Activities That Explore the Amazing World of Bees. By Lynn Brunelle. Learn about all the types of bees, why bees are critical to our food supply, and how bees live with the activities included in this fun volume. You, and yes, you can build a book into a hive for Mason Bees. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 92 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6909817** LEGO STAR WARS: Choose Your Path. By Simon Hugo. Journey through the LEGO Star Wars galaxy and learn about your favorite characters, creatures, vehicles, and locations along the way. The fate of the galaxy is in your hands! Includes a U-3PO Droid minifigure. SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER THREE YEARS OF AGE. Ages 5-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**6896611** PIRATES & POMPOMS: How to Make Children’s Toys and Costumes. By S. Bee & J. Bell. Only basic cutting, sticking and sewing skills are required to make handmade costumes, toys and props. Projects include eye patches, a telescope, stuffed animal friends, leaf bunting, and much more. Each project includes a simple template and illustrates step by step instructions. 144 pages. Laurence King. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**68564X** THE SPACE CRAFT BOOK. By L. Minter & T. Williams. Contains 15 easy to make projects for budding space explorers. Includes clear step by step instructions and handy templates, ideas for a space party, and how to build your very own rocket den. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

**6902061** THE BIG BOOK OF 100 OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES. By L. Minter & T. Williams. Packed with things to do that will get your child outdoors these projects range from spurt of the moment creative play to mini projects with step by step instructions. Ranging from making a bug hotel and growing their own pizza toppings to leather printing and going on a space mission, there is something to do for everyone! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6942873** FERRARI HIDE & SEEK. Ed. by Margherita Vecchiati, illus. by V. Pozzi. Includes activities that invite children to find the hidden Ferrari, its parts, and the driver’s lost key, and more. Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. Franco Cosimo Panini. 9½x12½. Import. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**686634** PAPER DOLLS FASHION WORKSHOP. By Norma J. Burnett. Create your own paper doll fashions, from seasonal styles to haute couture! In addition to learning how to create your own dolls, a variety of pattern projects will show you how to turn your own doodles, tangles, and designs into fabulous fashion looks for your paper pals. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 154 pages. Portable Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

**6988D** PUZZLE BARON’S KIDS’ PUZZLES. Ed. by Stephen P. Ryder. If you’re figuring out brain teasers, this will send your brain into overdrive! You get 300 awesome puzzles like: scramblers, word searches, pathways, logic, acrostics, and lots more! Ages 8-11. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95


**68900X** ROBOTIC SOLUTIONS. By Margaret W. Jeffery & Nadia S. El-Rayes.協作性の強さが視覚化される。Create your own robots from everyday objects to complex machines! Projects include assembling your own robot, using common household products, and building your own rocket den. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 8½x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**6739520** ALCIE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND: Lit for Little Hands. By Lewis Carroll. illus. by D. Miles. With original text and fun figurines, it provides hours of holiday fun. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 135 pages. Walter Foster. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95


**6976439** MAZECRAFT: 3-D Maze Games For Children. By N. Walsmes & D. Westall. Whether in an organized setting, a group of friends or a family outing, the fun-filled exercises, crafts and games included in this accessible guide will build confidence and self-esteem and energized children. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x10¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**6836852** MIGLIOO’S DAY. By William Bee. This is the story of Migloo and a day filled with food, fun, friends, and adventures. There are things to find and puzzles to solve on action filled fold out pages full of detail. A search and find adventure with a fun loving dog leading the way. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Walker. 10x12 Import. $4.95


**6876439** ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND: Lit for Little Hands. By Lewis Carroll, illus. by D. Miles. With original text and fun figurines, it provides hours of holiday fun. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**6935591** ROBOTICS: Discover the Science and Technology of the Future. By Karen Cohen. All interests and abilities will come up with creative solutions to tricky problems and marvel at the working robots they make themselves with this fun guide. Ages 9-12. Fully illus. 122 pages. Nomad Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**6861873** SEWING SCHOOL QUILTS: 15 Projects Kids Will Love to Make. By A.P. Plumley & A. Lisle. Grab your sewing machine, some fabulous fabric scraps and read this guide full of ideas for making 15 fun quilting projects that are all about you. Includes step by step instructions and removabe patterns. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**6859661** BEEHIVE! And 19 Other Experiments and Activities That Explore the Amazing World of Bees. By Lynn Brunelle. Learn about all the types of bees, why bees are critical to our food supply, and how bees live with the activities included in this fun volume. You, and yes, you can build a book into a hive for Mason Bees. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 92 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
Activities for Kids

**580268X DISNEY INFINITY OFFICIAL STICKER BOOK.** By Catherine Schuh. Explore the worlds of Disney and Disney/Pixar films, and meet the Disney Infinity heroes, including Mr. Incredible, Captain Jack Sparrow, Sulley, and many more. Complete the activities and create your own sticker scenes with over 1,000 awesome stickers. Ages 4-7. CREATING HORIZONS. 8½x11. SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Full size in color. 93 pages. Penguin Books. Paperback Import. $3.95

**6555470 MY BIG BOOK OF ART AND ILLUSION.** By Silve Vry. With dozens of beautiful reproductions and an engaging, informative text, this experience is a fascinating look at artistic illusions through the ages. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Prestel. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $24.95. $6.95

**5942572 DOCTOR WHO—TIME TRAVELLER’S JOURNAL.** By Natalie Barnes. This is no ordinary book. It will allow you to destroy monsters, design gadgets, and create new worlds. Use your imagination with the fun drawing projects and other activities that fill the pages of this compendium of all things Doctor Who! Ages 7 & up. Well illus. in color. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99. $1.95

**655539X LEARN TO DRAW DISNEY PLANES, STAR WARS, AND THE AMAZING WORLD OF ASTRONAUTS.** By Natalie Barney. Drawing instructions for drawing Dusty Crophopper, Skipper Riley, Ripslinger, El Chupacabra, and all your favorite characters. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**3560171 DREAMWORKS HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON 2: Time to Race!** By Elizabeth Slade. How’s your chance to soar into your own dragon-riding adventure! Inside you’ll find everything you need to build six dragons from the Dreamworks movie How to Train Your Dragon 2—and they can really fly! Fold and build your favorite dragons, and plan races of your own. Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. 22 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

**680208D DRESSING UP FUN: Make Your Own Costumes at Home!** By Rebekah Joy Shrode. Have you ever wished you could be a pirate, a robot, a princess, a knight or a fairy? This guide gives you the chance to transform yourself into your best-loved characters. Includes instructions to show you how to create fantastic costumes from everyday objects found around the house. Ages 9-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8¾x10½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $1.95


**5886618 LEARN TO DRAW DISNEY CLASSED ANIMATED MOVIES.** Discover the step-by-step tips and tricks to drawing some of Disney’s most beloved characters: Alice from Alice in Wonderland; Baloo from The Jungle Book; Captain Hook from Peter Pan; Jiminy Cricket from Pinocchio; and lots more! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**680473X JUSTICE LEAGUE MEGA STICKER BOOK.** Pack. With activities that let you crack top secret codes and solve the big case of the week. Guide: The Flash to victory through a tortuous maze. Read about the amazing Amazon warrior that is Wonder Woman. And complete a quiz to discover what you know about the Justice League. Includes answers. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. Insight Editions. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

**6804748 JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Official Guide. Do you want to know about all your favorite Justice League heroes? This official guide to the Justice League gives details about the movie’s characters, their abilities and vehicles, and even where they’re from. Filled with action packed film stills, it’s perfect for Justice League fans. Ages 8-12. Fully illus., in color. 72 pages. Insight Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

**5978076 THE AMAZING BOOK OF LEGO STAR WARS.** By David Fentiman. Fans will be fascinated by the exciting designs featuring large, dynamic images of heroes and villains, while key themes are explored using carefully lettered text that will capture their interest. With a mixture of full- and half-page fold-outs throughout the book, and hundreds of detail images that reveal extra-large images and a fold-out poster at the end, Ages 5 & up. 48 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**6755721 STAR WARS—THE LAST JEDI ULTIMATE STICKER COLLECTION.** By David Fentiman. The galaxy is at war! Only Rey and the brave Resistance can save the day. Discover amazing new heroes, villains, aliens, and vehicles. Includes more than 1,000 stickers of main characters, locales, vehicles and props. Use your extra stickers to make your own movie scenes! Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95


**5940182 THE BIG BOOK OF 100 HALLOWEEN ACTIVITIES.** By L. Minter & T. Williams. Packed with things to do that range from spur-of-the-moment creative play, involving little or no preparation, to mini projects with step-by-step instructions. Activities range from making giant bubbles, wooden-spoon puppets, a cardboard-tube marble run, bug hunting, and more. Ages 2 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

**6568866 DISNEY FROZEN 1000 STICKERS.** Fully illus. 64 pages. Parragon. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $4.99 $1.95

**6740677 HALLOWEEN STICKER ACTIVITIES.** Illus. by Emi Ordas. Tiger Tales. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $4.99 $1.95

**5716888 EYELIKE HORSES.** Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 $1.95

**5694042 COLOR MAGIC STICKER PLAY BOOK.** Fully illus. in color. Abrams. 11¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 $1.95

**5655381 LEARN TO DRAW DISNEY MINNIE & DAISY BEST FRIENDS FOREVER: Fabulous Fashions.** Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

**6818536 EYELIKE BUGS: 400 Reusable Stickers.** Fully illus. in color. Workman. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

**6822789 COLOR BY NUMBERS: Dinosaurs.** By Claire Stamper. Arcturus. 9x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95


**6818102 FINGERPRINT FUN: Pets and Farm Animals.** By Kate O’Mara. Arcturus. 9x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95


**6555489 MY BIG, CRAZY DRAWING & DOODLE BOOK.** Illus. by Fional Gowen. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95


**6555403 LEARN TO DRAW DREAMWORKS ANIMATION’S MADAGASCAR.** Illus. by S. Hanson & J. Vance. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**6873847 NUMBERS: Pull Out and Play Books.** Illus. by Vicky Barker. This pull out board book is designed for your child as the perfect introduction to the farm, with colorful illustrations and simple words. Preschool. Really Decent Books. Import. $4.95

**6911560 1ST GRADE MATH: Star Wars Workbooks.** By the eds. of Brain Quest. Make learning an intergalactic adventure with this fun-filled volume of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key math concepts, including addition and subtraction, counting by 1s and skip counting, two-dimensional shapes, and more. Ages 6-7. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Workman. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

**6911757 KINDERGARTEN PHONICS & ABCS: Star Wars Workbooks.** By the eds. of Brain Quest. Make learning an intergalactic adventure with this fun-filled volume of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key math concepts including counting and writing numbers 0 to 10, fact families, 1-step word problems, and more. Ages 5-6. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Workman. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95


**6915256 SEA OTTERS: Level 1.** Ed. by Arpi Naf N. Find out all about sea otters as they float, play, and feed for yourself. Ages 5-7. Fully illus. in color. 24 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95


**6876285 DIGGER THE HERO DOG.** By Kilee Brookbank, illus. by L. Benito. The true story of Digger the dog and the bond between humans and their pets with an important fire safety message for children. Just as Digger did, kids will learn that even the littlest among them can make a huge difference in the life of a friend. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Kidsbuy Books. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

**6916141 BUNK’S GUIDE TO GROWING UP.** Secrets, Tips, and Expert Advice on the Good, the Bad & the Awkward. By Adah Nuchi, illus. by M. Hunt. Filled with facts, tips, advice, and illustrations, this guide to growing up is the girl-powered puberty book you’ll actually want to read. From periods, bras, and hormones to nutrition, exercise, and sleep, it’s the head to toe guide to not only surviving puberty but totally owning it! Ages 8-12. 190 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**6916156 HOW TO BE AN ENGINEER.** Ed. by Shannon Beatty. Being an engineer is about looking at the world and trying to figure out how things work. This reference guide will help you investigate engineering ideas. It’s packed with fun activities and projects that let you answer lots of tricky questions and help you explore the world around you. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**6873987 TWISTERS SHAPES.** By Anton Pollier. This terrific boardbook is a great way for young children to learn shapes. Each page has a twisty picture to turn and match to the shape. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3. Preschool. Fully illus. in color. The Five Mile Press. Import. **SOLD OUT**

**6878420 F IS FOR FAIRY: A Forest Alphabet Primer.** By Mike & Debbie Schrimer. Discover the ABCs of an enchanting woodland world. On every page of this beautiful book, tiny fairies play in magical scenes handmade with natural materials by the authors. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6873444 TIME TRAVELLER! A Fold and Find Book.** With plenty to discover, this innovative fold out activity book will encourage your child to count from 1 to 100 as they explore five exciting historical scenes full of interesting objects to spot. Preschool. Really Decent Books. Import. $4.95

**6909639 A KIDS’ GUIDE TO THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.** By Kathleen Krull. Find out what led our nation to go to war with Great Britain and how the document that continues to shape our civil rights came to be. Ages 8-11. Illus. by Vicky Barker. This pull out board book is designed for your child as the perfect introduction to the farm, with colorful illustrations and simple words. Preschool. Really Decent Books. Import. $4.95

**69073X CHILDREN’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SCIENCE.** By Giles Sparrow. Discover the world of cutting-edge science with this comprehensive encyclopedia that’s full of surprising facts, from DNA to dark energy, and from neutrons to nanotechnology. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $24.99 $11.95

**6911749 KINDERGARTEN MATH SKILLS: Star Wars Workbooks.** By the eds. of Brain Quest. Make learning an intergalactic adventure with this fun-filled volume of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key math concepts including counting and writing numbers 0 to 50, fact families, 1-step word problems, and more. Ages 5-6. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Workman. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

**6911788 KIT 5825326 TOTALLY SEA CREATURES.** By Dennis Schatz. The world of sea creatures is brought to life with this kit. Includes a captivating text about the different sea creatures, mix-and-match pieces to assemble five models of sea creatures; 24 fact cards; and a poster. Ages 8 & up. Silver Dolphin. 9x11¼. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6872612 PO’S TWO DADS: Kung Fu Panda 3.** By Erica David. Po’s long-lost father, Li Shan, wants Po to return to the secret Panda Village where he was born. But that would mean saying good-bye to Shifu, the Furious Five and Mr. Ping. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.99 $1.95

**6886035 HOW TO BE AN ENGINEER. Ed. by Shannon Beatty. Being an engineer is about looking at the world and trying to figure out how things work. This reference guide will help you investigate engineering ideas. It’s packed with fun activities and projects that let you answer lots of tricky questions and help you explore the world around you. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**587325236 TWISTERS SHAPES.** By Anton Pollier. This terrific boardbook is a great way for young children to learn shapes. Each page has a twisty picture to turn and match to the shape. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3. Preschool. Fully illus. in color. The Five Mile Press. Import. **SOLD OUT**
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★672891X DARK MATTERS: Nature’s Reaction to Light Pollution. By Joan Marie Galat. What happens when humans tamper with the age-old balance of day and night? This volume introduces young readers to the fragile animals that are impacted by our increasingly threatened nighttime skies. Filled with tips and suggestions on how you can help reduce light pollution, Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 70 pages. Red Deer. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

Craft Project Collections

6837328 MAKING PIPE CLEANER PETS. By Takashi Morito. Twist, bend, and shape pipe cleaners into 23 adorable dog breeds with this delightful craft kit. Each well-organized project features step-by-step instructions to aid in creating the perfect pup, from Boston Terriers, Chihuahuas, and Dachshunds to French Bulldogs, Poodles, and more. SHOPWORN. Well illus. in color. 87 pages. Design Originals. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95
4632673 POPULAR MECHANICS 101 THINGS THAT FLY: Planes, Rockets, Whirly-Gigs & More! In days gone by, ingenious kids used ingenuity and creativity to make incredible things that fly, glide, leap, move, and more. This exciting volume brings you back to those inventive times, presenting 101 timeless activities just as they were published in the pages of Popular Mechanics. Well illus. in color. 175 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/646
**CRAFT PROJECT COLLECTIONS**

- **6662645** THE UNOFFICIAL GUIDE TO CRAFTING THE WORLD OF HARRY POTTER. By Jamie Harrington. You won’t need a wand or a magical word to master these magical projects inspired by the world of Harry Potter. With the step by step guidance that’s included, you’ll be able to transform simple materials into things from around the house into Remembrances Ring, Bubblette Lip Balm, Nylguts for your front lawn and much more. Fullyillus. in color. 190 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  **$5.95**

- **8885503** Sea Glass Crafts. By Rebecca Rogers-Wightman. Features more than two hundred step by step projects for you to create beautiful works with your collection of sea glass. Projects include air plants with sea glass, bottle stoppers, Christmas ornaments; jewelry, sea glass shadow boxes; and much more. Fullyills. in color. 132 pages. Racehorse. 6 7/8x10 1/4. Pub. at $17.99  **$12.95**

- **5885949** Mason Jar Gifts. By Marie Brown. Create heartwarming gifts using canning jars! Discover crafty ways for creating beautifully decorated jars to treasure, as well as inspiring ideas and culinary recipes for heartfelt gifts to place inside them. Projects feature techniques such as stenciling, using paint pens, decoupage, and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. 7 7/8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  **$5.95**

- **9665357** Eco-Craft: Recycle, Recraft, Restyle. By Susan Wasinger. Reveals more than 30 innovative, green projects that will entice you to transform trash into stylish home accessories. With clear step by step photos and easy to understand instructions you’ll be able to create a Coffee Bag Bong, Bamboo Toys, a Towel Rack, and more. 128 pages. Lark. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  **$3.95**

- **6554958** Creative Image Transfer: Any Artist, Any Style, Any Surface. By Lesley Riley. Try your hand at 16 fun projects, ranging from jewelry to home accessories, mixed-media art, and quilts. Transfer images onto faux bone, fabric, paper, wood, metal, and even glass. Includes instructions for using such paints, pencils, stamps, spray inks, and more. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. C&T. 8x11x1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  **$5.95**

- **6571046** PVC + Pipe Engineer: Put Together Cool, Easy, Maker-Friendly Stuff. By Jordan Bunker. There was a time when PVC pipe was kept hidden away in crawlspace, but no more! The author has created 17 stylish projects for every skill level, ranging from wine racks and bedframes to water bladders and air trailers, all made with practicaly you can find a hardware store. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Rockport. 8 7/8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99  **$17.95**

- **5850037** Magical miniature gardens & homes. By Donni Webber. Adults and kids alike will enjoy creating whimsical worlds that will make you re-imagine everyday items such as paint brushes, paint stirrers, and ice pop sticks. Fun and imaginative projects include a Crossbow; Hydraulic Fighting Robots; a Rubber Band Helicopter; and more. Fully illos. in color. 298 pages. Rockport. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  **$11.95**

- **5657000** Rubber Band Engineer. By Lance Akiyama. Marvel at the many unexpected uses of the rubber band in this collection of 19 projects, such as household hardware as paper clips, pencils, paint stirrers, and ice pop sticks. Fun and imaginative projects include a Crossbow; Hydraulic Fighting Robots; a Rubber Band Helicopter; and more. Fully illos. in color. 144 pages. Rockport. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99  **$17.95**

- **6843315** Everything OZ. By C. Leech & H. Read-Bailey. L. Frank Baum’s classic tale provides the inspiration for this spellbinding and creative collection of more than fifty things to make and bake, ranging from a dress-up Dorothy doll to a Tin Woodman heart garland to squished Witch cupcakes. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Chicago Review. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  **$6.95**

- **6778007** Steampunk style 2: Goggles, gas masks and aviator styles. Ed. by Steampunk Oriental Laboratory. After a gallery of steampunk creations by a range of notable figures from Toddyle Kimura to Itachi Igarashi, immerse yourself in this intricate, distinctive, and exciting artistic movement with a collection of step-by-step projects. Create a Steampunk iPhone Charger; a Plague Doctor’s Hat; Cat-Ears Goggles; and more. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Quarry. 8 7/8x9 1/8. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95  **$17.95**

- **6889017** Macrame at Home. By Natalie Hanae. Indulge your macrame obsession with these twenty fun projects that include plant hangers, rugs, and pillows. Includes step by step instructions to help you create stunning designer art pieces to adorn any space in your home. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  **$14.95**

- **6854230** Alan Dunn’s Sugarcraft Flower Arranging: A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Sugar Flowers for Exquisite Arrangements. Alan’s easy-to-follow directions and accompanied by stunning, mouthwatering photographs, cover 35 floral varieties and 18 charming cake designs for weddings, anniversary, birthdays, christenings, holidays, and more. If you’re looking for the ultimate guide to sugaring, this volume won’t fail to impress. 160 pages. IBBY Lifestyle Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  **$14.95**

- **6730817** Prairie Girl Gifts: Threads Selects. By Jennifer Worick. A collection of easy and inexpensive prairie gift projects that feel at home in the modern world. Instructions included for homemade soap, scented lavender water, candles, pickles, a drawing gift bag, and more. 31 pages. Tailor in 7/8x10 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

- **5945112** Art Without Waste: 500 Ucycled & Earth-Friendly Designs. By Patty K. Wongpakdee. Showcases a collection of creative reuse and re-invention of everyday items such as clothing, tools and T’s, housewares, and even art itself. Packaged with inspiration and ideas, you can create your own recycled art objects with a little imagination. 208 pages. 8 7/8x8. Cico Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  **SOLD OUT**

- **6555553** Playing with Surface Design. By Courtney Cerruti. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Quarry. 8x10 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  **$4.95**

- **6774991** Paracord Jewelry & Other Accessories. By Linda Peterson. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8 1/2x10 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  **SOLD OUT**

Crafting Techniques & References

**6837201 JOY OF ZENTANGLE**
By Suzanne McNeill et al. The basic theory of Zentangle is explained along with instructions for drawing more than 100 tangles from Certified Zentangle Teachers. All you need is a pen, paper, and this guide to get you started on your Zentangle journey. FULLY ILLUSTRATED. FULLY ILLUSTRATED. 160 pages. DESIGN ORIGINS. 7/8x9 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**5863486 CREATIVE TANGLE: Creating Your Own Patterns for Zen-Inspired Art.**
By Trish Reinhart. A fun and simple 3-step process for designing your own tangles, with 24 fantastic off-the-shelf projects, from name signs, wire glasses and decorative wrappings topendals, zentangles and tangled pet portraits. Expert tips for embellishing preexisting patterns, creating themes, and adding color to your tangles, including inspiration photos, new patterns and templates, in color. 8 1/4x10 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

**6868485 THE CRAFTSMAKER'S GUIDE TO PATTERNS: Create and Use Your Own Patterns for Gift Wrap, Stationery, Tiles, and More.**
By Jessica Swift. FULLY ILLUSTRATED. 144 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**5884967 STUFFED ANIMALS: A Modern Guide to Taxidermy.**

**3683885 FRENCH BEADED FLOWERS: The Complete Guide.**
By Zoe L. Schneider. Explains everything you need to know to start making your own lovely floral creations using only beads, wire, and a few simple tools. FULLY ILLUSTRATED. 256 pages. Krause. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.99

**268204X BEADED BUGS.**
By Nicola Tedman with J. Power. These 30 projects show you how to make realistic bugs out of these small beads. The easy-to-follow instructions will take you from your first simple butterfly to complex 3D insects based on species around the world. FULLY ILLUSTRATED. 80 pages. Andrews McMeel. 7 1/4x10 1/4. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.99

**6814325 BEADING FROM NATURE: Creating Jewelry with Stones from the Earth.**
By Crystal McDougall. Two books in one— an introduction to beading techniques, plus a compendium of almost fifty fabulous projects that includes step-by-step instructions for basic beading techniques, and projects which include earrings, bracelets, and necklaces. WELL ILLUSTRATED. 128 pages. $12.95

**5863346 BEAD METAMORPHOSIS.**
By Lisa Kan. FULLY ILLUSTRATED. 150 pages. Interweave. 8 1/4x10 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**6818447 BEADWORK: A World Guide.**
By Tonia Davenport. Features a guide to beadwork from Africa, Europe, and North America, Africa, East and Australia, and more. 208 pages. 8 1/4x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**5970075 500 BEAD WEAVING PATTERNS FOR BRACELETS.**
By Emilie Rameau. Weaving bead bracelets is like weaving a tapestry, one bead at a time. The ever-increasing variety of bead weaves and bead architectures allows for endless possibilities. You can create a custom bracelet that is as unique as you are. OVER 200 PATTERNS, all in color, with step-by-step instructions. OVER 200 PATTERNS, all in color, with step-by-step instructions. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**6853372 MINDFUL BEADS: 20 Inspiring Ideas for Stringing and Personalizing Your Own Mala and Prayer Beads, Plus Their Meanings.**
By Alice Rock. Discover the stories and meanings behind 20 types of beads, including malas, prayer beads, rosaries, worry beads, and more. Learn how to instill them with intention and meaning. Each pattern shows how many and what color beads are needed and the placement of every bead. FULLY ILLUSTRATED. 177 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6873635 BREAK THE RULES BEAD EMBROIDERY: 22 Jewelry Projects Featuring Innovative Materials.**
By Diane Hyde. Have fun and get a little crazy with these fun projects including step by step instructions. Try the Little Beaded Earrings with their mini light bulb with floral shaped beads, Silver Cork Pendant or a Spoon Angelic Necklace. FULLY ILLUSTRATED. 128 pages. Lark. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6817019 BEADED GIFTS: Threads Selections.**
Ed. by Tonia Davenport. FEATURES 70 DESIGNS and TECHNIQUES TO HELP YOU SELL on Ets y, eBay, Your Storefront, and More. 303 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**5844967 STUFFED ANIMALS: A Modern Guide to Taxidermy.**

Beading

**6455239 100 BEADED FLOWERS, CHARMS & TRINKETS: Perfect Little Designs to Use for Gifts, Jewelry, and Accessories.**
By Amanda Brooke. MURR-HINSON. BEADS are perfect for making some of the perfect little things. This step by step collection shows you how to make everything from a tiny tea service, a monochrome shop and much more with just a few simple tools. MURR-HINSON. 150 pages. Interweave. 8 1/4x10 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**6820169 BEADER'S GIFT IDEAS: 20 Designs for Every Occasion.**
By Beth Galligher. BEAD WORK is perfect for a gift. A meaningful and affectionate gift that will be cherished for years to come. These designs are perfect for a gift for any occasion. FULLY ILLUSTRATED. 128 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**5963141 BEADED MILLET SHELLS: 200 Designs.**

**5970075 500 BEAD WEAVING PATTERNS FOR BRACELETS.**
By Emilie Rameau. Weaving bead bracelets is like weaving a tapestry, one bead at a time. The ever-increasing variety of bead weaves and bead architectures allows for endless possibilities. You can create a custom bracelet that is as unique as you are. OVER 200 PATTERNS, all in color, with step-by-step instructions. OVER 200 PATTERNS, all in color, with step-by-step instructions. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**6818447 BEADWORK: A World Guide.**
By Tonia Davenport. Features a guide to beadwork from Africa, Europe, and North America, Africa, East and Australia, and more. 208 pages. 8 1/4x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**5970075 500 BEAD WEAVING PATTERNS FOR BRACELETS.**
By Emilie Rameau. Weaving bead bracelets is like weaving a tapestry, one bead at a time. The ever-increasing variety of bead weaves and bead architectures allows for endless possibilities. You can create a custom bracelet that is as unique as you are. OVER 200 PATTERNS, all in color, with step-by-step instructions. OVER 200 PATTERNS, all in color, with step-by-step instructions. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**6853372 MINDFUL BEADS: 20 Inspiring Ideas for Stringing and Personalizing Your Own Mala and Prayer Beads, Plus Their Meanings.**
By Alice Rock. Discover the stories and meanings behind 20 types of beads, including malas, prayer beads, rosaries, worry beads, and more. Learn how to instill them with intention and meaning. Each pattern shows how many and what color beads are needed and the placement of every bead. FULLY ILLUSTRATED. 177 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
### Jewelry Making

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>364262 BEAUTIFUL BEAD WEAVING: Simple Techniques and Patterns for Creating Stunning Loom Jewelry.</strong> By F. Oettmeier &amp; C.C. Porter. Disover a new world of creative possibilities with on-loom bead weaving. This guide shows you how to use either the Clover standard bead weaving loom or the new credit card sized Mini Loom to create necklaces, bracelets, pins, earrings, and more. Includes 19 step by step projects. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Design Originals. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>606968 MAKING METAL JEWELRY.</strong> By K. Robinson &amp; R. Rae. Following step-by-step instructions, you will learn several techniques for etching brass, copper, and nickel silver of all shapes and sizes. Features seventeen projects that include necklaces, bracelets, earrings, rings and more that incorporate beads, wirework, fabric, ribbon, photos, and soldering into your jewelry. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8¾x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHERRY SERAFINI’S SENSATIONAL BEAD JEWELRY MAKING: Secrets and Techniques.</strong> By Sherry Serafini. Offers eleven clever and unique projects that have a boutique look and can be made in thirty minutes less or with the step by step instructions. Includes a jewelry making primer. Well illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5937310 THE ART OF TATTING: Tutorials, Techniques &amp; Trade Secrets.</strong> By Stephen O’Keeffe. Presents a comprehensive survey of the core jewelry-making techniques while providing easier alternative solutions that get the same results as traditional methods. With thorough explanations and detailed photographs, it’s an invaluable resource for both experienced makers, the projects are fully illustrated, easy-to-follow techniques section. Projects include earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and more, incorporating wirework, beading, and polymer clay techniques. Fully illus. in color. 360 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6659393 PRACTICAL JEWELRY-MAKING TECHNIQUES: Problem Solving.</strong> By Stephen O’Keeffe. Presents a comprehensive survey of the core jewelry-making techniques while providing easier alternative solutions that get the same results as traditional methods. With thorough explanations and detailed photographs, it’s an invaluable resource for both experienced makers, the projects are fully illustrated, easy-to-follow techniques section. Projects include earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and more, incorporating wirework, beading, and polymer clay techniques. Fully illus. in color. 360 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6661645 200 TIPS FOR JEWELRY MAKING: 250 Trade Secrets.</strong> By X. Arnold &amp; S. Withers. Teaches jewelers artists to learn new skills, make the most of the skills they already have, and discover new and innovative ways to work with metal and beads. Includes 200 tips on design, bead working, beading techniques; working with wire; metalwork basics and techniques; non-traditional materials; and more. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Firefly. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>571351X BRACELET: 35 Unique Designs with beadwork, wirework, and polymer clay.</strong> By Susan Beal. Projects include forty creative wire jewelry designs. Skill levels range from easy to challenging, you’ll be creating beautiful rings, necklaces, bracelets and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Sixth &amp; Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6685113 CREATIVE WAX CARVING.</strong> By Emilie Shapiro. This guide will help you understand how models are created for jewelry production lines and explore creative wax carving. Describes the essential tools and materials, and teaches the fundamental of wax carving with step-by-step instructions and images. Well illus. in color. 134 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6684270 WIREWORK JEWELRY WORKSHOP: Handcrafted Designs &amp; Techniques.</strong> By Sian Hamilton. A stunning collection of wire jewelry made in a way you can study to inspire and delight. Suitable for beginners and experienced makers, the projects are fully illustrated with step-by-step instructions and can be adapted or complemented by additional pieces. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5670534 SHERRY SERAFINI’S SENSATIONAL BEAD JEWELRY MAKING: Secrets and Techniques.</strong> By Sherry Serafini. Offers eleven clever and unique projects that have a boutique look and can be made in thirty minutes less or with the step by step instructions. Includes a jewelry making primer. Well illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3675934 PEWTER JEWELLERY: Twenty to Make.</strong> By Sandy Griffiths. Sandy shares her original ideas for a range of pewter jewellery, including brooches, bracelets, necklaces and earrings. Make them for yourself or give as a gift. Fully illus. in color. 4 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6730191 BOOT BLING: Threads Selects.</strong> By Diana Wood. All it takes is some ribbon, chain, and a few beads to add personal flair to your favorite pair of boots. Includes step by step instructions for fifteen chic and unique accents to dress up your shoes. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6730167 BEAD PENDANTS &amp; NECKLACES: Threads Selects.</strong> By Susan Beal. Includes step by step instructions for twenty gorgeous pendants and necklaces. From simple to more challenging, the beautiful pieces can be made with just a few tools and easy to learn techniques. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6730957 SUPER SIMPLE JEWELRY: Threads Selects.</strong> By Kollabora. Includes a jewelry making primer. Well illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6683819 THE BIG BOOK OF JEWELRY MAKING: 75 Projects to Create.</strong> Projects range from quirky to stylish to unique to wear during a fancy evening out. Each project contains step-by-step instructions and photographs, it’s an invaluable resource for both experienced makers, the projects are fully illustrated, easy-to-follow techniques section. Projects include earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and more, incorporating wirework, beading, and polymer clay techniques. Fully illus. in color. 360 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5937310 THE ART OF TATTING: Tutorials, Techniques &amp; Trade Secrets.</strong> By Lyn Morton. Tattling is an accessible and thriving craft that is perfect for creating beautiful necklaces, pendants, bracelets, and earrings. This guide contains a diverse range of exquisite projects, clear instructions and accompanying diagrams. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3677593 PEWTER JEWELLERY: Twenty to Make.</strong> By Sandy Griffiths. Sandy shares her original ideas for a range of pewter jewellery, including brooches, bracelets, necklaces and earrings. Make them for yourself or give as a gift. Fully illus. in color. 4 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6659339 CREATIVE WIRE JEWELRY.</strong> By Aniko Nachotko. Projects you’ll love making and wearing. Detailed step-by-step instructions and photographs will guide you through over forty creative wire jewelry designs. Skill levels range from easy to challenging, you’ll be creating beautiful rings, necklaces, bracelets and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Sixth&amp;Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6670354 BEADWORK: 40 Easy Boho Chic Designs.</strong> By Jenny Towlley. Learn how to create beautiful knots to make delicately stitched macrame projects, many of which evoke the beach. Other materials such as sea glass and beads, are used as lovely enchantments on some of the designs. Creative projects like sea turtle spiral bracelet; Beach Babe Headband; Tassels and Beads Earrings; Lariat Necklace, and more. Fully illus. in color. 122 pages. Lark. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6912567 CREATIVE LEATHER JEWELRY: 21 Stylish Projects That Make a Statement.</strong> By Christina Anton. With an array of necklaces, bracelets, and earrings projects, this project collection shows how truly modern leather jewelry can be. Whether you’re a beginner or are looking to venture into a new jewelry genre, you’ll find lots of creative techniques to explore. Well illus. in color. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>668116X CREATING THE WIRE JEWELRY.</strong> By Emilie Shapiro. Projects you’ll love making and wearing. Detailed step-by-step instructions and photographs will guide you through over forty creative wire jewelry designs. Skill levels range from easy to challenging, you’ll be creating beautiful rings, necklaces, bracelets and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Sixth &amp; Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See more titles at erhbc.com/646
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5993709 TURNING WOODEN JEWELRY. By Judy Ditmer. Ditmer shares her techniques for creating beautiful, fanciful jewelry on the wood lathe. In addition to taking the woodworking process to a new level, she presents 21 projects ranging from simple to more advanced. 104 pages. Lark, 9x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

PRICE CUT to $2.95

6684262 WIRED JEWELRY: Knitting, Crocheting, and Twisting in Wire. By Kath Orsman. Shows you how to make stunning wired jewelry pieces from scratch using the simplest of knitting, crochet, and twisting techniques—so simple that most can be made in just one evening. Includes 20 intricate wirework designs. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

6856607 SHAPES OF JEWELRY. By Jennifer Good. Features 13 designs that use readily available wire—20 ga. or heavier. And includes Sergey’s tips for creating your own. 128 pages. Design Originals. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

Fabric & Textile Arts

5718260 LEATHERCRAFTED: A Simple Guide to Making Unconventional Leather Goods. By Cattlin McNamara Sullivan. With a focus on trendy embellishments and detailed instructions, this guide teaches readers how to cut, punch, sew, and rivet leather into one of a kind accessories. Start small with a simple keychain, then build up to a belt, a wallet, a phone case, a messenger bag, and more. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Fons & Porter, 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

6708439 FAST, FUN & EASY FABRIC BOXES: 8 Great Projects for Child to Adult. By Linda Johansen. More than 50 decorative ribbon bows, classic, some whimsical, some elegant—will prove irresistible for anyone with an interest in craft. With many sizes, colors and designs to choose from, these step-by-step projects give you lovely Rosette boxes for everything from gift boxes to bouquets. Weill illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

5936717 SPINNING, DYING, & WEAVING: Self-Sufficiency. By Penny Walsh. Weaving your own textiles is a rewarding activity that comes with the added benefit of knowing the entire process can be done by hand, with limited or no outside energy. This handbook explores where different fibers come from, how to grow and harvest them, and how to prepare them for spinning, dyeing, and weaving. Includes clear step-by-step instructions and techniques for endless possibilities. 127 pages. Skyhorse, 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6899773 CONTEMPORARY DYECAST. By Melanie Brummer. A practical guide to dying fabrics and ready-made garments to create personalized clothing and accessories, offering more than 100 projects from craft to sophisticated. Includes clear step by step instructions and Brummer’s handy tips along with simple techniques graded according to level of difficulty. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Firefly, Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6927676 TATTING WITH ANNE ORR. Comprised of rare patterns created during the first half of the nineteenth century, this collection has more than 100 designs; over 50 edgings; 40 medallions; beautiful collars and yokets; and baby items that include three exquisitely worked caps for infants. Includes step by step instructions for all projects. 32 pages. Fiber. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

3684318 VISUAL TEXTURE ON FABRIC: Creating Stunning Art Cloth with Water-Based Resist. By Lisa Kerpo. You’ll learn how to design unique art cloth for your favorite quilting, sewing, fiber, decor, and garment project. Kerpo teaches how to create dimensional effects with ingredients like oatmeal, sugar, and sox wax-mix and match eight resist with seven different techniques for endless possibilities. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. All American Crafts, 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

6167949 CREATIVE NEEDLE FELTING: Wool Art with a Painterly Style. By Lyn Slade. A Complete guide to creating needle felted wool art with a painterly style. Includes valuable techniques that work step by step instructions for every beginner to the experienced needle felter for fourteen stunning projects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. KP Craft, 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

6567258 CREATING RIBBON FLOWERS. By T. Wright & N. Knie. Master the art of ribbon flowers in this collection of step by step projects. With only a few yards of ribbon, you can make the perfect embellishment for any garment, home decor item, wedding party and more! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. KP Craft. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6843514 FABULOUS FELTED SCARVES: 20 Fabulous Works of Art. By C.A. Hagen & J. Johnson. The authors take you through their individual felting processes and progress on how to treat your scarf. Includes a scarf that evokes the textile of wood bark, a handmade beaded scarf, and a lace shawl. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Lark, 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

5971077 FELT SEW GOOD. By Christine Leech. Make the most of your love affair with all things simple and handmade with this collection of approachable step-by-step felt projects. Thirty inspiring yet deceptively simple designs are included, from fun and frivolous to children for more sophisticated projects for adults and the home. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Barron’s, 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

6929044 THE ART OF FELT: Inscriptions, Textural Surfaces. By Françoise Tellier-Loumagne. The author takes an original approach to the world of feltmaking, finding design inspiration in calm morning skies, sparkling sunsets, dramatic cloud displays. Includes basic techniques that can be used to create felted fabrics from scratch, and imaginative ideas for ready made felt. Fully illus. in color. 512 pages. Thames & Hudson, Paperbound. Pub. at $59.95

6843790 NATURAL PROCESSES IN TEXTILE ART. By Arleen Forsthoefel. This innovative guide is packed with inspiring ideas, from natural dyeing techniques with plants and leaves to weaving with found or foraged items, and from rust printing and mark making to building up textile with stitch. Fox demonstrates how to work with sustainable materials that are in harmony with the landscape. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Batsford, 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/646
**6900785** **THE LITTLE BOOK OF BETTIE:** Taking a Page from the Queen of Pinups. By Tori Rodriguez. The celebrated Queen of Pinups styled her own iconic hair, did her own makeup, and modeled her own swimsuits, and was ahead of her time in endless ways. Offering real advice for today’s women, you’ll find retro fashion and styling tips, vintage and modern makeup looks and Bettie-inspired fitness routines. Well illus., in color. 216 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**6714277** **THE LOST ART OF DRESS.** By Linda Przybyszewski. In the early 20th century, a remarkable group of women known as the “Dress Decoders” taught American women that knowledge, not money, was the key to a beautiful wardrobe. In this captivating, empowering, and beautifully illustrated history, readers can learn their timeless fashion rules once more. 347 pages. Basic Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

**6873367 CLANS AND TARTANS: Traditional Scottish Tartans.** Focuses on the history of the world famous Scottish tartan. Contents includes over 100 clans presented with their tartan, crest, motto and Gaelic clan name, the history of tartan and how it plays its part in the traditional dress; detailed clans and family names listing. Well illus., in color. 221 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6741614 JACKIE AND CASSINI: A Fashion Love Affair.** By Lauren Marino. As the Kennedys took the White House in 1961, Jackie appointed famed designer and family friend, Oleg Cassini as her personal “Secretary of Style.” Cassini created an enduring look for the stylish Mrs. Kennedy that endures today and that transformed Jackie into one of the most beloved style icons of all time. Well illus., many in color. 152 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

**6943608 DRESSING THE DECADES: Twentieth-Century Vintage Style.** Emmanuelle Dirix. Each chapter features a detailed overview of a particular decade, including the historical events, politics, technology, and advertising that inspired its most celebrated designs. This stunning volume provides a new perspective on such iconic items as the cocktail dress, the Chanel Suit, the tuxedo dress, both classic and others. Well illus., many in color. 224 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**6915116 NAILS, NAILS, NAILS!** By Madeline Poole. Learn the secrets to eye-catching nails! The 25 projects in this guide include tips on; basic nail designs plus some you’ve never seen before—Electric Fade, Glitter Studs, Mosaic, Negative Space, Spray Paint, and more. Includes step by step instructions and photos that make application easy, and fun. 128 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**6678319 AUTHENTIC SHIRLEY TEMPLE PAPER DOLLS AND DRESSES.** Ed. by Marta K. Krebs. Reprinted from the original 1937 edition. This collection of the lovable child star and her wardrobe is complimented by photographs of Shirley looking at each of the original costumes. Fully illus. 8¼x11. Papercraft. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**6778138 MICHELLE OBAMA FASHION ICON PAPER DOLL.** By Ted Mienten. This lovely paper doll of Michelle Obama is accompanied by accurate renditions of more than a dozen of her trend setting ensembles. Captions state the designer’s name and brief details are provided on the inside covers. Fully illus. in color. Dover Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**6670513 ERTE FASHION PAPER DOLLS OF THE TWENTIES.** Six sophisticated fashion paper dolls capture the fabulous designs of the world famous theatrical and fashion designer Erte. This panorama of early twentieth-century costume includes 43 outfits that incorporate gowns, coats, hats and accessories for every season. Full illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**6801978 CREATIVE FASHION DRAWING: A Complete Guide to Design and Illustration Styles.** By N. Chapman & J. Cheek. Whether you are a student who wants to add to your skill or someone who simply enjoys the creative process, this inspirational yet practical guide will take your work to another level. Includes sections on templates and poses, fabrics, accessories and clothing design. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

**5971845 SOUTHERN BELLES PAPER DOLLS.** By Tom Tierney. The romance of the Old South is magnificently captured in this paper doll collection, highlighting the elaborate dresses and gowns and the military uniforms typical of a well to do plantation family of the Civil War era. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

**6678246 AMERICAN PIONEER FAMILY PAPER DOLLS.** By Tom Tierney. Step back into the mid-nineteenth century and experience the life of the pioneer family as they travel across the frontier. Newly researched, this simple wardrobe includes buckskins, calico frocks, cowboy outfits, and other costumes for work and play. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

**6678572 GREAT COSTUMES FROM CLASSIC MOVIE PAPER DOLLS.** By Tom Tierney. Two female figures, with separate, attachable heads for each of 27 stars, model exquisite gowns created for stars such as Vivien Leigh, Lana Turner, Marlene Dietrich, Natalie Wood and 24 others, including Jack Lemmon. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

**6677944 MARYLIN MONROE PAPER DOLLS.** By Tom Tierney. Marilyn Monroe, like the wondrous star she was, predicted a quality greater than her beauty, more lasting than her presence. This book features a Marilyn figure and 31 costumes from 24 of her films, from Ladies of the Chorus (1948) to Something’s Got to Give (1963), which was never completed. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

**6670556 GLAMOROUS MOVIE STARS OF THE 1930-1960 PAPER DOLLS.** By Tom Tierney. A bevy of actresses who epitomize the dazzling Hollywood style of the 1950s appear in this brilliant collection. Tierney has designed a paper doll for each of eight actresses, along with four costumes from memorable roles. Actresses include Doris Day, Jane Russell, Audrey Hepburn, and Elizabeth Taylor. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

**6678364 GLAMOROUS STARS OF THE FORTIES PAPER DOLLS.** By Tom Tierney. Of the most glamorous stars of the 1940s, a decade when movie glamor was at its peak, are featured in this collection. Tierney has designed a paper doll for each of 15 actresses, along with four costumes from memorable roles. Actresses include Heddy Lamarr, Dorothy Lamour, Veronica Lake, Lana Turner, and Gene Tierney. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95


**6708188 VICTORIAN FASHION.** By Jayne Shrimpton. Describes the fashions of the Victorians, who led the world in fashion and style. Includes detailed illustrations and descriptions of clothing, accessories, and makeup. 240 pages. $14.95

7625025 ULTRA VANITIES: Minaudieres, Necessaries, and Compacts. By Meredith Etherington-Smith. An illustrated history of small vanity cases and compact mirrors, tracing their evolution from the 19th century to the present day. Fully illustrated. 240 pages. $16.95

6684057 SHADES OF RIO: 150 Years of Fashion. By Betty Kiesel Shubert. A comprehensive study of 19th-century fashion, including details of clothing, accessories, and makeup. Fully illustrated. 256 pages. $19.95

5652053 ULTRA VANITIES: Minaudieres, Necessaries, and Compacts. By Meredith Etherington-Smith. In this fascinating volume, the history and evolution of small vanity cases and compact mirrors are traced. The book is richly illustrated with period photographs and diagrams. 240 pages. $16.95


86922X SWEDISH BEAUTY. By David Wills. A treasure trove for classic-movie fans, this book features stunning photographs of Swedish actresses and their costumes. 128 pages. $24.95


6684057 SHADES OF RIO: 150 Years of Fashion. By Betty Kiesel Shubert. A comprehensive study of 19th-century fashion, including details of clothing, accessories, and makeup. Fully illustrated. 256 pages. $19.95

5938880 BESPOKE MENSWEAR: Tailoring for Gentlemen. By Bernard Roetzel. An acclaimed expert on classic style takes readers deep into the world of elegance and panache in this handsome volume. Fully illustrated. 240 pages. $24.95

6684057 SHADES OF RIO: 150 Years of Fashion. By Betty Kiesel Shubert. A comprehensive study of 19th-century fashion, including details of clothing, accessories, and makeup. Fully illustrated. 256 pages. $19.95

5899160 MID CENTURY MODERN: A Complete Sourcebook. By John Roetzel. A comprehensive guide to mid-century modern design, covering the history, techniques, and materials used in furniture, textiles, and other design elements. Fully illustrated. 256 pages. $24.95

6818955 MILLINERY: The Art of Hat-Making. By S. Lomax & R. Skinner. Provides fully illustrated step by step instructions for 12 stunning hats and headpieces, which are suitable for a wide variety of occasions and require minimal tools and materials. The eye catching designs include a chic pillbox, a feathered cap, a bowler, and a beret. All the instructions are in color. 152 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95

6684057 SHADES OF RIO: 150 Years of Fashion. By Betty Kiesel Shubert. A comprehensive study of 19th-century fashion, including details of clothing, accessories, and makeup. Fully illustrated. 256 pages. $19.95
668793 NAUTICAL CHIC. By Amber Jane Butchart. The definitive history of nautical style, this lavishly illustrated celebration follows the iconic blue-striped sailor and striped look through its many incarnations, from the classic sportswear to the pirate. Inside you’ll find gorgeous designs by Coco Chanel, Vivenne Westwood, Alexander McQueen. 184 pages. Illus. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

★ 688705 TUDOR FASHION. By Eliet Lynn. The magnificent style and fashion of the court was pivotal in the communication of status and power during the Tudor dynasty. This comprehensive and dazzlingly illustrated history offers fresh insight into the social and political milieu of these English monarchs in the context of the buildings in which they were worn. 208 pages. Yale. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $35.95

★ 6879063 THE HOUSE OF WORTH, 1858-1954: The Birth of Haute Couture. By Chantal Tubert-Toffoli et al. Arriving in Paris in 1846 with only a few francs in his pocket, twenty year old Charles Frederick Worth would go on to build the most prominent, innovative, and successful fashion house of the century. Defining 19th century style, he was soon recognized as “the father of haute couture.” This volume is a stunning tribute to the house that started it all. Fully illus., most in color. 336 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $85.00 $64.95

688531 THE DETAILS: Iconic Men’s Accessories. By Josh Sims. Tells the stories behind the ultimate, classic men’s accessories—their history and design, the materials that form them, and in which unusual and unexpected way each item has shaped contemporary men’s fashion. Fully illus., some color. Laurence King. Paperback Import. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

688602 MEN OF STYLE. By Josh Sims. From actors to statesmen, playboys to painters, the iconic, and the more unexpected are brought to you in this volume, capturing their colorful lives, sartorial and personal. Sims explores the story of men’s style through the icons who embody it and act as its most inspiring exemplars. Photos, some in color. 192 pages. Laurence King. Paperback Import. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

688548 ICONS OF MEN’S STYLE. By Josh Sims. Examines, item by item, the most important and famous of the icons of men’s style; their provenance and history, the stories of their design, the brand or company that started it all, and how the product shaped the way men dress today. Fully illus. 191 pages. Laurence King. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

★ 5834600 RUSSIAN SPLENDOR: Sumptuous Fashions of the Russian Court. By Mikhail Piotrovsky. A stunning collection showcasing the magnificent court dress of the Russian Monarchy culled from 17th century imperial collection at the State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, Russia, and photographed using the Winter Palace as a backdrop. With details highlighting the handspun silks and lace and jeweled embroideries, this volume features the glamor of this gilded age and offers a fascinating window into a vanished world. 438 pages. Skira/Rizzoli. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $95.00 $72.95

★ 690081X MAKING THE CUT: Stories of Sartorial Icons by Savile Row’s Master Tailor. By Richard Anderson. The author introduces the traditional craft of cutting a bespoke suit and jackets, showcasing 25 classic menswear designs that have been creatively adapted in new and unusual ways for the modern gentleman. Anderson tells the story of each piece and explores the fascinating history of diverse fabrics and cuts. Well illus., most in color. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $34.99 $19.95

★ 6922864 CHRISTIAN DIOR: Designer of Dreams. Photos by Nicholas Alan Cope. In 1947, Christian Dior presented his first collection and heralded the birth of a new fashion silhouette for women. After the austerity of the war years, Paris regained its place as the global capital of fashion and the name of Dior became a synonym for haute couture. But the name Dior would soon be owned and controlled by another fashion designer, and Dior’s legacy was in danger of being lost. Published in celebration of Christian Dior’s 80th anniversary, this well-illustrated guide to the life and work of one of the world’s greatest fashion designers—a true legend—recreates the story of his life and work to celebrate the enduring legacy of a brand that continues to be one of the most influential in fashion today. 216 pages. Flammarion. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95

★ 692055X YOUNG BRIDES, OLD TREASURES: Macedonian Embroidered Dress. Ed. by Bobbie Sumberg. Exhibition catalog. This landmark catalog presents treasures of Macedonian dress from 1860 to 1950. Essays on embroidery, materials of dress, techniques of production, and hair dressing illuminate the complexities that existed in the small country at the crossroads of European civilization. Well illus., most in color. 264 pages. Museum of Int’l Folk Art. 9x13¼. Pub. at $60.00 $24.95

★ 6798462 DEFINING DRESSES: A Century of Fashion. By Arthur Dreyfus. Celebrates a century of fashion through 101 groundbreaking dresses—one from each year from 1915 to 2015—and traces the creative evolution of the modern female form. Fully illustrated with color photographs and accompanied by a provocative essay on the theme of the dress for each year, this book offers a unique picture of how the female body has changed in the last century and how the female silhouette has adapted to new trends, reflective of wider social changes and movements. 224 pages. Flammarion. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95

★ 6798632 JEAN PATOU: A Fashionable Life. By Emmanuelle Polle. Recounts the story of Patou’s charmed life and career during the most glamorous years of the twentieth century. The private archives collected in this comprehensive volume retrace the universe of this extraordinary designer, and provide an essential reference for anyone interested in the history of fashion. Fully illus. 230 pages. Flammarion. Import. Pub. at $150.00 $119.95

6618308 FASHION DESIGNERS AT THE OPERA. By Helena Meteheoulos. Leading fashion designers, such as Giorgio Armani and Christian Lacroix, are profiled together with their designs for the opera—the fruits of a collaborative relationship between the two. Featuring photographs of the designers and their works on the stage, this book provides an in-depth overview of the extraordinary intersection of fashion and opera, with the latter only recently becoming recognized as a legitimate platform for couture. 296 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $95.00 $64.95

★ 6682154 SHOE OBSESSION. By U. Steele & C. Hill. This sumptuously illustrated volume explores western culture’s fascination with extravagant and fashionable shoes, from the iconic blue-and-white striped look through its many incarnations, from the classic sportsman to the pirate. Inside you’ll find gorgeous designs by Christian Lacroix, John Galliano, and many more. 224 pages. Abraions. 10x12½. Pub. at $65.00 $44.95

6617972 CLASSIC AND MODERN FABRICS: The Complete Illustrated Sourcebook. By Janet Wilson. Offers the ultimate resource for textile and fashion designers, students, manufacturers, curators, and historians. The book provides a wide-ranging overview of applications and history of over 600 fabrics, with easy identification via 834 full color photographs and diagrams. 320 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95


5983320 HOLLYWOOD COSTUME DESIGN BY TRAVILLA. By Maureen Reily. Chronicles the career of Bill Travilla, who became a Hollywood legend in his own right, thanks in part to his premier client, Marilyn Monroe. Original sketches and period images create a portrait of his rich contributions to the film, television, and fashion industries. Well illus., some in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $34.99 $19.95

★ 6673228 DARLINGS OF DRESS: Children’s Costume 1860-1920. By Norma Sheppard. Offers a unique look at children’s costume from the late 19th and early 20th centuries, analyzing diverse cultural influences on its manufacture and design. Pieces are presented in more than 300 historic photographs, fashion plates, and selections from vintage catalogs and magazines, as well as costume money, color photos. 192 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $34.99 $24.95

PRICE CUT to $7.95

PRICE CUT to $11.95

PRICE CUT to $24.95

PRICE CUT to $19.95

PRICE CUT to $9.95

PRICE CUT to $19.95
FASHION & COSTUME

5894298 JAZZ AGE: Fashion in the Roaring '20s. The Roaring Twenties offered more than just a decadent party life. This account contributes to a much broader interpretation of fashion history in the 1920s, with a focus on both men and women. Based on original research, it reviews the history of 1920s fashion and highlights its significance for subsequent developments in fashion. Well illustrated, in many color, 132 pages. Dover. 7½x9. Paperbound Import. $4.95

5913039 COCO CHANEL: The Illustrated World of a Fashion Icon. By Megan Hess. With color illustrations, Hess takes the reader on a whimsical adventure through the wondrous world of Mademoiselle Chanel, the visionary who transformed women’s wardrobes forever. 208 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $29.95

5969657 LEE MILLER IN FASHION. By Becky E. Conklin. Fashion model, surrealist artist, muse, photographer, war correspondent—Lee Miller defies categorization. This volume examines how her career as a model and fashion photographer illuminates her life story and connects to international fashion history from the late 1920s until the early 1950s. Fully illustrated, some color, 224 pages. Monacelli. 7½x10. PRICE CUT to $3.95

5954533 A MATTER OF FASHION: 20 Iconic Items That Changed the History of Style. Ed. by Valeria Manferto De Fabianis. Presents the history, anecdotes, celebrities and intrinsic values of the most hallowed of fashion. One usually thinks, of the fashion world as ephemeral, but there are creations and names that have left their mark and that, in different ways, have revolutionized society. Photos, most in color. 225 pages. White Star. 10x11½. Paperbound Import. $29.95

5872165 50 MEN’S FASHION ICONS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD. By Dan Jones. Painfully chic and instantly recognizable, from Fred Astaire to Bob Dylan, the fifty men in this collection have used fashion to express themselves and have influenced and inspired whole cultures. Well illustrated, in color. 112 pages. Conran Octopus. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $20.00

587208 THE FASHION OF FILM: How Cinema Has Inspired Fashion. By Amber Butchart. From historic epics and romantic dramas to sci-fi blockbusters and art house cool, the world’s most creative fashion designers have also mirrored the changes made in society. Photos, most in color. 224 pages. Mitchell Beazley. 9x11. PRICE CUT to $7.95

Glass Arts

3678293 STAINED GLASS: 20 Great Weekend Projects. By Lynette Wrigley. Choose from twenty decorative glass pieces to make in a weekend, including light catchers, decorative mirrors, window panels, and more. Learn how to mix traditional stained glass techniques with modern materials to achieve contemporary results. Fully illustrated, many in color. 207 pages. Laurence King. 7¾x11. Paperbound Import. $34.95

5972046 CREATING WITH CONCRETE AND MOSAIC. By Hester van Overbeek. Create unique projects for a stylish home and garden—all from mosaic jars, glass bottles, and other glass vessels. Table settings and cocktail glasses to hanging lights and candle votives, these designs are all given clear step-by-step instruction, color photos and artworks. 126 pages. CICO Books. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

5987113 MOSAICS FOR THE FIRST TIME. By Reham Aarti Jacobsen. This craft is so much fun and the results you can achieve are so fabulous that you’ll want to create one decorative mosaic project after another. Learn a wide range of techniques while enhancing everything from a picture frame to a tabletop. Well illustrated, in color. 112 pages. Sterling. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

5895586 HANDS-ON MOSAIC. Ed. by Viviane Rousset. Fully illustrated, in color. 80 pages. Trafalgar Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

Mosaics

5707246 CREATING WITH CONCRETE AND MOSAIC. By S. Hedington & S. Zacke. With just a little bit of water, some fine concrete, and a handful of mosaic pieces, you can make your home and garden the envy of all your neighbors and guests. Includes such projects as decorative plant pots, birdbaths, concrete wall art, pot holders, coasters, candle holders, and more. Well illustrated, in color. 93 pages. Sterling. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/646
Paperbound Export. Pub. at $22.95

Ceramics & Pottery

689491 THE CRAFT AND ART OF CLAY, FIFTH EDITION: A Complete Potter’s Handbook. By Susan & Jan Peterson. The most comprehensive instructional introduction available, containing numerous step by step illustrations of all ceramic techniques to guide the beginner, as well as an inspirational portfolio of ceramic pieces from contemporary international potters. 432 pages. Laurence King. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

★ 685091 CERAMICS FOR BEGINNERS, REVISED: Animals & Figures. By Susan Halls. With plenty of how to images, this easy-to-follow beginner’s guide takes you through the process of creating human forms. Also offers suggestions for animal figures in clay using four basic techniques. Build your skills by making twelve step-by-step illustrated projects. 128 pages. Lark. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $24.94 $17.95

★ 685694 MASTERING THE POTTER’S WHEEL: Techniques, Tips, and Tricks for Potters. By Ben Carter. Finally, a comprehensive instruction manual for the beginning potter. Includes more than just the basics! After covering those foundations, Carter details a variety of methods for throwing large objects like pitchers and platters, as well as techniques like alterations, drying, and finishing. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Voyageur. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

Polymer Clay

383818 FAEMAKER: Making Fantasy Characters in Polymer Clay. By Dawn M. Schiller. Here is your guide to sculpting fantasy characters in polymer clay. Dawn shares her secrets for shaping incredibly detailed and friendly (for the most part!) little faces, hands and feet, poseable bodies, and authentic costumes. Includes step by step instructions for creating nine creatures. Subway doll, goblin, skeleton, color, 128 pages. Impact. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $2.95

678984 THE POLYMER CLAY TECHNIQUES BOOK. By Sue Heaser. Contains more than 50 techniques for creating fabulous oven-clay projects, ranging from jewelry to dollhouse miniatures. Begins with such basic directions as rolling, baking, and gluing, and then moves on to marbling effects, how to simulate textiles, make frames, miniature pots, and create faux stones. 128 pages. North Light. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95


★ 5981190 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO SCULPTING CHARACTERS IN CLAY. By Sheridan Doose. Discover the immersive art of clay sculpting with comprehensive tutorials from renowned professional sculptors. A great starter resource for the budding clay sculptor. The tools and materials, and the thought processes involved, are thoroughly examined to help guide aspiring sculptors. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. 3DTotal. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.99 $26.95

★ 6939098 MAKING MINIATURE FOOD & MARKET STALLS. By Angie Scarr. From峡the cabbage leaves, expert modeler Angie Scarr has thought of the tiniest details when creating this selection of luscious market stall items. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.75 $17.95

★ 6879047 FLOWSTONES: Beautiful Creations from Polymer Clay. By Amy Goldin. Colorful, smooth, and satisfyingly weighty, Goldin’s works of art are beautiful to look at and calming to hold. buckle across step by step instructions for making them at home from river rock wrapped in polymer clay. Enjoy a journey of mindfulness and creativity. Countryman. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

Decorative Painting

6912966 MANDALA STONES: 50 Inspirational Designs to Paint. By Natasha Alexander. Discover the meditative power of the mandala. This collection of 50 mandala designs includes mesmerizing geometric patterns, calming nature-inspired motifs, and spiritual symbols. Includes easy to follow instructions and templates for painting your own. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99

★ 5911400 THE ART OF STONE PAINTING: 30 Designs to Spark Your Creativity. By F. Sehnaz Bac. Transform ordinary stones into colorful works of art! Fully illus. in color. This collection of 30 artful designs offers a variety of techniques, including painting stones with colors or inks, painting on natural stone, and sealing the finished work. Projects range from simple to advanced, and include suggestions for indoor and outdoor display. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

Puppets, Dolls & Dollhouses

5856140 AMERICA’S DOLL HOUSE: The Miniature World of Faith Bradford. By William L. Bird, Jr. Features the story and details of one of the most fascinating objects in the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of American history, The five-story doll’s house was donated by its maker, Faith Bradford, along with a lengthy manuscript describing the lives of its residents; Mr. and Mrs. Peter Doll and family. Published by the Princeton Architectural. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

7520581 FAIRY GARDENING: Creating Your Own Magical Miniature Garden. By J. Bawden-Davis & B. Turner. Build your very own enchanting magical mini-gardens that are realistic and beautiful enough to attract Thumbelina herself. You’ll learn to design, plant, accessorize, and care for your own small world of indoor, outdoor, or dollhouse fairy gardens. Fully illus. from a showcase of impressive pieces. Well illus. in color. 175 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

★ 5905370 FAIRY HOUSES: How to Create Whimsical Homes for Fairy Folk. By Sally J. Smith. Smith reveals the secrets behind her amazing fairy house creations. Crafted exclusively from natural elements gleaned from the forests near her studio in the Adirondack Mountains, these miniature fairy houses will delight anyone with even a passing interest in mythical creatures. Includes full step by step detailed instructions. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $12.95

6769241 ENCHANTING ART DOLLS & SOFT SCULPTURES. By Marina Druker. Create the doll of your dreams with air-dry clays, crazy quilting, and creative stitchery. Eight unique projects include a beautiful mermaid, a fantasy fish, an elegant princess, and a sweet teddy bear. Learn artistic techniques for sewing, sculpting, and painting to give your doll exquisite style. Well illus. in color. 88 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95

★ 6879017 THE WORLD OF MINIATURES: From Simple Cabins to Ornate Palaces. By Sarah Walkley. In this amazing compendium of miniature buildings, Walkley looks at the wide variety of construction projects built by top miniature enthusiasts. Through a collection of beautiful photos she showcases the best examples of the doll’s house hobby to demonstrate what can be achieved when working in miniature. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. 9½x10½. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $21.95

★ 6886163 LIFELIKE ARTIST DOLLS: How-To and Inspiration from Lynn Cartwright’s Studio. Learn one of a kind polymer clay doll making tips from an award-winning expert. Follow her step by step guidance through key parts of the process, from material choices to armatures to facial modeling to accuracy in costuming. A valuable resource for doll collectors as well as makers. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/646 - 51 -
EDWARDIAN ERA MINIATURES IN 1:12 SCALE. By Jane Harrop. This delightful guide is packed with projects, enabling readers to make their own dolls’ houses and furniture. The miniatures are of a period feel. It includes over 40 step by step projects for all skill levels; practical advice on tools, techniques, and materials; the domestic history of the era, and more. Illus. in color. 184 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

SEW YOUR OWN DOLLS: 25 Stylish Dolls to Make and Personalize. By Louise Kelly. Make a doll for all your friends and gift-give with their outfits, hair, and accessories. Includes templates for the dolls’ clothes and accessories, and step by step instructions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. C&T. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

THE BIG BOOK OF A MINIATURE HOUSE: Create and Decorate a House Room by Room. By Christine-Lea Frisoni. Explains everything you need to know to build and furnish a beautiful miniature French country house in 1/12 scale. Includes step by step instructions along with information on the tools needed to complete the project. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

WOOD PALLET WONDERS: 20 Stunning DIY Storage & Decor Designs Made from Reclaimed Pallets. By Samantha Hartman. Features 20 incredible home design projects using wood pallets and reclaimed materials to create eye-pleasing storage and decor. Projects include a rustic Chevron Coffee Table; a Bar Cart; a Farmhouse Wall Clock; Tealight Candle Holders; and much more. Illus. in color. 123 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

CLASSIC CLOTH DOLLS: Beautiful Fabric Dolls and Clothes from the Vogue Patterns Collection. By Linda Carr. Filled with invaluable instructions and step by step directions to teach you how to make 1920’s style doll fashions to please everyone from a small child to a sophisticated adult. Covers the basics to creating the final; most minute detail. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Sixth&Spring. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

MAKING WOODEN GEARS CLOCKS: 6 Cool Contraptions That Really Keep Time. By the eds. of Scroll Saw Woodworking & Crafts. Making a piece of wood move is fun, but making it tell time is amazing! Scroll saw projects are arranged by skill level; from beginner to advanced, with full-size patterns accompanying each. Modeled on 17th-century technology, these moving wooden machines are made of materials that still govern mechanical clocks in color. 64 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

CARVING FACES WORKBOOK. By Harold Enlow. Here he teaches you some fundamental techniques that are applicable to almost every box in the guide, along with instructions for building boxes themselves. 52 boxes are included. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

CARVING FANCY WALKING STICKS. By Tom Wolfe. A great book for new carvers and old pros alike, it takes the reader through the process of creating a classic walking stick with a carved woodman’s head, from the beginning of the carving to painting, the attachment of the head to the shaft, and the decoration of the shaft. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

66 CANE PATTERNS FOR THE WOODCARVER. By Tom Wolfe. Each type of walking stick is represented here: the cane, the staff, and the quarterstaff. Patterns include projects from fish to dragons to beavers, making the designs in this book a valuable reference for all carvers. Fully illus. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

AMERICAN WOODWORKER’S HAND TOOL FUNDAMENTALS: Advice, Techniques, and Projects to Build Your Skills. Ed. by John Kelsey. Introduces you to all the key tools and techniques you need to learn for stonework, then shows you how to incorporate them into the new woodworking shop. Includes more than 75 hand-tool tips and techniques, plus 10 projects to help you improve your skills. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99

CARVING WILDFOWL CANES AND WALKING STICKS WITH POWER. By Frank C. Russell. Create beautiful, lifelike wildfowl cane handles with power tools. Each step is illustrated, from carving the blank and setting the eyes to texturing feathers and painting the complete handle. Patterns provided for 15 projects. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

HAND CARVING YOUR OWN WOOD STICK. By David Stehly. How to carve beautiful wildlife-themed walking sticks with this informative and easy-to-follow guide. In three detailed projects and twelve ready-to-use patterns, Stehly walks you through the entire process, explaining in artful-clear language the carving to painting, the attachment of the carved woodsman’s head, from the beginning of the carving to painting, the attachment of the head to the shaft, and the decoration of the shaft. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

WOOD CARVING TECHNIQUES UNLIMITED. By Ken Kise. A valuable reference for all carvers in wood, this concise guide covers the full spectrum of woodcarving from basic cutting and shaping to advanced engraving and fine finishing. Fully illus. 144 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

THE ART OF WHITTLING: Classic Woodworking Projects for Beginner Hobbyists. By Walter L. Faurot. This is an unabridged republication of the original 1930 edition and contains instructions for making such items as continuous wooden scissors, making working stones and planes; whittling human heads, pincushions and ships inside bottles. Illus. 91 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

IMPROVE YOUR DESIGN SKILLS ONE BOX AT A TIME. By David Stehly. Learn to make your boxes themselves. 52 boxes are included. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
★ 683633X HANDMADE BIRD, BEE, AND BAT HOUSES. By Michele McKee-Orsini. Offers step by step project instructions, clear artwork, and stunning photos that will inspire you to build your own bird, bee, bat, and bug houses. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 6667872 HANDMADE BIRDHOUSES AND FEEDERS. By Michele McKee-Orsini. With fully illustrated step by step instructions and artwork, this collection of 35 original designs from functional feeders to more decorative birdhouses will brighten your outdoor space. Includes a comprehensive woodworking techniques section. 144 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 3643115 WHITTLING TIPS & BRANCHES, 2ND EDITION: Unique Birds, Flowers, Trees & More from Easy-to-Find Wood. By Chris Lubkemann. With a little more than a knife, a branch, and a dose of concentration, this guide will show you how to create unique keepsakes that are fun to make, will be appreciated as gifts, or can be popular items for sale. Learn how to make a rooster, a miniature trees, and more. Fullyillus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 6872965 WILDLIFE INTARSIA WOODWORKING, 2ND EDITION: Patterns & Techniques for Making 3-D Wooden Animals. By J.G. Roberts & J. Booher. Provides all the inspiration and information you need to learn the cut, shape, and piece stunning wildlife portraits. Two intarsia legands provide expert instruction on choosing wood as well as shaping and sanding techniques, then present five complete step-by-step projects. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


★ 6590810 TURNED BOXES: 40 Inspiring Boxes by Expert Makers. By Nick Arnell et al. Contains 40 fantastic boxes devised by expert turners from around the world, with designs to suit all levels of ability. Projects include end grain boxes, finial boxes, and Turnbridge ware, along with easy to use diagrams. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $19.95

★ 5884284 WOODWORKER’S PATTERN BOOK: 78 Realistic Fretwork Animals. By Jacob & Wayne Fowler. Provides 78 realistic ready-to-use scroll saw patterns for a wide variety of animals. The authors include advice for beginner through advanced levels. All patterns are short of time. Includes step-by-step instructions for all the projects. Well illus. in color. 8½x11. Paperback. Publisher at $24.95 $19.95


★ 582429X TRADITIONAL STICKMAKING. By Chris Lubekmann. This absorbing and rewarding craft even today. This essential guide encourages beginners to get started with a simple staff or thumb stick, but also explains advanced techniques, such as making sheep and cow horn handles for the more experienced, and advanced techniques, such as making sheep and cow horn handles for the more experienced, and to find a project that will delight and amuse. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 582422X CARVING DEER: Patterns & Techniques for Realistic Woodcarving. By Derek Hall. Offers ready to use carving patterns, for making beautifully realistic bucks, does, and cows; expert tips for carving challenging details like eyes, nose, and mouth, along with texturing, painting, and finishing techniques; clear false color photos; and more. 48 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 5772699 WOODBURNING PROJECT & PATTERN TREASURY. By Deborah Pompano. This collection puts thousands of fantastic designs at your fingertips. With 172 pages teeming with pattern of elements--ranging from freehand to geometric designs. The final puzzles range from relatively simple to devilishly difficult. Fully illus. in color. 170 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 5434293 CARVING DEER: Patterns & Techniques for Realistic Woodcarving. By Derek Hall. Offers ready to use carving patterns, for making beautifully realistic bucks, does, and cows; expert tips for carving challenging details like eyes, nose, and mouth, along with texturing, painting, and finishing techniques; clear false color photos; and more. 48 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 5932378 HEIRLOOM WOOD: A Modern Guide to Carving Spoons, Bowls, and Other Homewares. By Max Bainbridge. Combining traditional techniques with contemporary design, Bainbridge teaches you how to build elegant spoons, bowls, and other practical items. He then offers step by step carving and cutting techniques for making your own simple, yet elegant, woodworking projects. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 5545098 CHAINSAW CARVING, 2ND EDITION REVISED: The Art and Craft. By Hal Macintosh. Step by step projects show how to make cutting on even today. This essential guide encourages beginners to get started with a simple staff or thumb stick, but also explains advanced techniques, such as making sheep and cow horn handles for the more experienced, and advanced techniques, such as making sheep and cow horn handles for the more experienced, and to find a project that will delight and amuse. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 455068X WOODLAND CRAFT. By Ben Lang. A woodcarver demonstrates how to make an array of craft products from materials found in the woods--branches, rakes, spoons, chairs, baskets and more. Detailed instruction and advice is joined by essential tips on tools and devices, plus fascinating information on the crafting tradition. Well illus. in color. 216 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $24.95

★ 6841039 30-MINUTE WOODTURNING: 25 Quick Projects to Make. By Mark Baker. This practical and fully illustrated guide with step by step instructions is perfect for woodturners who want to do more turning but who are short of time. Includes 25 beautiful projects to make, ranging from basic to advanced techniques, such as making sheep and cow horn handles for the more experienced, and advanced techniques, such as making sheep and cow horn handles for the more experienced, and to find a project that will delight and amuse. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 6663747 THE ART OF TURNED BOWLS: Designing Bowls with a World-Class Turner. By Richard Raffan. First published as Turned Bowl Design in 1989, this book has been completely updated with new information. The master turner teaches how to create bowls that will delight long after the colors and figure of the wood has faded, showing how to create enduring and beautiful shapes from both an artistic and practical point of view. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

★ 5924567 WOODEN PUZZLES: 25 Handmade Puzzles and Brain Teasers. By Brian Mellet. This inspiring book is a woodworking project that expands your woodworking skills, results in a gallery-worthy project that will bring hours of entertainment, and could even make a dent in your pile of scrap wood! Mellet takes you step-by-step through the construction of 20 ingenious puzzle designs. The final puzzles range from relatively simple to devilishly difficult. Fully illus. in color. 170 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
as well as a finished drawing. 142 pages. Spring House. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**6664204 WOODTURNING PATTERNS: 80+ Designs for the Workshop, Garden, and Every Room in the House.** By David Heald. A comprehensive resource for woodturners of all skill levels. Provides more than 80 patterns for a wide range of projects—from bottle stoppers, tops, and pepper mills to bowls, handles, ornamental forms, and candlesticks. Each pattern includes precise measurements as well as a finished drawing. 142 pages. Spring House. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 **$17.95

**6661793 THE NEW BANDSAW BOX BOOK: Techniques and Patterns for the Modern Woodworker.** By David Piccuito. Features 15 beautifully photographed projects that range from simple to accomplished, a clean step-by-step format, convenient tool lists and drawings of each design, an inspiring gallery of cutting boards designed and built by notable woodworkers, and smart tips and techniques for food-safe finishing. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Spring House. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 **$17.95

**6664238 TAUNTON’S WOOD CARVING BASICS: From Tool to Table.** By Dave Sabol. The projects within have been designed to give beginners the experience of working in a wide variety of carving styles. Learn how to select wood, choose tools and materials, sharpen and care for your tools, relief carve, power carve, chip carve, and paint and finish. Fully illus. in color. 187 pages. Tauntaon. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95

**6750265 THE WOODWORKER’S KITCHEN.** By A.J. Hamler. Features a range of woodworking items—from a kitchen island to a spice rack—sure to add that special touch to your kitchen. The 24 projects include detailed instructions, measured drawings, patterns and step-by-step color photos to make constructing them easy. 143 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 **PRICE CUT to $4.95

**6786499 CIVIL WAR WOODWORKING: 17 Authentic Projects for Woodworkers and Reenactors.** By A.J. Hamler. This is the perfect sourcebook to create a host of accurate reproductions of Civil War objects. All 17 projects, which range from fairly easy to moderately difficult, include fully illustrated step by step instructions with an emphasis on authenticity. 164 pages. Linden. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95


**6590082 TINY BOXES: 10 Skill-Building Box Projects.** By Doug Stowe. Box making is one of the best ways to make, either for themselves or as gifts. While also making something functional and beautiful, Stowe takes you step by step through the construction of ten tiny boxes. 170 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 **$9.95

**6597999 BUILD 25 BEAUTIFUL BOXES.** By Doug Stowe. Features an array of gorgeous boxes for a variety of special uses: jewelry, pens, gifts and more. Instructions include step by step directions for making inlay to enhance your projects. Also includes helpful tips for sourcing wood. Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 **$19.95

**5993670 TURNING CANDLESTICKS WITH MIKE CRIPPS.** With J.B. Snyder. The author takes you through all the steps required to turn a handsome, traditional candlestick and an imaginative, three section candlestick turned from a single log, on the wood lathe. Over 230 color photographs illustrate the process. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 **PRICE CUT to $2.95

**5880572 PINEWOOD DERBY FAST AND FURIOUS SPEED SECRETS: Tips & Tricks for Building Winning Cars.** By David Meade et al. Describes winning designs that share their fastest techniques, and amazing patterns in this comprehensive guide to Pineewood Derby building. Provides 19 phenomenal designs and inventive ideas, and step by step instructions for building a “Diesel” Dodge Charger or a Beetle Race Car. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 **$5.95

**672180X CARVING A COYOTE IN SOAPSTONE.** By Tasha Unnayar et al. An illustrated guide to carving a coyote in soapstone, with step by step instructions, photographs, and patterns. Includes a gallery of completed works. 49 pages. Schiffer. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 **PRICE CUT to $2.95

**6658872 TOME WOLFE CARVES FANCY CANES.** With Molly Higgins. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 **$9.95

**5993655 TURNING HUMIDORS WITH DICK SING.** Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 **$2.95


**6673201 CARVING MARINE ANIMALS WITH POWER.** By Frank C. Russell. 96 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. **$14.95


**6689027 MAKE GETTING STARTED WITH 3D CARVING.** By Zach Kaplan. Well illus. in color. 124 pages. Media Maker. Paperbound. **$19.99

**Metal Crafts**

**3516571 METALWORKING: Old-Fashioned Tools, Materials, and Processes for the Handyman.** By Paul N. Hasluck. First published in 1907, this classic guide from turn-of-the-century blacksmith Paul Hasluck is filled with more than 2,000 beautiful B&W illustrations and clear, comprehensive instructions, offering everything you need to know. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 **$1.95


**METALWORKING: Old-Fashioned MATERIALS.** By Mark Baker. Twenty charming projects include traditional favorites such as a spinning top, tea party goodies, stick figures, stacking blocks, a pulley train and ring-turned pigs. Each one has clear step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 **$13.95

**Metal Working KIT: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.** Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**MINI-LATHE FOR HOME MACHINISTS.** By David Meade. For Building Winning Cars. By David Meade et al. Describes winning designs that share their fastest techniques, and amazing patterns in this comprehensive guide to Pineewood Derby building. Provides 19 phenomenal designs and inventive ideas, and step by step instructions for building a “Diesel” Dodge Charger or a Beetle Race Car. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 **$5.95

**MY MASTERPIECE SCYTHIAN**: Fully illus. in color. 290 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $28.95 **$19.95

**METALWORK KIT: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.** Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**METALWORK KIT: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.** Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**BONE & ANTLER CARVING KIT: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.** Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**BONE & ANTLER CARVING KIT: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.** Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


**MINI-LATHE FOR HOME MACHINISTS.** By David Meade. For Building Winning Cars. By David Meade et al. Describes winning designs that share their fastest techniques, and amazing patterns in this comprehensive guide to Pineewood Derby building. Provides 19 phenomenal designs and inventive ideas, and step by step instructions for building a “Diesel” Dodge Charger or a Beetle Race Car. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 **$5.95

**MY MASTERPIECE SCYTHIAN**: Fully illus. in color. 290 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $28.95 **$19.95

**METALWORK KIT: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.** Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**METALWORK KIT: The Metropolitan Museum of Art.** Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
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**3516490 THE ART OF CASTING IN IRON: How to Make Appliances, Chains, and Statues and Repair Broken Castings the Old-Fashioned Way.** By Simpson Bolland. First published 1893. From founding statues and the art of taking casts to pattern modeling and sectional molding, this practical guide provides all the basics and more. With easy to follow instructions, it guides the reader through the iron casting process, making it perfect for novices and professional alike. Illus. 392 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

**5956102 ENAMELING ON METAL: The Art and Craft of Enameling on Metal Explained Clearly and Precisely.** By N. Lopez-Ribalta & E. P. Miro. Explains the basic techniques clearly, with a discussion of the characteristics of glass, enameled designs, enameling methods, and various working techniques. Also presents step by step instructions for crafting different enamelled metal objects. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Barron's. 9/x12. Pub. at $29.95 $11.95

---

**Papercrafts**

**7625483 HOW TO MAKE SUPER POP-UPS.** By Joan Irvine. Everyone loves pop-ups, and these dynamic designs take the charming element of surprise a step further, with patterns that slide, turn and snap. More than 30 projects guide you from a fish to a frog, candleholder and pumpkin, and much more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Skyhorse. 8/x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**6864328 WELDING COMPLETE, 2ND EDITION: Techniques, Project Plans & Instructions.** By Michael A. Reeser. Includes techniques, project plans and instructions, this guide shows you everything you need to know to become a competent and safe welder of a wide variety of metal projects, as well as a coffee table, magazine rack, wine rack, firepit, and gate. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8/x10½. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**6824226 MAD ABOUT METAL: More Than 50 Embossed Craft Projects for Your Home.** By Monica Fischer et al. Learn more about metal and supporting mediums, as well as how to use the tools and familiarize yourself with several techniques, all of which can be applied in more than fifty decorative and functional items. Magnificent photos of the finished projects will inspire you, while detailed step-by-step instructions guide you. 127 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

---

**67393415 ORIGAMI CARD CRAFT: 30 Clever Cards and Envelopes to Fold.** By Karen Elema Thomas. Impress your friends with origami inspired cards, boxes, and envelopes that pop up, fan out, and even hold secret messages. With a few basic techniques under your belt and the endless opportunities that paper offers, there’s no limit to the bow, candleholder and castle. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Dover, 8/x11. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

**1868551 ALPHABET STENCIL BOOK: Letters & Numbers for All Craft & Design Projects.** Text by Camille Wilkinson. Lettering is at your fingertips with this collection of 24 stencil fonts that can be used for any craft or design project. Choose from a classic serif font, a blocky san serif, a brooding Gothic, an elegant Art Deco font, and more. The hardy kraft card stencils can be used several times. Batsford. 10/x10½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**6917615 DOCTOR WHO PAPER DOLLS.** By S. Guerrer & C. Dee. Take a romp through time and space with 26 detailed paper dolls. All 12 Doctors are featured, along with characters from Ace and Donna to Missy and Bill—plus more than 50 outfits! Includes secrets behind the costumes, insights from the actors and producers, and even tips for cosplay. Fully illus. in color. 61 pages. HarperDesign. 8/x1½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**6688152 WIND POWER: 20 Projects to Make with Paper.** By Cline Dobson. Provides both a basic scientific understanding of wind power, as well as 20 creative and unique projects designed to demonstrate and harness the power of moving air. Includes step-by-step drawings and instructions for creating pinwheels, windmills, wind turbines and more. Firefly. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**6913148 SEASONS: Make It by Hand Paper Sculpture.** By Shobhna Patel. Includes complete instructions and special sheets for twenty projects to create a three-dimensional work of art. Treats a mother and young cygnets, a Japanese cherry blossom, and more. Color-in your projects first, or add colored paper to the finished piece. Fully illus. Atria. 9/x11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

---

**6741495 FOLD IT & CUT IT. By Naomi Shiek. Learn the craft of papercutting with these simple designs by a seasoned papercutter. What sets these projects apart is that they are all symmetrical, meaning your cutting time is halved or even quartered. Fold your paper, cut your design, and then open it up to reveal a beautiful mirrored papercut. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Running Press. 8/x10¾. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6856666 INSPIRED ORIGAMI: FOLD IT to Calm the Mind and Soothe the Soul.** By J. Morin & C. Sanderson. Introduces craters of all skill levels to the soothing practice of Japanese paper folding with 15 beautiful, tranquil projects, including the Skyhawk to the Saber to the B-2 Buzz Bomber—this vibrantly colored collection shows you step-by-step how to fold an array of creatures of the sky. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


**7603983 PAPER QUILTS: Turn Traditional Quilt Motifs into Contemporary Cards and Crafts.** By Sandra Lounsbury. Offers a new look at the classic craft and explores the beauty of traditional American patchwork to paper cutters. It features patterns and beloved quilt block designs adapted for paper cards, gift bags, ornaments, boxes, and garlands. Color photos. 128 pages. Potter. Craft, 8/x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

---
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★678341 CALM CALLIGRAPHY: Practice Lettering to Find Inner Peace. By Malalei. Learn the beautiful letter forms with step-by-step instructions, then refine your technique and calm your mind by copying inspirational words and phrases in the dedicated workbook section. Ease your worries, improve your concentration, and feel your spirits lift with each stroke you make. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★693388 CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY. By O. Zhongshi & W.C. Fong. Chinese calligraphy, with its artistry as well as utilitarian values, has been assumed for its formal beauty for more than three millennia. This lavish volume gives a full account of calligraphy in China, including its history, theory, and importance in Chinese culture. Well illus., many in color. 511 pages. Yale. 8¼x12¼. Pub. at $75.00 $29.95


★6873399 CALLIGRAPHY: A Complete Guide. By Julien Chazan. Master the beautiful and varied art of Western calligraphy with this lavishly illustrated guide. It offers all the information you need to get started, as well as techniques for the advanced artist—using color, carving letters in wood and stone, and creating abstract and ornamental designs. Well illus. in color. 223 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★687725 ARTFUL ALPHABETS: 55 Inspiring Hand Lettering Techniques and Ideas. By Joanne Sharpe. Follow the simple illustrated steps to replicate each style of the 55 hand drawn alphabets featured in this guide. Add an artful touch to the world around you by personalizing anything from calendars and planners to wall art, journals, cards and one of a kind gifts. 144 pages. North Light. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★6900992 THE ART OF WHIMSICAL Calligraphy. By Joanne Sharpe. An artful inspiration guide about creating stylized funny and expressive artwork using your personal handwriting skills. The author shows you how to create exuberant and personalized writing styles for your artwork whether it be a journal, canvas art, or other projects that use text. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.99

★6919855 SECRETS OF MODERN Calligraphy. By Kirsten Burke. An inspirational workshop for complete beginners to discover and master the art of calligraphy. Part how to, and part project guide, this resource will inspire you to develop your love of lettering. Through easy to follow, and enjoyable projects you will build your calligraphy confidence. Well illus., many in color. 112 pages. Weldon Owen. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★6987156 BY HAND: The Art of Modern Lettering. By Nicole Miyuki Santo. A thoughtful collection of more than 30 lessons and projects to bring unique, handmade designs into your life, home and gatherings. The author invites you to join her on a hand lettering journey using pens, brushes, and paint pens. Intuse everyday objects with meaning through this beautiful art. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

★5915201 NIB + INK: A Modern Calligraphy Sketchbook. By Chiara Ferraro. Discover elegant and exciting ways to develop your own unique style of modern calligraphy with this beautiful and immersive guide. Personalize your stationery, add a flourish to your correspondence, or simply fake pleasure in the practice of handwriting with this book. Fully illus. 176 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

★6558224 THE ART OF CHINESE Calligraphy. By Yat-Ming Cathy Ho. Pratice the art of Chinese calligraphy with this step by step guide to rendering more than 300 individual characters used in arts, crafts, and design projects. This elegant script can be used to embellish just about anything, and a single character can convey myriad thoughts and emotions. Fully illus. in color. 236 pages. Chartwell. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


Scrapbooks, Albums, & Journals

★6940401 THE FLOWER BOOK: Let the Beauty of Each Bloom Speak for Itself. By Rachel Siegfried. A flower farmer and floral designer celebrates bloom by bloom the loveliest flowers for your home. Taking you from early tulips to summer sweet peas and fall dahlias, she shows you how to select the best flowers, keep them fresh in your home, and display each one to create its natural beauty. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10¼x12. Pub at $40.00 $16.95

Flowercrafts

★6907684 BEAUTIFUL BEES: Modern Techniques for Creating a Perfect Bee. By Hitomi Hosono. A feng shui designer, the author shares her own modern techniques for creating a perfect bee, a symbol of life and health, and shows you how to combine the natural beauty of bees with your own personal style. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★6889967 THE LITTLE BOOK OF LETTERING & WORD DESIGN. By C. Ferraro & J. Stevens. Teaches the basics of traditional calligraphy, as well as a range of contemporary methods for creating unique and customized hand lettered alphabets. Features plenty of interactive exercises and practice pages, the art of lettering has never felt so creative and approachable. Well illus., many in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
Flowercrafts


691012 ART FLOWERS: Contemporary Floral Designs & Installations. By Olivier Dupon. From intimate flower arrangements worthy of a Dutch Master painting to asymmetrical installations that dazzle with their ingenuity, the wealth of today's great flower designers come together for one breathtaking volume. Fully illus. in color. 287 pages. Clarkson Potter. 10/14/13. Pub. at $85.00


Other Arts & Crafts

6837115 THUNDERER: Building a Model Dreadnought. By William Mowll. In this detailed step-by-step manual every aspect of the building is covered, from the hull to wireless equipment, and all the different techniques required to bring a complex model battleship to completion are fully explained. An eloquent testimony to the skills of the original designers and shipbuilders. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Naval Institute. Import. Pub. at $47.95

6895425 STITCH, CLOTH, PAPER & PAINT: Mixed Media Ideas & Inspiration. By Angie Hughes. Innovative and beautifully illustrated, this volume explores an exciting range of mixed media techniques and their adaptions of ancient designs as well as new motifs inspired by movies and TV shows. Dover. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95


6906303 THE ART OF LEGO DESIGN. By Jordan Schwartz. The author explores LEGO as an artistic medium. This wide ranging collection of creative techniques will help you craft your own amazing models as you learn to see the world through the eyes of some of the greatest LEGO builders. You’ll also discover some of the innovative techniques that LEGO artists use. Fully illus. in color. 268 pages. No Starch. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

4690352 MOBILE ART: Make Your Home a Magical Place with These 32 Beautiful Hanging Decorations. By Clare Youngs. Using a variety of hanging techniques, from paper quilling to sewing to die cutting, this guide includes instructions for 35 inspiring and simple mobiles. Projects include a delicate snowflake mobile that will spin gently in your kitchen, a gorgeous snowflake mobile for Christmas and many more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6785972 THE NATURAL SOAPMAKING BOOK FOR BEGINNERS. By Kelly Cable. Homemade soaps allow you to control the ingredients you use, so you can avoid chemicals found in many store-bought products. Included is a clear guide with illustrated step by step tutorials, 55 recipes, troubleshooting tips, and decorative techniques for layering and swirls. 210 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

5929830 MADE UP: 40+ Easy Make-Up Tutorials & DIY Beauty Products. By Laura Jenkinson. Offers over 40 step by step and easy to follow make-up tutorials that can be mastered by anyone. Featuring recipes for DIY beauty products, this guide is perfect for anyone who loves to mix up their look with make-up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Pub. at $17.97 $4.95

2698447 INDIAN BASKETRY: Forms, Designs, and Symbolism of Native American Basketry. By Jordan Schwartz. Originally published in 1901. An aid for the artist, designer, craftsman, or beginner who wants to re-create authentic and incredible LEGO vehicles. You'll find incredible LEGO vehicles. You'll find all the building is covered, from the hull to wireless equipment, and all the different techniques required to bring a complex model battleship to completion are fully explained. An eloquent testimony to the skills of the original designers and shipbuilders. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Naval Institute. Import. Pub. at $47.95

3606058 INDIAN BASKET WEAVING. By the Navajo School of Indian Basketry. First published in 1903, this guide begins with basic techniques, choice of materials, preparation of the reed, splicing, the introduction of color, principles and methods of design, and more. Describes a great variety of baskets and weaves from many cultures. Illus. 104 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

6732282 HOT KNOTS: Fresh Macrame Ideas for Jewelry, Home, and Fashion. By Kat Hartmann. With over 200 stunning, full color images offering instruction, step by step techniques, and inspiration, it’s a must-have guide for crafters, artists, knotting enthusiasts, and creative types of all kinds. Guides readers through 18 cool and contemporary projects for jewelry, accessories and more. 128 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

6754341 JUST BRICK IT: Over 20 Projects for Adult Fans of LEGO. By David Searle. Whatever your age, you can indulge your love for LEGO by making the twenty plus challenging, quirky and hugely appealing objects in this fantastic detailed guide with step by step instructions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Michael O’Mara. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95
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★ 6833955 MODEL BUILDING WITH BRASS, 2ND EDITION. By Ken Foran. Whether substituting for an existing plastic model kit or assembling, making a master pattern for casting, or creating a complete scratch-built model, the range of brass fabrication methods and tools used are explained. A valuable resource for successfully building with brass. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. No Starch. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $29.95

★ 690632X BEAUTIFUL LEGO. By Mike Doyle. A compendium of LEGO artwork that showcases a stunning array of pieces ranging from incredible life-like replicas of everyday objects and fantastic monuments to imaginative renderings of spaceships, mansions, and mythical creatures. Interviews with the artists take you inside the creative process that turns simple parts into brick creations of gold and silver thread. Projects include beautiful LEGO structures, massive Lego-Mexican icons, and a breathtaking LEGO version of the Brooklyn Bridge. Also includes over 200 pages of color. 266 pages. No Starch. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

★ 6906117 INCREDIBLE LEGO TECHNIC: Cars, Trucks, Robots & More! By Pawel Szel Kmiec. From tanks to toy trucks, all the models showcased in this book use LEGO Technic gears, pulleys, pneumatics, and electric motors to really move. You'll find some of the world's best LEGO Technic vehicles along with design notes and breakdown views of the truly incredible mechanisms inside. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. No Starch. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95

★ 6649087 JAPANESE HEAVY CRUISERS: Myoko and Takao Classes. By Steve Backer. Provides a summary of the development of the largest and most powerful Japanese warships of their era. Contains detailed plans of the ships and their equipment; color references for paint schemes; reviews of available kits and accessories; and more. Fully illus. 64 pages. Well illus. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 6676037 SIMPLE & NATURAL SOAPMAKING. By Jan Berry. Offers all the instruction you need to make incredible botanical soaps that showcase both emotional cold-process and modern hot-process techniques. Berry teaches the basics, then offers easy, unique soap recipes with ingredients and scents inspired by the forest, flower, fruit, marine, garden, and much more. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

★ 6688934 MACRAME FOR BEGINNERS AND BEYOND: 24 Easy Macrame Projects for Home and Garden. By A. Mullins & M. Ryan-Raison. Starting with the knots and techniques covered in this book, the reader can then go on to create macrame projects that will lead you through the tying sequences to 24 stylish macrame projects: a clutch purse, deck chair, choker necklace, wall hangings, and more. Well illus. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

★ 6892432 NATURAL SOAP AT HOME. By Liz McQuerry. A step-by-step guide for natural cold process soap crafting. Mostly utilizing kitchen ingredients to create a variety of interesting soaps, the author will put you in touch with your inner alchemist. From body bars to hair care bars, with wonderful advice on herbs and essential oil blends, you will enjoy a clean like never before. Fully illus. in color. 105 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

★ 6906211 HOW TO SELL YOUR CRAFTS ONLINE: A Step-By-Step Guide to Successful Sales on Etsy and Beyond. By Debra Root Sutton. With over 100 sellers on Etsy (an online marketplace dedicated to buying and selling all things handmade), how can you make your shop stand out and increase your sales? This guide will teach you how to attract more customers, boost your Etsy sales, and expand your online presence. 206 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

★ 4621840 HOW TO USE SOAPS TO CURE EVERYTHING. By Liz McQuerry. Explains how to use soap as a natural remedy to treat a wide range of ailments, such as acne and eczema. The author offers 50 unique recipes for clearing up skin issues and using soap as a cleaning agent, all illustrated with Step-by-Step instructions and photographs. 128 pages. Lark. Paper. Pub. at $24.95

★ 6677037 BEASTS FROM BRICKS: Amazing LEGO Designs for Animals from Around the World. By Ekow Nimako. Shakes up the genre of making a menagerie of wild animals with LEGO bricks. Fully illustrated and packed with inspiring ideas, this step-by-step guide will teach you how to build animals from around the world, from a trumpeting African elephant to a cuddly giant panda. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Quay. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

★ 5988986 DIY TYPE: 50+ Typographic Stencils for Decorating, Crafting, Gifting. By Dana Tamamchi. Features two sets of alphabet stencils for personalizing journals and school supplies, monogramming apparel, embroidering pillows, making wall and furniture decorations, and more. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Charles Potter. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 6359965 MARLINSPIKE SAILOR’S KNOTS AND CRAFTS. By Barbara Merry. Offers more than 30 ropework projects that will add a nautical touch to your boat, RV, camp, or home. Well illus. 102 pages. Interweave Press. Marine. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

★ 1903608 PLANKING PROCEDURES FOR MODEL SHIP BUILDERS. By Donald Dressel. Presents a modeler’s reference for planking wooden ships—both kit and scratch models. Here is a complete explanation of several different planking procedures. Well illus. 138 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

★ 6923102 HMS GAMMET SHIP & MODEL. By William Mowll. Ship modeler and author, Mowll, describes the design and long history of Gannet before taking the reader on a detailed photographic step by step exposition of the building of his exquisite 1/48 scale model of the vessel. All the information that a ship modeller might need is included here. 128 pages. Seaforth. Import. Pub. at $39.95

★ 6888178 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHINESE KNOTTING. By Lydia Chen. The techniques and modifications featured will enable knotatters to produce an infinite number of extensions and variations on fourteen basic Chinese knots. Instructions for making 66 formations specially created by the author are included, along with the use of innovative materials like gold and silver thread. Projects include ornamental hangings and jewelry. Fully illus., most in color. 159 pages. Tuttle. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

★ 5761778 THE GUTHRIE SCRAPBOOK. By Jinai Ka Jakusz. By making your own face and body cleaners and toiletries, you can make just the right combination of ingredients for your skin. Easy-to-follow, specific instructions are provided for each recipe, as well as advice on how to set up your kitchen lab. Try Coconut-Almond Creamy Face Wash or Chocolate and Vanilla Bath Bars. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 6886655 WINGS OF RESISTANCE: The Giant Kites of Guatemala. By Christopher Omelas et al. Examines the politics and art of the giant kites placing this Guatemalan tradition in the context of international kite culture. Projects include instructions for building a kite resembling a rocket with a family of butterflies and a kite resembling Gannet, the world’s largest and most powerful Japanese cruiser of World War II. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Tuttle. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

★ 6893046 MAKING WINTER: A Hygge-Inspired Guide for Surviving the Winter Months. By Emma Mitch. A Danish concept all about coziness, simple pleasures, and the company of loved ones, Hygge is at the center of these 50 creative crafts and recipes. Ranging from gorgeous trinkets to snuggly woolens and tasty treats, they each come with step-by-step instructions and photographs. 128 pages. Lark. Pub. at $24.95

★ 6205653 SHIP MODELING FROM STEM TO Stern. By Milton Roth. An introduction to the art including a history of ships and model ship building. Discusses plans, size and conversion of scales, and electric motors to really move. You’ll find some of the world’s best created LEGO vehicles along with design notes and breakdown views of the truly incredible mechanisms inside. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. No Starch. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95

★ 6659935 MODEL BUILDING WITH BRASS, 2ND EDITION. By Ken Foran. Whether substituting for an existing plastic model kit or assembling, making a master pattern for casting, or creating a complete scratch-built model, the range of brass fabrication methods and tools used are explained. A valuable resource for successfully building with brass. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. No Starch. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $29.95

★ 6902499 STEAMPUNK LEGO. By Guy Himber. Includes the very best original LEGO creations in the steampunk style, by builders from every corner of the globe. Some of the most imaginative and full-illuss. in color. 192 pages. No Starch. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $29.95

★ 5669375 MAKING WINTER: A Hygge-Inspired Guide for Surviving the Winter Months. By Emma Mitch. A Danish concept all about coziness, simple pleasures, and the company of loved ones, Hygge is at the center of these 50 creative crafts and recipes. Ranging from gorgeous trinkets to snuggly woolens and tasty treats, they each come with step-by-step instructions and photographs. 128 pages. Lark. Pub. at $24.95

★ 6677037 BEASTS FROM BRICKS: Amazing LEGO Designs for Animals from Around the World. By Ekow Nimako. Shakes up the genre of making a menagerie of wild animals with LEGO bricks. Fully illustrated and packed with inspiring ideas, this step-by-step guide will teach you how to build animals from around the world, from a trumpeting African elephant to a cuddly giant panda; a diving walrus; a bushy-tailed giant anteater; and more. 144 pages. Quarry. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

★ 6968986 DIY TYPE: 50+ Typographic Stencils for Decorating, Crafting, Gifting. By Dana Tamamchi. Features two sets of alphabet stencils for personalizing journals and school supplies, monogramming apparel, embroidering pillows, making wall and furniture decorations, and more. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Charles Potter. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 6359965 MARLINSPIKE SAILOR’S KNOTS AND CRAFTS. By Barbara Merry. Offers more than 30 ropework projects that will add a nautical touch to your boat, RV, camp, or home. Well illus. 102 pages. Interweave Press. Marine. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

★ 6698955 MARLINSPIKE SAILOR’S KNOTS AND CRAFTS. By Barbara Merry. Offers more than 30 ropework projects that will add a nautical touch to your boat, RV, camp, or home. Well illus. 102 pages. Interweave Press. Marine. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
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**3575486 WIRED BEAUTIFUL.** By Heidi Boyd. These 14 + projects will get you excited about the many ways you can use wire in your jewelry projects. After learning the ins and outs of working with wire, you’ll learn various techniques for wrapping, twisting, coiling and more to make beautiful bracelets, earrings, necklaces, pendants, and rings. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8x10 ¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

**6730914 SMALL PROJECTS TO QUILT:** Threads Selects. By Joan Ford. Features step by step instructions for five fabulous scrap fabric projects—a pillow and pin cushion, town tote, scrap baby quilt, table runner and pot holder, and a contelli pillow. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8x10 ¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**5880456 WOODCARVER’S WORKBOOK.** By Mary Duke Guldan. The 16 projects included here have step by step instructions as well as advice on tools, techniques, painting, staining, and sealing. You’ll learn to carve dramatic freestanding figures that bring animals like bears, wolves, cougars, whitetail buck, moose, and more to life. Fully illus. 176 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

---
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**6726502 CLASSIC WHITTLING: Basic Techniques and Old-Time Projects.** By Rick Wiebe. Whittling is simple to learn and this guide teaches you all the fundamentals you need to master this timeless craft. Includes the basics for selecting the best knife; sharpening tips and tricks; what woods are best for whittling; and step-by-step fundamentals; instructions for classic projects. Well illus. in color. 172 pages. Linden. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**6730825 PRAIRIE GIRL SEWING: Threads Selects.** By Jennifer Worick. Each of these projects is a practical mix of pioneer know-how and delicious nostalgia. Try your hand at sewing a sampler quilt, embroidering a pillowcase or guest towels, stitching a drawstring bag, or even braiding and sewing a rag rug. 24 pages. Taunton. 8x10 ¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.96

**6730175 BEAUTIFUL BURLAP: Threads Selects.** By Alice Fisher. A collection of twenty stylish, easy to create projects using burlap. Includes step by step instructions for items like wreaths, placemats, gift bags, table runners, throw pillows, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

---

**6783451 A COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO CHINESE DRESS ACCESSORIES.** By Valery M. Garrett. Complete guide to Chinese dress accessories worn during the Qing dynasty and up to the middle of the 20th century. Covers headwear, jewelry, collars, purses and fans, footwear, and home furnishings. Fully illus. in color. 188 pages. Times Editions. Import. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95

**6774911 FOR KEEPS.** By Amy Gibson. Features eleven beautiful quilts and five keepsakes from Gibson, a passionate quilt designer and teacher. Instructions are easy for beginners to follow, and inspire quilters of all levels. Try projects for a handkerchief, a blanket, a lunch sack, and many more. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Lucky Spool Media. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

**6927661 THE NATURAL COLORS COOKBOOK.** By Maggie Pate. From selecting natural fibers to scouring baths, this introduction to hand dyeing covers everything beginners need to know to create a colorful palette of textiles. Includes DIY projects for using your dyes, safety tips and precautions, and more. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**5592945 BUILDING A MINIATURE NAVY BOARD MODEL.** By Philip Reed. Step by step manual for building a miniature 1:192 scale model of the Royal George of 1715. Methods of hull and deck framing, internal and external planking, the construction of the complex stern with its array of galleries, doors and window, are all covered. 144 pages. Seaford. Paperback. Pub. at $36.95 $29.95